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Members support Erwin

3

Fiscal court hears
cable representatives

HUMANITARIAN OF THE
YEAR — Mrs. Libby Hart (top
photo, center) was honored as
Humanitarian of the Year by the
Murray Rotary Club at the gotary
"Ann" Dinner. She received her
plaque from Bill Kopperud (left)
and President Joe Belcher. Also,
Rotarians C.O. Bondurant (bottom left photo, center) and Max
Hurt (bottom right photo, right)
were named sustaining members
of the Paul Harris Rotary Foundation. Charles Leroy Eldridge congratulates Bondurant and his wife
Lucille while Cotton Ivy chats
with Hurt and his wife Mavis.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

Hart, Rotarians honored at club dinner
Libby Hart was honored Tuesday night as the recipient of the
second annual Humanitarian of
the Year award presented by the
Murray Rotary Club during its
Rotary "Ann" Dinner.
"I am very, very pleased. It is
quite an honor," she said. "With
the wealth of individuals who have
given their time and energies to
this small university town and
make it an exciting place to live, I
am indeed pleased to be considered as one of its contributors.
And I am most appreciative of this
honor extended to me by the Murray Rotary Club."
Also during the dinner, two
Rotarians — C.O. Bondurant and
Max Hurt — were recognized as
sustaining members of the Paul
Harris Rotary Foundation. The
honor makes them eligible for the
Paul Harris Fellow, Rotary's
highest honor.
Mrs. Hart, wife of Dr. James C.

thunderstorms

Hart, was praised for her many
contributions to Murray and
Calloway County.
A community-minded person,
Mrs. Hart:
• Helped initiate the idea for the
founding of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre,
•Has been an organizer of Murray
community concert programming,
• Helped develop French classes
at the Calloway County Public
Library,
• Served on the Comprehensive
Care Center Board and helped
with its project,
• Was on the screening committee
for the search of vice president of
student development at Murray
State University,
•Served as a member of the board
of directors of the Murray State
Alumni Association,

•r•'- 74

the Murray club. Bondurant, who
served as Murray president in
1947, has been a Rotarian for 54
years. Hurt, president in 197t, has
been a member for 38 years.
Master of ceremonies for the
evening was Jim Greer. Entertainment was provided by Cotton
Ivy.

Payments to Marshall magistrates questioned
By The Associated Press
BENTON — Marshall County
Attorney Martin Johnson has filed
a lawsuit to find out if he should
collect about $24,000 in undocumented expenses paid to
three county magistrates over a
three-year period.
According to the county attorney, the payments were noted
in an audit conducted by the state
in 1981,

Johnson sought an opinion from
the state attorney general to
determine whether the money
must be recouped from the
magistrates, two of whom are still
on the fiscal court, and, if so, who
should collect it.
The opinion gave "less than
satisfactory directions" on how to
resolve the matter, he said.
State law allows county
magistrates to collect $100 mon-

thly for undocumented expenses.
Johnson said. The magistrates exceeded that figure by $100 monthly
for a one-year period and by $200
for an additional two or three
years, he said.
The suit names the three
magistrates, Bubby Devine and
Gordon Hargrove, who are still on
the court, and Wayne Lovett, as
well as the attorney general and
state Auditor.
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Today partly sunny this morning but with thunderstorms
developing by afternoon. Some
may be heavy. High in the mid
70s with south winds 15 to 25
mph and gusty. Tonight a 70
percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low in the mid
to upper 50s with southwest
winds 15 to 30 mph. Thursday
mostly cloudy and cooler with a
20 percent chance of light
showers. High in the low 60s
and west winds 10 to 20 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
362.7
Lake Barkley
362.8
Kentucky Lake

IT'S SHINE TIME — In conjunction with "Shine Time," the
Community Improvement Volunteers' clean-up fix-up campaign for Murray set for the week of April 17-23, a poster contest was held at Murray Middle School. The campaign urges all
homeowners to clean-up and fix-up their properties. Poster
winners included (from left, left photo) Todd Keller, first
place; Lanette Hunt,teacher; Corinna Todd,second place; and
Ryan Malone, third place. Honorable mention students were
(bottom right) Connie Chan, Leigh Baker, Robyn McCarty and
Marty McCuiston. Contest judges were (bottom left) Emily
Wolfson and Margaret Crawford. Winners received gift certificates from Mr.Gatti's and Dennison-Hunt.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
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• Has been active in the Murray
Woman's Club and its numerous
projects,
• Was a member of the board of
directors of the Arts Council,
• Played a supportive role in the
establishment of "Dicken's
Christmas atPress Alley,"
• Was One of the first originators
of the idea of the Wrather-West
Kentucky Museum,and
• Has been very active with the
First Christian Church.
The Harts have four children —
James Jr., William, Nancy
(Johnson), all medical doctors,
and John, a student at Murray
State University.
According to Rotary President
Joe Belcher, Bondurant and Hurt
were named sustaining members
of the Paul Harris Rotary Foundation because of their lengths of
membership and offices held in

Representatives from two cable
Weaks stressed that the Fiscal
'television companies were preCourt as a whole would not ensent at Tuesday's meeting of the
dorse a political candidate,
Calloway County Fiscal Court, however, individual members of
responding to the court's adverthe court could support and entisement for preliminary bids on
dorse the candidates of their
installing cablevision in the counchoice.
ty.
A representative from Galaxy
Cablevision, Inc., home based in
Sikeston, Mo., reported that his
company specializes in rural
areas and county franchises.
He told members of the court
that in order for his company to install cable, there must be a density of 25 homes per mile of cable.
On preliminary studies, he
reported that proposed channel offerings would include 14 channels
with the option of five others. Base
rate per inonth would be $9.
A Hendersonville, Tenn. company, Toinberlin Technology,
Inc., was also represented at the
meeting.
The Tomberlin representative
reported that his company would
have to conduct a 30-day
preliminary survey in order to formulate a rate structure.
Marti Erwin
He said service typical of that
It was reported by County
proposed for Calloway County includes 20 basic channels and three Treasurer Sue Outland that
to five movie channels. Base rate $251,000 will be available to the
for the Tomberlin service would county for revenue sharing programs. Areas eligible for funding
be between $8 and $9.95, he said.
Following discussion among through revenue sharing, accourt members it was decided to cording to Outland, are public
allow Tomberlin Technology, Inc. safety, environmental protection,
to conduct the 30-day survey and public transportation, health,
to consider both bids and pro- recreation, libraries, special serposals at the May 10 meeting of vices, poor and aging and capital
construction.
the court.
In other action at Tuesday's
Areas to be included with cable
meeting, the court voted to grant
will be determined later.
Also present at the meeting was $1,700 to the Murray-Calloway
candidate for state senator of the County Transit Authority, at the
first district, Marti Erwin. Erwin request of Director Sue Morris
spoke to the members of the court and Chairman Pete Whaley.
and left a letter to be signed by Outland reported that growth and
any who chose to support her in increased use of the system made
the race. All magistrates, Judge- the request for more funds
Executive George Weaks, Murray necessary.
Also the board approved the
Mayor Holmes Ellis, and other
county and government officials treasurers reports and heard a
signed the letter of support. (See _ report'on Need Line from Euple
Ward,executive director.
letter on Page 2.)
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Washington offers friendship to city Board reaffirms tougher requirements

By MIKE ROBINSON
Associated Press Writer
HICAGO (AP) — Harold
Washington, narrowly elected the
first black mayor of the nation's
second-largest city after a
divisive campaign charged with
racial tension, today offered his
hand "in friendship and fellowship
to every living soul in this city."
The two-term congressman,
who defeated Republican Bernard
Epton in Tuesday's election, will
become mayor on a date to be set
by the City Council today. He promised a "new Democratic coalition" in his four years in office,
and said his first step would be to
meet with Epton at a prayer
breakfast — as both candidates
had promised, win or lose.
"We must work as one people
for our common good and our
common goals," Washington said
after defeating Epton in an election marred by angry mob scenes,

1019163 Gipiry New Sonia.

Harold Washington
watermelon lapel buttons and
"Vote Right, Vote White" Tshirts.
Washington overcame a 1972
misdemeanor tax conviction,

suspension of his law license and
an array of unpaid bills to dash
Epton's hope of becoming
Chicago's first GOP mayor in 52
years.
He won on a record 1.3 million
turnout with a powerful outpouring of black votes, strong support
among Hispanics and unexpectedly strong backing from reformminded "lakefront liberals" at
odds with City Hall for years.
With 2,885 of 2,914 precincts
reporting early today, Washington
had 656,727 votes, or 51.4 percent,
to Epton's 617,159, or 48.3 percent.
Socialist Ed Warren got 3,725
votes.
Ninety-seven percent of Eiliteks
cast their ballots for Washington,
compared to 18 percent of whites,
according to an exit poll. That was
an improvement over the
Democratic primary, when
Washington got just 6 percent of
the white vote in a three-way race.

Theatre to offer three one-act plays
Instead of one full-length comedy or drama, the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre is offering three one-act
plays this Thursday through
Saturday at 8 p.m. in the
Playhouse in the Park.
Louise Weatherly is the coordinating director for the evening
and is making her debut as a
director with "If Men Played
Cards As Women Do." The other
directors are Ren Leys with "The
Coal Diamond," and John Pasco,
Jr., who directs"My Cup Runneth
Over."

The evening of short plays has
become a tradition at the
Playhouse and has become an important part of its educational program. According to Weatherly,
the shorter plays offer performance opportunities to new actors that longer works do not.
"The one-act is not easier for
the actor or the director," she
said, "but it is a simpler job of arranging rehearsals and usually
takes less time to prepare. It's a
perfect way to break in new performers and new directors."
Theatre board president Robert

Officials sign letter supporting
senate campaign of Marti Erwin
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following document was endorsed
Tuesday during the Calloway
County Fiscal Court meeting.)
"We want to publicly express
our support and give our endorsement to Marti Erwin for state
senator. She is highly regarded by
her neighbors and friends and is
acknowledged by her co-workers
as an outstanding teacher and
nurse, she is energetic, personable and talented. She has consistently worked to improve
health care, education, and the

overall quality of life for people in
West Kentucky. We believe Marti
Erwin will once again give our
district the voice and respect it
deserves in Frankfort and bring to
our citizens the benefits from
Frankfort that so often are sent
elsewhere.
Signed by — George H. Weaks,
Max W. Parker, Gil G. Hopson,
Huel Jones, Dan Miller, Clyde
Hale, Ralph Bogard, Marvin Harris, Ann Wilson, Tommy Walker,
Freed Curd, David Balentine,
Charles Hale,Holmes Ellis.

Valentine is enthusiastic about the
success of the program. "At least
three of our mainstage directors
got a start directing one-acts at
the Playhouse, and I can't tell you
how many actors and tettuncians
came to us in the same way."
But Valentine says that the
shorter plays are a treat for the
audiences, as well. "There are
some very clever things that
playwrights can do in one act —
things that just don't need a full
evening. Most theatre goers never
get a chance to see them and we
have an obligation to ,provide a
wide range of theatre experiences
to our patrons."
Weatherly praised the entertainment value of the one-act
play. "Some people who don't
think they could sii through a fulllength production will come out
for a one-act and they invariably
love it."
The full evening of plays is called "Second Season" because it offers the same number of plays as
are usually offered in what used to
be a full season for the Community Theatre. Because the plays are
offered for only three nights,
reservations are recommended.
The Playhouse in the Park box
office is open from 11 a.m. until 4
p.m. daily and the Community
Theatre "Ticketline" for reserva, tions and information is 759-1752.

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT — The state
Board of Education is sticking by
its decision to increase • the requirements for high school
graduation, including raising the
number of credits for graduation
from 18 to 20.
Several of the 23 speakers who
appeared at a day-long public
hearing Tuesday expressed concerns about the changes, which
had been approved by the board in
Februar9.
However, despite concerns raised by the Kentucky Education

Murray police
report arrests
The Murray Police Department
reports the arrests of two people
in seperate incidents early
Wednesday morning.
Diana L. Adams, 19, 1206 1,2 W.
Main St., was arrested at 2:30
a.m. and charged with unlawful
transaction with a minor and
possession of alcoholic beveraged
by a minor.
Adams was arrested on South
12th Street.
Steven R. Ray, 23, 1621
Hamilton St. and a student at Murray State University, was arrested at 4 a.m. and charged with
theft over $100 in connection with
the theft of tires, wheels and hub
caps from a car at Purdom Motors
Inc.
Ray was also charged with
possession of marijuana.
Both Adams and Ray were lodged in Calloway County Jail, according to police reports.

Association, individual teachers
and representatives of art groups,
the board agreed to leave the requirements unchanged.
The board did agree to.delay the
effective date of one change at the
request of state Superintendent of
Ptiblic Instruction Raymond
Barber.
Regulations that will implement
the changes must still be approved by the Legislative Research
Commission before they become
effective.
The new requirements, which
will be effective for incoming
freshmen this fall, will also include an additional math and
English course and completion of
two math, English and science
courses during the first two years
of high school.
The school day also will be
lengthened by requiring six hours
of instructional time, with recess
and lunch not counted.
The moving of a required
citizenship course from the high
school level to the junior high level
will be delayed until 1987 to coincide with the adoption of new
social studies textbooks.
KEA President Jon Henrikson
said his organization, opposed
most of the changes and was concerned "that things that look like
they may be improvements can
cause more problems."
Henrickson said the "rigid requirements" for two math,
English and science courses in the
9th and 10th grades will cause problerns for students who want to get

into certain vocational education,
art and music courses and will
cause scheduling problems.
Henrikson said removing the
citizenship course from the high
school curriculum would remove
flexibility for administrators. He
said the KEA also feels that the
sophisticated concepts of citizenship need to be taught at a higher
grade level.
Donald Henry, chairman of the
Murray Independent School
Board, said, however, he feels
"this is a very, very positive program. We in Kentucky would be
taking a giant step if this program
is adopted."
Other schali. superintendents
and school administrators were
also generally favorable to the
changes.
Board member Stuart Jay of
Louisville, who had opposed the
changes in February, said he had
still not been shown how requiring
more courses would improve the
quality of education.
Jay said he was still concerned
that the additional requirements,
particularly the mandated
courses in the 9th and 10th grades,
would increase dropouts instead
of reducing them as Barber contends.
Jay said he could find nothing
"salutary or purposeful" in the
changes. "Let's know the answers
before we act."
Barber, who had recommended
the new standards, strongly
defended them, saying "I believe
in what Jam doing."

City council
to meet Thursday
Several items will face the Murray City Council during its 7:30
p.m. Thursday meeting.
The agenda is to include second
reading of ordinances concerning
issuance and sale of $2,700,000 of
city of Murray Water and Sewer
revenue bond anticipation notes
and stop signs at the Irvin-Vine
Streets intersection, general fund
accounts payable, third quarter
general fund budget report, and
removal of table concerning
Jaycees' recommendation for appointment to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board.

DONATION — Gene Cohoon, treasurer of the Murray Lions Club,
presents a $600 check to Paul Mansfield. Mansfield, a member of the
Murray Lions Club and the Adult Mental Health & Retardation Board
of Directors, received the check on behalf of the Adult Mental Health
& Retardation program.
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Budget expert's
money opinion
is under fire
If you didn't read about Federal Reserve Chairman Paid Volcker's testimony before the House
Budget Committee, you should. It sounds about as
exciting as a night filling out tax returns, but
Volcker's comment that recent growth in the
money supply may be "too high...to be consistent
with the battle against inflation" ranks as the most
important piece of economic news this side of
OPEC.
Why so important? Because the latest Volcker
speech, taken to its logical conclusion, can only portend, short run, an effort by the Fed to clamp down
on money growth and weaken the coming recovery.
And, long run, a return to the monetarist emphasis
on money supply figures that is appeared to abandon last August.
Within days, Volcker's shift set off a quiet tremor
in the world economy. The morning his comments
hit print, the Dow Jones fell 20 points. President
Reagan's economic adviser Martin Feldstein picked up on the theme and said that just such a clamping is due because money is expanding so fast — M.i. a figure which measures money held in cash and
demand deposit accounts, grew by 24 percent in
February, triple its 4- to 8-percent target range.
Feldstein thus cautioned against "unwarranted
euphoria" about recent signs of an economic upturn. Europe felt the disturbance, too, with London's Financial Times sensing a "move by
monetarists to regain their influence" over Volcker
and the president.
Any attempt to read what Volcker has been up to
in recent months,and may be up to now,is obscured
by the cloud of Volcker snlake puffed out last October, as the Fed began its shift away from
monetarism. Money growth, after all, began to exceed its targets not now, but back in July. Only the
introduction of several new kinds of accounts allowed Volcker to label the increase a "temporary
phenomenon" spurred by "technical distortions" in _
the money market.
It was never a very convincing line to begin with,
because: (1) Those temporary phenomena were expected to end by last November; (2) They were not
so great that the Fed could not simply have adjusted its targets to take the new accounts into account; and (3) Whether you prefer the M-1 target,
the M-2 target, M-3, or the monetary base, money
has been growing well above its targeted levels for
several months.
All of which presents Volcker and the Fed with a
pair of unpalatable choices. On the one hand, they
can take note of the monetary expansion, clamp
down as they did in 1981 and 1982, and risk aborting
their third straight recovery. Or, they can ignore
the M's and let the money supply run wild, as they
did in the 1970s,spurring another round of inflation.
At least, those are the options provided if the Fed
returns to its monetarist fascination with the money'
supply.
In fact, though, events in the real world suggest
there is nothing to fear in the recent money figures,
at least not yet. If inflation is heating up, the price
of gold would not be holding steady at less than $450
an ounce, well below its $700-plus peak two years
ago. Oil prices would not be falling. Other commodity prices would not still be hovering near a five-year
low. The minute the Fed begins to print too many
dollars — however many dollars that may be — you
can count on a swift upward trend in those prices.
Until then, the central economic danger remains
sluggish growth, not renewed inflation.
This is precisely the escape hatch Volcker should
use as he comes under increasing heat from
monetarists in the administration and Fed critics
on Capitol Hill: Look at the commodity prices. As
long as they remain steady, the Fed can continue to
ignore the M's and allow a robust recovery to begin.
Volcker% would be serving not only 11 million
unemployed who need this recovery, but the nation
as a whole, pointing it toward what ought to be the
explicit policy goal of the Federal Reserve:
Stabilizing the dollar in terms of gold and other
leading commodities.
If Volcker takes the opposite tack and returns to
monetarism, it can only mean what he and Feldstein both say it means: A weak recovery. Or none.
This is not an acceptable alternative for the president or the economy, but there are alternatives.
Volcker's term as Fed chairman expires in August.
There are able replacements available who know
that economic growth and stable prices are not
mortal enemies, but allies. If this fact is communicated firmly to Volcker by the president, the
wiley Fed chairman,one of the world's most powerful men,will undoubtedly choose the right course.
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U.S., Soviet nuclear talks continue in Geneva
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two new
contest being played out in Geneva,
U.S. proposals to reduce the pileup of
in public statements by their leaders
nuclear weapons are the latest steps
and in the media.
in a deadly "Rite of Spring" with the
This helps make this spring's arms
Soviet Union, played before au aucontrol negotiations a curiously
dience that fears if the superpowers
deadly game. National bargaining
flop the result could be annihilation.
positions are based not only on
When the curtain rises again on
security considerations, but on how
arms control talks in Geneva,
they will play in Peoria, Pinsk and,
Switzerland, on May 17, it will be the
especially, in Western Europe.
U.S. turn to lead. The chief American
The Soviets hope that if they stake
negotiator, Paul Nitze, will inform
out positions that appear reasonable
the Soviet delegation that President
and put the Reagan administration
Reagan is prepared to modify his deon the -defensive, they can weaken
mand for an agreement banning
the already shaky commitment
intermediate-range missiles.
among many West Europeans to the
The Soviet response — Foreign
•
1979 NATO decision to deploy new
Minister Andrei Gromyko's rejection
U.S. medium-range missiles beginnat a Moscow news conference April 2
ing in December.
is not considered final — will be
carefully measured by the Kremlin's
Reagan, by the same token, must
military judgment and by the impact
factor into U.S. proposals the mood of
it will have on the talks.
conciliation in the NATO countries.
But the Soviets are sure to keep the
He is giving ground on "zero-option"
gallery in mind as well, for across
not only because a deadlock in
Europe there is deep concern that
Geneva was in prospect, but because
without an agreement halting the
his best friends among the allied
scheduled deployment of new U.S.
leaders counseled him to seek an inmissiles in December and dismantlterim deal.
ing the Soviet SS-20s the risk of
It's ,a safe bet that Yuri V. Annuclear war will be high.
dropov was also trying to look good in
Whatever the United States and the
Europe when he launched his career
Soviet Union think of the other side's
as Leonid I. Brezhnev's successor
weapons-limitation proposals, last year with a
catchy offer tO cut
neither wants to lose the propaganda
down to the 164 missiles the British

and French have targeted on Soviet
territory if NATO would shelve the
planned U.S. missile deployment.
On closer inspection, the offer was
judged unacceptable, since it would
still leave the Soviets with 164 triplewarhead SS-20s, while all 572 of the
American Pershing 2 and groundbased cruise missiles would be kept
at home.
Besides, Andropov did not say
what would be done with the force of
about 110 Soviet SS-20 missiles on the
Asian side of the Ural Mountains, or
if those being cut back in Europe
would be dismantled or simply
shifted across the Urals.
Considering the mobility and 3,000mile range of the SS-20s, American
officials expressed concern that the
164 the Soviets kept could be moved
around to keep all of Western Europe
in their range.
The second set of talks in Geneva,
due to resume in early June, involve
strategic nuclear weapons. —
ballistic missiles and bombers that
can span oceans and continents.
There, too, the United States has
edged off Reagan's initial proposal
with a compromise.
The Soviets were not buying his
suggestions for a treaty that, in its
first phase, would require them to
scrap most of the heavy ground-

based missiles that are the heart of
their strategic arsenal.
Reductions in bombers and cruise
missiles, where the United States enjoys a lead, would have been left for
possible inclusion in a second phase.
The Soviets proposed an immediate nuclear freeze,followed by a
pact that would cut the number of
land-based and sea-based missiles
and bombers by 25 percent by 1990.
The talks were headed toward a
deadlock. They are not as politically
sensitive as the Euromissile negotiations, but neither Reagan nor Andropov wants to be blamed for an impasse.
Seizing the initiative. U.S.
negotiator Edward Rowny put a new
U.S. offer on the table-last month that
would set equal ceilings of 400
strategic bombers on both sides and
limit air-launched cruise missiles.
The Soviets' response was "caustic
and acerbic," according to a
knowledgeable U.S. official. They
demanded a ban on all cruise
missiles and accused the United
States of trying to gain nuclear
superiority.
But the administration is not taking the negative Soviet response as
final. The nuclear stakes are too
high,and all the world is watching.

heartline

"Are you sure this is an old Minuteman silo?"

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — The looseleaf
binders, the charts, graphs and
maps, the records and contracts that
flash on computer terminals document what is already obvious: Here
is a disciplined operation.
A maverick company too, especially for homebuilding. "Builders are
anathema to our logic," says Robert
Toll, president. "We don't have
builders working for us; we have inhouse people trained by us."
Successful too. Last year was a
devastating one for builders, but Toll
Brothers, a partnership, says it sold
430 units compared with 350 in 1981,
and earned 8 percent on sales of ;43
million.
"It was our best year ever," said
Robert Toll, 42, partner with brother
Bruce, 39, in founding and operating
a company out of Horsham, Pa., that
is recognized as one of the smartest
outfits.
Robert is a lawyer, Bruce an accountant. Some of their supervisors
are business school grads who
couldn't read blueprints when hired.
But they could think, and thinkers
can be trained,says Robert.
A master's degree in business administration is another standard by
which the Tolls screen applicants.
"We're reviewing a fresh crop of
MBAs," said Robert. It will take
eight or nine months to train them.
The Tolls believe homebuilding is a
business but that most homebuilders
are merely entrepreneurs who exploit opportunity and then fail when
it's absent, an observation that was,
underscored by the past few years of
tight money.
Toll Brothers survived because of
many factors, but all important was
their foresight in lining up money
commitments before interest rates
rose to record highs and their detailed knowledge of the intricacies of
mortgaging.
While Other builders lost customers
because of financing problems just
before the sale closed, the Tolls
managed to obtain financial corn-

by john cunniff
mitments from customers. If wouldbe buyers seemed unable to afford a
house through routine financing
techniques the Tolls could rearrange
numbers to make it possible.
In effect, the Tolls turned a bad
market to advantage by applying
financing to the product. "Adaptation is a necessary element of survival," said Robert Toll. "Either you
adapt to your environment or you do'
not survive."
Throughout the Toll organization

are systems and measurements,
many of them originating with the
two brothers in the company's early
years and developed and refined by
years of experience and input from
their project managers.
One revelation: The greatest sales
are from mid-January to the end of
March, and then again in July and
August. Ask almost anyone, including some homebuilders, and
they'll talk about the "spring selling
(buying)season."

looking back
Ten years ago
Ambulance services for Murray
and Calloway County was the subject
of principal discussion last night at
the regular meeting of the Murray
City Council. John Ed Scott, mayor
pro-tern, presided.
Teachers in the Murray City School
System have been granted a 5.5 per
cent day increase for next year, according to Fred Schultz, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Key,March 24.
Vivian Lee Morris, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert D. Morris, Jr., was
married to Jimmy D. Geurin, son of
Mrs. Lona Mae Geurin and the late
Robert Geurin, on March 17 at
Puryear Baptist Church.
Elected as officers of Adult
Farmer Class of New Concord,
taught by W.H. Brooks, were Bill
Edd Hendon, Bobby Spiceland and
Harold Houston, all serving for the
14th year.
Tfwenty years ago
No new developments have been
reported in the search for H.W.
(Stub) Wilson, Murray,business man
who vanished after he left a Gadsden,
Ala., airport on April 6 on his way to
Terrell,Texas. He was piloting a twoseat Mooney single engine airplane
which he used in his business.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Audie Wilson,73.
Lester G. Nanny has been
nominated by President John F. Ken-

nedy as postmaster for Murray. He
was one of six Kentuckians named as
postmasters throughout the state by
the president.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Marc N. Kelley, April 4.
James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce* spoke about "Communism and Profit" at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Thirty years ago
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, has been appointed as a member of the state
committee for Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Deaths reported include Irvan G.
Dunn,67.
Joe Tarry, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Tarry, won the music Contest
of the Kentucky Federation of Music
Clubs. He represented the Murray
Woman's Club. He played the drums.
Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath of Murray
was installed as vice president of the
WMU of Kentucky at the meeting at
Immanuel Baptist Church, Lexington, April 7-9.
Elected ar officers of Calloway
Group of Petroleum Industries were
Tom Winchester, Burton Young and
Charles Mason Baker.
•
Crocheted items made by Mrs.
Willie Decker were on display at the
meeting of the Arts and Crafts Club
at the home of Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,Sr.,Poplar Street.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions anti solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband is very
ill and is not expected to recover. He
has his will made out and everything
in order. The only thing that I am not
sure about is our checking and savings account. We have joint accounts.
If he should die, I would need the
money in both accounts for living expenses. Since the accounts are in
both names, will I have use of all the
money as I need it or is there some
law about this money having to go
through probate too? J.S.
ANSWER: Most banks will let you
withdraw most of the money from
these accounts immediately, with little paperwork. But, rules vary from
state-to-state, and even from bankto-bank. Some banks will freeze the
accounts as soon as they learn of the
death of one of the co-owners. Some
will freeze part of the money in the
accounts, but allow you to have part
of it. Even though it is technically illegal, in areas where banks are
known to freeze all the monies in an
account, many widows immediately
withdraw all the money before the
bank has time to learn of the death. If
you do live in an area in which freezing of all monies is the common practice, you must decide whether to
withdraw the funds before the bank
learns of the death, or to file all the
documents necessary to get the
money released to you, which takes
weeks to months and which does require legal assistance. You might
also consider closing the accounts
now, and putting the money in a new
account in your name only. Or you
could choose a funeral home now and
pre-pay the funeral costs and take
out enough money to cover your living expenses for about six months
and place that money in an account
in your own name. We would suggest
that you inquire at you bank to find
out what their practice in this matter
is, and then consult with your attorney about what steps you should
take to insure that you will have the
-money you need to live on while the
will is being probatea.
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Homes'tour Sunday

Adults plan trip

Three Murray homes will be included in the annual Tour of Homes by the Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club on Sunday, April 17,
from 1 to 4 p.m. The ticket price will be 94 for the
three-home tour and tickets can be purchased at
any of the homes. Proceeds will go to pay for the
audiometer recently purchased by the department
for the use of the local elementary schools in the
screening of the students' hearing.
Included on the tour will Se the homes of Dr. and
•Irs. C.C. Lowry, 1010 Westgate, and of Mrs. Joanpa Sykes, 2014 Brookhaven, both in the
atesborough Subdivision, and of Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Parker,805 Sharpe St. This annual event is a
fund raising project of the Kappa Department, according to Peggy Billington, tour chairman, who expressed appreciation to the home owners for their
allowing the use of their home for this event.

t

Concert Thursday
The Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will present is spring concert on Thursday,
April 14, at 8 p.m. in Lovett auditorium. Christopher
Thompson will be the director.
To be performed will be works by Mozart,
Schumann, Schubert and Copland. Murray State
University seniors performing as soloists will be
Victoria Mason, pianist, and Timothy E. Jones,
French hornist. The public is invited to attend and
there is no admission charge.

Seminar scheduled
An educational seminar, "Profiles of the Professional Woman," will be presented by PaducahKentucky Lake Chapter of Professional Secretaries
International on Saturday, April 23, at 8:45 a.m. at
Paducah Community College. A fee of $17.50 will include morning coffee and doughnuts, all speaker
sessions, luncheon and style show and registration
is dye today, April 13, by contacting Norma Martin,
GAF Corporation, P.O. Box 37, Calvert City, Ky.
42029.
Topics to be discussed include "Office of the
Future." "Today's Telephone Systems," "Stress
and the Professional Woman" and "Legal Rights of
Today's Woman." Also included will be a luncheon
and "Spring in the Professional Woman's World"
style show by Meis,Inc.

Town tour planned
Five historic houses will be featured on the Lower
Town Candlelight Tour of Homes in Paducah on
Friday and Saturday, April 15 and 16, from 6 to 9
p.m. Houses on tour will be at 335 North Sixth St.,
803 Madison, 625 North Sixth St., along with three
apartments.
Tickets for the tour at $5 can be purchased at the
door of any of the open houses. Funds will go to support the restoration projects of the Lower Town
Neighborhood Association and for information call
1-443-9284.
7:30 Nitely + 2.00SAT.,SUN.
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The Mardi Gras at Murray High School has been
rescheduled for Friday, April 15, from 6:30 to 10
p.m. at the school with admission to be $1 per person and 50 cents for children under 10. All types of
games in the New Orleans atmosphere will be
featured.
Sponsors of the event are the French Club with
Matt Harrington as president and Sue Spann as
sponsor, and the Spanish Club with Bill Bossing as
president and Debbie Burgess as sponsor. This wag
postponed from Feb. 26 because of the flu epidemic
and the closing of the schools.

7:00 Nltel

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kesterson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Rebecca
Anne, weighing eight pounds, born Monday, April 4,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Vickie Hart of Cottage Grove, Tenn.

Constance H bbs born
Mr. and Mrs. Joey Hobbs, R2,Fancy Farm,are
the parents of a daughter, Thri ta Constance, born
Friday, March 25, at Murra alloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. dfld Mrs. Thomas
Ellegood, Rt. 2, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Hobbs, Rt. 2, Fancy Farm.

All
Health &
Beauty Aids
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Generic
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Paper
Towels

Deadline Friday
The deadline for applications for the Eighth Annual Kentucky Little Miss, Kentucky Miss Preteen
and Kentucky Miss Junior Teen Pageants for Sunday, May 22, will be Friday, April 15. This event is
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of World. Persons desiring applications
should send a self-addressed stamped legal size
envelope (4¼x9½) to Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant,1615 Loch Lomond Dr., Murray,Ky.42072.

The Murray Christian
Women's Club will have
an "April Showers Luncheon" on Tuesday, April
19, from 11:45 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the Seven Seas
Restaurant. The cost will
be $4.25 per person.
Mrs. Jane Lamb of Coldwater will demonstrate
the care of African violets
and will display several
varieties.
A local folk singer, Mol-
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Rho chapter
hears Crass

It
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the guest speaker.
A nursery for
preschoolers at a cost of
$1 per family will be
available at Memorial
Baptist Church.
Reservations and
cancellations for the luncheon and nursery should
be made by noon, Monday, April 18, by calling
Gracie Erwin, 489-2174,
or Madge Woodard, 7594767.
Christian Women's
Clubs meet monthly all
across America. There's
no membership or dues
and all interested women
are invited to attend, a
club member said.

The Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa met
Monday, March 21, at 7
p.m. in the library of
Calloway County High
School.
Molly Ross
Mrs. Sally Crass
folk singer
presented a slide presenly Ross, will provide
tation of her summer tri
special music.
Louise Gilmore,
Nashville, Term., will be

147 Oz. Rex
$350
Limit 2
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Blouses

20%

Club plans luncheon
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$1 00

Aut.
Styles
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Jane Lamb
shows an African violet

Kimberly Wiggins born

chestnut it. 783-3314

Hi-Dri

Class reunion planned
Reservations for the reunion of the 1973 class of
Calloway County High School to be Saturday, June
4, should be returned by Saturday, April 30, to Class
of '73, P.O. Box 823, Murray, Ky. 42071. Events include a brunch from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway High
and a dinner at 7 p.m. followed by a dance from 9
p.m. to midnight at Murray State University
Center.

Rebecca A. Kesterson born

7111
1 7-P-W
iiiEJ

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, were Elizabeth Bailey, Reba
Story and Henrietta Curry.

The Calloway County High School Basketball
Banquet will be Monday, April 18, at 7 p.m. in the
school cafeteria with Lake Kelly, former coach at
Austin Peay State University and Oral Roberts
University as speaker.
Tickets will be on sale at the school office or at the
Calloway Board of Education office until Friday.
The banquet is open to the public.

7:10,9:05+ 2:00SAT.,SUN.

Outsiders

The Skate-A-Thon,sponsored by Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens, will be Saturday,
April 16, from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Rink. Registration will be at 8 a.m. Forms are at
the various schools and at the roller rink.

Banquet scheduled

CHERI 3

Men's

Western
Shirts

Mardi Gras Friday

Mr. and *Mrs. Michael Lee Wiggins of Rt. 1,
Sedalia, are the parents of a daughter, Kimberly
Faith, born Friday, April 1, at Murray-Calloway
central center 7 3.3314 County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Wiggins and Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wiggins, all
of Rt. 1, Sedalia.

The

Tube
Socks

The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 15-17.
A potluck supper will be served late Saturday afternoon at the campsite of the wagonmasters, Ned and
Beth Wilson.

SWING3R9

They were looking
to belong.

Men's
Short Sleeve

Skote-A-Thon Saturday

Club plans campout

The Senior Adults of First Baptist Church will
take a trip to Nashville, Tenn.,on Tuesday, April 19.
Tours will be made of the Sunday School Board
Headquarters at)0 a.m., followed by lunch iii the
cafeteria there at 11:30 a.m. Also included will be a
tour of the Parthenon and Cbeekwood Estate
Gardens if time permits.
The group will leave the church parking lot at
7:30 a.m. and return about 5:30 p.m. with cost being
about $10 per person. Only 24 persons will be able to
attend and for registration call the church office,
753-1854.

Polyester FE
Res. 5.50

Standard

Bed
Pillows
$400

Mo0.-Sat. 9:30-1:00
Sac 1-5
753-9779

P.N. Hirsch & Co.
Olympic Maze Mangy,I 7$3-9779
liss.-561.1130-11:N Sus. 1-5

hack

Central Shopping Center

Sally
to Egypt. She discussed
housing, schooling and
clothing of the country.
The speaker is teacher
of vocational home
economics at Murray
High School. She has her
bachelor's and master's
degrees in home
economics from Murray
State University.
The chapter announced
its altristic project for the
month of March as a
donation to MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre.
Hostesses were Carol
Barrow, Euple Underwood and Joanna Sykes.
Nineteen members
were present.
Factory sales in 1981 of
nearly 8 million motor
vehicles were at their
lowest level since 1961.
Passenger cars, at 6.3
million, were 2.3 percent
below 1980 and 31.7 percent'below 1978. Trucks
and buses increased 2,
percent over 19110 to 1.7
million but were 54.1 percent below record 1998.
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Anniversary event Sunday
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STYLE SHOW — Jean Bennett models a spring
hat in preparation for the brunch and style show of
the Murray State University Women's Society on
Saturday, April 16, from 10 a.m. to noon in the
Stables of the University Center, MSU.

West Fork Baptist Women
hear Sills give book study •
The Woman's Missionary Society of West
Fork Baptist Church
observed the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions on March 8, 9 and
March 10.
The Rev. Terry Sills,
superintendent of missions for Blood River
Baptist Association,
taught the mission book,
Sodbusters.
Guests from New Zion
and Olive Baptist Churches were present.
Doris Greer, Kathy
Wilcox, Violet Johnson
and Ruth Parker were in
charge of the daily programs.
The pastor, the Rev.

C.J. Dexter, used the
Wednesday program as a
study for this evening
prayer service.
Refreshments were
served Tuesday afternoon by Cozy Garland.
Breakfast was served at
the Thursday morning
program.
Others in attendance
included Maud;ena Butterworth, Nancy Tabers,
Larue Sledd, Elaine Collins, Ann Nance,
Euphrema Dexter and
Margaret Wisehart.
The next meeting will
be Thursday, April 14, at
1:30 p.m. at the church
with Kathy Wilcox as
hostess.

Brooks Chapel women meet
;The United Methodist
Women of Brooks Chapel
Church recently met at
the church.
Madge Woodard was in
charge of the program
given in observance of
the Week of Prayer and
Self Denial.
The women are being
led by Mrs. Woodard in a
special study of the book
of Hebrews.
Seven persons were
present.

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Maddox will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary
on Sunday, April 17.
A reception in their
honor with their children
as hosts will be from 2:30
to 4:30 ,p.m. at the
Thunderbird Motel
Restaurant, Highway 45
South, Jackson, Tenn. All
family, friends and
former school associates
are welcome. Guests are
requested. to not bring
gifts.
The couple was married April 16, 1933, by her
uncle, the late Rev.
William T. Green, Clinton.
Mrs. Maddox, the
former Amy Redford of
Milburn, attended Murray State University. She
is active in church work
and works as a volunteer
Gray Lady.
Mr. Maddox retired in
1970 as superintendent of
schools in Mayfield. Prior
to that he served in the
same position with
Dyersburg School System
and also had been prin-

It's
Here!

Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Maddox
cipal of Lone Oak,
Sedalia and-qInion City
High Schools.
The couple moved to
Jackson,Tenn.,in 1976.
His mother, Mrs. Fred
Maddox, resides in
Jackson. One of his
sisters, Mrs. Hunter Han-

cock,resides in Murray.
Their two daughters
are Mrs. Joe Nip (Sandra) McKnight and Mrs.
Arthur D. (Sarah)
Johnson, both of Jackson.
A son, Dr. John C. Maddox, resides in Trenton,
Tenn.

Princess Margaret talks about her illness
LONDON (AP) — had many interviews study if he were home
Princess Margaret suf- with Margaret for the during the day, go out at
fered a nervous book, wrote that by the night and "most often he
breakdown in 1974 after early 1970s Snowdon would not return until
nearly 10 years of a would lock himself in a morning."
deteriorating marriage to
photographer Tony
felhe
wriirts
Armstrong-Jones, later
Lord Snowdon, according
to a new biography of
Queen Elizabeth II's
We are pleased to announce
divorced sister.
Nance, bride-elect

The group will have a
dinner meeting at CounAuthor Christopher
try Crossroads at Hardin Warwick says in the
on Tuesday, April 26, at 7 biography serialized in
p.m.
London's Observer
newspaper that
Margaret's 1960 marOPERA STAR
riage to Armstrong-Jones
Metropolitan Opera was "going sadly wrong"
star Lauritz Melchior,the as early as 1964. The cougreat dramatic tenor who p le , who had two
began singing baritone, children, did not divorce
worked 20 years in until 1978.
Europe before his
Warwick, who says he
American success.

Store Hours
9:30-5:00
Mon.-Sat.

that Patrice
of Bret Gordon, has selected her
pottery, flatware, crysta) and
accessories from our complete
bridal registry. Patrice and Bret
will be married May 14.

Come to Minnens Today
for your
Charge Card Application

The Showcase
7534641
or—}.^
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OLYMPIC PLAZA - Northside. Mon-Sat 10-8. Sun 1-5.
BEL AIR CENTER -Southside. Mon-Sat 10-5.

SUPER SME!
Argo Crew

Ladies Polyester

Robes

Chatham Irreg.

si... S-M-L Reg. 24.00$1 888 Mattress Pads .Reg. 23.99$1088•$1 4"

Buxton Leather Goods

Half-Shirt Jersey

$758

Felix L. Boys

$688
Swimwear
Key Panty Hose
$500
Felix L. Basic Fashion
1 /2 prk. Pique Knit
Ste XL $10"
Swimwear
Exquisite Form
Pole Top
W /Mallard Loge Reg. 13.00 $9
" Felix L. 3-Styles
Strapless Bra
20% Society MiHs Short Sleeve Stripe
Sto XL $688
Swimsuits
Mani Goldtone In Asstd. Styles & Lengths
Knit Top
W/Contrast Trim Reg. 17.00 $1 088
Curity
Chains
Reg. 6.00 to 2000. 1 /2 P
Colder Jr.
Size 1 to 4 $1 09
Training Pants
Banner House DeHas
Sizes S-13 $2988
Pleated Pants
Handbag
Cothy's Place Basic
Free Nike T-Shirt
Red, Khaki, or Green
Free Monogram T-Shirt
Free Monogram
With Purchase of
Andover Knit
Elastic Back or Pleated Front
Nike Shoes
Short Sets
2-4T Reg. 7.00-8.50 $6
"
6te 16 $788
Shorts
Buy 2 Prs. of Dee Cee
Andover Spring A Sommer
Tat Tear Round
Playwear
Including Shorts & Tops 20%
Fun Fashion Twills
sixes to 15 $2258
Dress Slack
Mew Legacy By Bates
Get A Free Dee Cee Shirt
Levi Asstd.
Bedspreads
FeN & Geese 20%
$6" Felix L. Basic Feshios
Belts
Dundee Asstd.
Swimwear
..st.R81088
Argo Reversible
Towels
Solids, Stripes, Prints (Sightly Irreg.)$288
$ 38 Felix L. 3-Styles
Short
.SteXL $688
Swimsuits
AN Shower
Arse V-Neck
$883 Cavity
Curtains 81 Bath Sets
20% Short Sleeved Jersey
$109
Training Pants
Size 1 te 4
French
Tainer

Purse, Clutch

noes Alive Support

Downtown Ct. Sq.
Murray, Ky. 753-3614

Buy 2 Pair Of Men's

Fashion Twill By Dee Cee
Get A Free Dee Cee
T-Shirt
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Community events
Wednesday, April 13
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Wesleyan with
Mrs. Milton Jones at 7
p.m.; Hannah with Mrs.
James Stahler, Sr., and
Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Nix Crawford, both at
7:30 p.m.

•

Wednesday. April 13
Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture by
James T. McIntyre,
director of U.S. Office of
Management and Budget
during administration of
President Jimmy Carter,
will be at 8 p.m. in
auditorium of Wrather
West Kentucky Museum,
Murray State University.

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
VITA Center at Murray
State University will be
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
open from noon to 4 p.m.
One-day workshop on to help students, senior
"Stress Management for citizens and low or fix inNurses" will start at 8:30 come people who are in
a.m. 4at Kenlake State need of tax assistance.
Resort Park. For inFilm, "God's Prison
formation call 762-6661.
Gang," will be shown at 7
Seminar on '•Com- p.m. First Assembly of
puters and Your Small God,South 16th and GlenBusiness" will be from dale.
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
Thursday, April 14
University Branch of
LaLeche League will
Bank of Murray. For inmeet at 7 p.m. at 408
formation call 762-2918.
South 12th St. For in-

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

Thursday, April 14
formation call 7534771.
Welcome Wagon Club
will,meet at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.
"First Serve," coffee
for ladies tennis players
of Murray Country Club,
will be at 10 a.m. in Green
room at the club.
Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to rehearse at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.
Open registration for
Girl Scout Camp starts
today.
Second night of
seminar on "Computers
and Your Small
Business" will be from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
University Branch of
Bank of Murray. For infortnation call 762-2918.

Thursday, April 14
ivill.meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center, Land Between
the Lakes.
"Drop in" concert will
be from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.
in Pogue Library, Murray State University.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Thursday, April 14
Dr. Herman Bush,
Eastern Kentucky
University, will speak at
7 p.m. in Mason Hall
Auditorium, Murray
State University; as part
of Wellness Festival.
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra
will present a concert at 8
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
West Fork Baptist
Church WMU will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the church.

Friday, April 15
Country music show
Senior citizens ac- will be at 7 p.m. at
tivities will be from 10 Puryear School.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
Mardi Gras, sponsored
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at by French and Spanish
Ellis Center.
Clubs of Murray High
School, will be from 6:30
"Second Season" will to 10 p.m. at the school,
be presented by Com- 501 Doran Rd.
munity Theatre at 8 p.m.
•
at Playhouse in the Park.
Twin Lakers RV CampFor information call 759- ing Club will meet at Ken1752.
tucky Dam State Park

Friday, April 15
with a potluck supper late ween the Lakes will inSaturday afternoon at clude Nature Ex
campsite of Ned and Beth travaganza and Fur
Wilson.
Takers of America's Spring Rendezvous.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
Fourth annual History
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Day for area middle and
tivities by senior citizens. high school students will
be at Murray State
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Census at MurrayCommunity Theatre Calloway County
will present "Second Hospital for Monday,
Season," evening of one- April 11, was 146 adults
act plays, at 8 p.m. at and 12 in nursery.
Newborn admissions
Playhouse in the Park.
For information call 759- were as follows:
1752.
Baby boy Redden,
parents, Rhonda and
Deadline for applica- Cary, Box 724, Murray;
tions for Kentucky Little
Baby girl Henson,
Miss, Miss Preteen and parents, Jeffrey and
Miss Junior Teen Janet, Rt. 4, Benton;
Baby girl Rickman,
Pageants for May 21 by
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority parents, Scott and
is today. For information Theresa, Rt. 1, Farmington.
call Ann Spann.
Dismissals were as
Events in Land Bet- follows:

University Center.
'tickets for Calloway
County High School
Basketball Banquet for
April 18 should be purchased by today at school
office or Board of Education office.

Newborns, dismissals listed
Mrs. Ruth Williams,
301 N. L.P. Miller; Mrs.
Edan Redden, Box 724;
Miss Tyla Tabers, Rt. 1,
Almo; Spencer Moultrie,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Miss
Gina Kirk, Rt. 8; Miss
Kathy Gish, 1410A
Stadium View Dr.;
Mrs. Katherine Smith,
Rt. 1, Hickman; Jerry D.
Birdsong, Rt. 3; Miss
Rosei Anne Stice, Murray
State University; Mrs.
Paulette Jones and baby
boy, 407 North 12th St.;
Mrs. Barbara J. Holland
and baby girl, 422 W.
Continued on page 11A

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
information call 759-1087,
753-6089, anytime, 7534126, evenings, or 7622963, days.

753-0035

West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers

ITT MANgEYS
ADVENOUYES

SUMMER
CAMP!!

IM

A Ch.+,1

Explore the Tetons, ellovirstone Falls. Grand Canyon. Walt
Disney W orld. EPCOT Center. Carlsbad Caverns. Smokey
Nlounvins. 11 Points. Rker. and More! A truely unique summer! Enjoy five FUNTASTIC trips for boys and girls ages 10 to
16. Small enrollment. Experienced. mature staff..
COME SEE US AT MUR R Al STATE UNIVERSITY'S STUDENiT CENTER AT THE WELLNESS FESTIVAL — APRIL
14.1983 from 9 a.m. till 7 p.m. OR
CALL OR WRITE FOR FOLDER:
Jim Weimer
300 Blanc Drive
Hopkinsville. Kentucky 42240
Phone: 15021 886-1874

•

:jiat
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EDGE HILL — Members of the student body of Edge Hill School
in 1927 were, from left, first row, Ola Mae Key, Flora Mae Cole,
Melvin Dick, Ruth Easley, R.B. Rogers, Haure Guthrie, Glindel
Reaves,Ellen Windsor, Willie B. Cagle, Louis Cagle, Vester Todd,
unknown; second row, Fred Keel, unknown, Curtis Cook, Karl
Keel, Bub Cole, Bill Kemp, Paschall Kemp,Orell Windsor, Jessie
Mae McReynolds, teacher, Jadie Tyler, Lucille Cochnin, Marie

Cook, Dorothy Cagle, Chester Lee Todd,Ben Tyler, Harve Suggs;
back row, Mary Easley, Ira Windsor, Odell Todd, Roselee Tyler,
Autry McReynolds, Lockie Rogers, Alfred Pittman, Verbs Cole,
Rosell Kemp, Florell Windsor, Mary Ruth Shankle, Addle Lee
Doublin, Lorene Suggs and J.E. Bruce. The pictufed was brought
to the Murray Ledger & Times by Rosell Pool.

This Thurs., Fri., & Sat. At Dunn's

Genuine Solid Brass Beds
At Brass Plated Prices!
Due To A Special Purchase We Are Able To Offer These
DRESHER Genuine Solid Brass Beds At Prices You Would Expect To Pay For Lower Quality Brass Plated Beds.

ALSO
Visit Our Complete Waterbed Gallery
With Waterbed System Starting At
Includes: Frame, Pedestal, Deck,
Mattress, Liner & Heater
,OR
Buy A Beautiful Sofa, Love Seat &
Matching Recliner

69800

Buy All 3 Pieces $
For Only
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bulges? Or how about a you find advertised in
By SUSAN GILLMOFtE
cure-all against stroke, many of America's most
Home Economicspolio, cancer, and popular newspapers and
Consumer Affairs
magazines. But acMurray State University leukemia?
Sure it's easy to laugh cord in g! to some
Have you tried
vibrating belts that at these "miracle" cures estimates, we Americans
bounce away your and super body builders spend millions of dollars

Baby weighing over 16 pounds
born in New Jersey hospital

.go o/ll go 9fA4m Acorn Aeodpoolo Miall Woorse:
jf

WHEREAS,

Americas libraries are free and accessible to all people and are
at the core of our education system; and,

MS,

WHEREAS,

Libraries are used more than ever and now have an immense need
for support from all Kentuckians; and,

TOMS RIVER, N.J.
(AP) — The proud father
WHEREAS,
No other institution in Kentucky reaches more people of all ages
of a baby who weighed 16
and varied interests than libraries; and,
pounds, 6 ounces at birth
Libraries help bridge the gap between the information and comWHEREAS,
thinks his son will grow
munication revolution and our everyday lives; and,
up to be a football player,
Kentucky libraries are celebrating National Library Week with the
WHEREAS.
and even the boy's
theme. "Go For It--Use Your Library; and,
mother admits he's
"hard to handle."
This theme encourages us to strive to achieve our very best in
WHEREAS,
everything we do and to use the services and resources of our
Kevin Robert Clark,
libraries to reach our goals;
whose birth at CommuniNOW, THEREFORE, I, JOHN Y. BROWN, JR., Governor of the Commonwealth of Kenty Memorial Hospital has
tucky, do hereby proclaim the week of April 17-23, 1983 as
attracted attention to
NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
match his size, is so big
that
nurses have placed
in Kentucky. and urge all citizens to make use of the vast
him in a crib because he
resources in our libraries, this week and throughout the year.
doesn't fit the hospital's
DONE AT THE CAPITOL, in the City of
standard bassinet.
Frankfort, this the 28th day of March,
in the year of Our Lord One Thousand
"I teased my .wife
Nine Hundred Eighty-three and in the
before she got pregOant
year of the Commonwealth the One
that she would have a is
Hundred Ninety-first:
pound boy," Kevin's
father, Robert Clark,said
!
1
&
Aat,1
4
Tuesday."But I never exN Y.
JR.
/
pected a son this big!"
•VERNOR
Nurses joke that "he's
going to walk out of the
hospital on his own," said
/Zez•OCC-e•af
Frances jones
lis
the 24-year-old mother,
Secretary of
ate
Patricia Clark.
Kevin was 2/
1
2 weeks
overdue and 25 inches tall
when he was born Friday
Lewis Edward McCor- across the nation each competition in 1982. He is by Caesarean section.
mick, Jr., of Cadiz has year by the American also a member of Alpha
"We just put the 9been named the Outstan- Society of Agronomy to Zeta fraternity, the honor month clothes on him and
ding Senior in Agronomy outstanding seniors society of agriculture, they're tight," Claitk
at Murray State Universi- specializin in agronomy. and Alpha Gamma Rho said. "He's got a tremendous appetite. He's not on
ty for the 1982-83 school Each recipient must be a social fraternity.
member of the Agronomy
The speaker at the a regular feeding
year.
Club on his campus.
agriculture banquet was schedule like the other
His selection was anDr. W. Dwight Arm- babies in the hospital.
nounced at the annual
Criteria for the award strong, formerly of Lyon Whenever he's hungry,
Department of
include scholarshilp, County and a 1971 he cries and my wife
Agriculture spring banleadership and profes- graduate of Murray nurses him."
quet. McCormick, a
sional poential. While at State. He is now director
Despite his unusual
graduate of Trigg County
Murray State, McCor- of nutrition at Carl S. size, doctors checkedwtk,he
High School, is the son of
mick has been an active Akey Inc. in Lewisburg, infant and found him to
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mcmember of the inter- Ohio.
be in perfect health, Mrs.
Cormick Sr.
collegiate soil judging
His topic was "Your Clark said.
His award is one of ap- team and represented Future in American
The Clarks said large
proximately 50 presented Murray State in regional Agriculture."
babies run in the family.
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Advice offered to those 'had' by rip-offs
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Mrs. Clark weighed 9
pounds at birth, and is
now 5-foot-8 and 145
pounds. Her husband, a
Navy enlistee stationed
at nearby Lakehurst
Naval Air Engineering
Center, was a 100pound
baby who today stands 6foot-6 and weighs 250
pounds.
But Kevin was born
more than twice the size
of the Clarks' only other
baby, Kristina, now 3,
who weighed in at 8
pounds,1 ounce.
"He's going to be a football player when he
grows up," the proud
father predicted.
"He's a real bruiser,"
agreed Mrs. Clark. "He's
hard for me to handle, so
the nurses help me with
him. But he's really cute

and we love him just the
same as if he were a little
guy."

Dealers arrested
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. tAP) — Police have
begun rounding up 17
suspected drug dealers to
culminate the department's latest undercover
investigation.
We have probably
taken out five very, very
knowledgeable people,"
Detective Sgt. Fred Lancaster said Tuesday.
Their knowledge lies in
how to obtain drugs, Lancaster said, whether it be
in Bowling Green or other
cities.
Lancaster said seven of
the suspects were charged with Class C felonies.

- each year on medical
devices and frauds to
fulfill our hopes. Hope to
lose weight without any
sweat. Hope to live
longer. How do these
medical quack promoters
get away with their lies
and fake products?
Despite strict laws
against false advertising
and misbranding of consumer products, the
market for health rip-offs
is still a big and
dangerous business.
A recent national poll
indicated that more than
50 million adult
Americans agreed with
the statement,"Advertising about medications
and health aids must be
true or they wouldn't be
allowed to print them."
The truth is that very few
of the media sources, except for certain medical
and health, publications,
include doctors or
qualified health experts
on their staff. And
therefore the ads are not
screened for truth or accuracy.
That leaves it up to us,

the.:consumers, to
recognize and avoid these
medical quackeries. A
good rule of thumb is, "If
it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is."
Often people get embarrassed when they find
they've been "had." They
tend to keep quiet about
it. Silence is a quack's
best friend. If nobody
speaks up, dangerous or
worthless products could
be on the market forever.
Places to contact as
soon as you discover that
you have been "ripped
off" are your family doctor, the local office of the
Better Business Bureau,
State Consumer Protection Agency or State Attorney General, U.S.
Postal Service, or the
Food and Drug Administration. For information on medical
devices used for specific
diseases, contact
organizations in the
medical field including
American Cancer Society, National or State
Associations of the Deaf,
and Arthritis Foundation.

•
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McCormick honored by MSU ag department
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Enjoy a

Italian Spaghetti
Special
H

(one. ai{97t

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Extra
Free RAN On Drinks

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostesses
Ingeborg King (Asst.) 492-8348
Mary Hamilton (Asst.) 753-5570

99 Special For Kids

Wednesday 11 AM 10PM
You C.M fe.r

--e

new home.

vor new borne can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good placesl
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for'
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all aboUt — and It's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.

$ 1 49

Inside Dining Only

visit in your

"
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Sponsored by Paducah Civic Beautification Board

A Tradition Since 1964

6

The Paducah
Dogwood Trail
Celebration

•0°.....
\f7Plin 410..
‘
OPENING NIGHT OF THE TRAIL FESTIVITIES-City Hall April 18
Opening night of the Lighted Dogwood Trail is scheduled for April 18. Residents throughout the city
spotlight dogwood trees, azaleas and blooming garden areas during Dogwood Week. A reception on opening night is held at Paducah City Hall at 6:30 P.M. with refreshments hosted by the Civic Beautification
Board and a tour of the Woman's Club art show. Music will be provided by the "Dixieland Duo", Frank
Conrad on the organ and Dr. Ted Borodofsky on the clarinet. Buses, which are run only on the first night of
Dogwood Week, will board at City Hall at 7 P.M. for the 12 mile lighted Dogwood Trail. Hostesses from the
Civic Beautification Board will be aboard each bus for commentary on the Trail. The public is invited to attend the reception and ride the buses. There is no charge.
April 18 thru 24
On other nights of Dogwood Week, enjoy the drive in your own car. The Trail begins at Oak Grove
Cemetery, 1613 Park Avenue, at the gravesite of Irvin S. Cobb, and is marked by signs placed at frequent
intervals along the route.
EVENTS SCHEDULED AS PART OF THE CELEBRATION
PADUCAH ART GUILD/GALLERY-200 Broadway 442-2453
April 14 thru 30
"Works on Paper," the annual juried members' show, will be on exhibit. Included will be watercolors,
drawings, hand-worked photographs, and related media by active artists of the Guild. Admission is free.
Open hours are noon-4 p.m., Tues. thru Sat., and 1-5 p.m. on Sunday. Special openings at other times are
available by prior appointment.
April 17
A special video art installation and open house will be held from 2-4 p.m. It will feature the video work of
Paul Congo, artist-in residence, and students from Reidland, St. Mary's, and Paducah Tilghman High
Schools, assisted by Bob Shy, video specialist at Paducah Community College. Refreshments will be served, admission is free, and the public is invited.
April 20
Dr. Harry Daniel will review the book Space by James Michener in the Fellowship Hall of the First
Presbyterian Church, 7th & Jefferson. Sponsored by the Friends of the Art Guild, proceeds go in support of
the Paducah Art Guild. Admission is $5 at the door, 7:30 p.m.
April 22,23
Artist Rex Robinson of New Albany, Indiana, will present a watercolor painting demonstration at the
Guild Gallery on April 22, 7-9 p.m. He will conduct a painting workshop in watercolor from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
on April 23. Admission to the demonstration is free. For more information about the workshop call Mike
Watts at 442-2453.
Paducah Public Library 442-2510
April 11 thru 21
The Paducah Public Library will have an archeology exhibit, "Uncovering the Jackson Purchase" on
show in their lobby. The exhibit has examples and illustrations from the current research being done in
Western Kentucky by Murray State University.
All Month
The Paducah Public Library has personal manuscripts, photography and a collection of irvin Cobb's
books, located on the second floor in special collections. The public may view this collection during library
hours.
QUILT SHOW AND LUNCHEON-First Christian Church 443-6880 April 15-16
The Paducah Stitch N' Quilt Circle will present a quilt show in the basement of the First Christian
Church,1-24 & US 62, April 15 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.,and on April 16 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission to the
show is $2. Antique and new quilts using traditional patterns and original designs in bed covers, crib quilts
and wall hangings will be shown. There will be a quilting demonstration and a display of quilt pieces showing construction. Luncheon will be served each day from 11:30 to 1:30. The price of the luncheon is $2.50.
Reservations preferred but not necessary.
,
LOWER TOWN CANDLELIGHT TOUR OF HOMES 442-8611 April 15 & 16
Lower Town, a 26 square block victorian neighborhood, a center of strong historic preservation activity,
will open it's historic doors for the Dogwood Trail Celebration. The Lower Town Neighborhood Association

i

will sponsor its Candlelight Tour of Homes on Friday and Saturday, April 15-16, from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. The
beautiful Victorian homes featured on the tour are the Mary E. Sebree House at 335 North Sixth,the Choate
House at 803 Madison,the Marnell House at 625 North Sixth. Also on the tour will be apartments belonging
to Bruce Helck, 900 Monroe; Cathy Crecelius, 900 Monroe; Maggie Troutman, 318 North 9th Street.
Refreshments will be served afterwards. Tickets are $5.00 and can be purchased at the door of any of the
open houses or apartments. For more information, contact Ardeth Fitzpatrick at 442-9611.
DINNER THEATRE-Irvin Cobb Ballroom 443-7365 April 14, 15,16
The Paducah Repertory Theatre will present "Lo and Behold" a three-act comedy by John Patrick.
Directed by Jack Kidd, the dinner theatre will be held in the Irvin Cobb ballroom at 6th and Broadway. On
Thursday, April 14, hors d'oeuvres only, will be served. The doors open at 6:15, hors d'oeuvres at 7:00 and
play at 8:00. Tickets $7.00. There will be a cash bar each night of the performance. Friday and Saturday
nights, April 15 & 16, dinner will be served, catered by Callie Cobb. Tickets for the dinner and play are
$12.00. The doors open at 6:15, dinner at 7:00 and play at 8:00. For reservations write to Paducah Repertory
Theatre,2117 Broadway,Paducah,KY 42001,or call (502)443-7365.
MARKET HOUSE MUSEUM-Market House Square 443-7759 April 17
The Market House Museum will have an Open House, Sunday, April 17, from 2 to 4 p.m. honoring Buff
Cobb Martin and Joshua Cobb Brody of New York, granddaughter and great-grandson of Paducah's own
noted humorist and writer Irvin S. Cobb. Buff Cobb will autograph copies of her grandfather's books if
anyone wishes to bring theirs with them. Personal mementos of Mr. Cobb are in the museum collection.
The public is invited to attend. There is no admission charge. Refreshments will be served.
April 18
On Monday, April 18, the Market House Museum will have a luncheon honoring Buff Cobb Martin and
Joshua Cobb Brody. Of interest to all Western Kentuckian's, Buff Cobb will speak on "My Grandfather, As
I Knew Him." Jackie McCann, Assistant Concert Mistress of the Paducah Symphony Orchestra, will
entertain as a strolling violinist during the luncheon. Tickets to the luncheon are $12.00 a person. It will be
held in the Irvin Cobb Ballroom,6th and Broadway,at 12:30 p.m. Tickets may be purchased at the Market
House Museum,443-7759, or by writing the Museum,P.O. Box 12, Paducah,KY 42001.
PADUCAH WOMAN'S CLUB ART SHOW-City Hall 443-5159 April 18 thru 24
The Art Department of the Woman's Club of Paducah will sponsor its 48th annual spring art exhibition,
with artists from five states competing. The exhibit will open to the public at 9 a.m. April 18 at Paducah City Hall. Public viewing will be April 18-24 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily and from 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday. There is
no admission charge. For more information call Elizabeth Bunchman,443-5159.
MARKET HOUSE THEATRE-141 Kentucky Avenue 444-6828
April 21, 22,23,24,28,29,30
The Market House Theatre breaks new ground in April when for the first time in its 19 year history a production from Moliere, the nineteenth-century comedian, is presented. "Tartuffe," one of the greatest
acknowledged comedies of all time, set in Paris in the 1660s under Louis XIV, plays April 21-24 and 28-30.
Tickets are $5 & $6, evening performances at 8 p.m., and $4 & $5 for the April 24 matinee at 2:30 p.m. For
reservations, phone (502)444-6828 between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday.
THE SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF PADUCAH-200 Broadway 443-9284 April 19
A "Whitehaven Update" will be presented by the Society for the Preservation of Paducah on Tuesday,
April 19, at 7:00 p.m. at the Paducah Art Guild at the Market House. Richard Holland will present a slide
lecture, "The Restoration of Whitehaven," featuring before, during, and after photographs of the project.
This talk will allow guests to learn more about the extensive restoration work on the old Smith Mansion.
Mr. Kit Wesler of Murray State University will also present a slide lecture, "Uncovering Jackson Purchase History Through Archaeology," featuring the archaeology work at Whitehaven during the summer
of 1982. The public is invited to attend this program. There is no admission charge.
McCRACICEN COUNTY HOMEMAKERS BAZAAR-Executive Inn Riverfrosit
442-2718 April 22
The University of Kentucky Extension Homemakers of McCracken County will have a Dogwood
Celebration Bazaar in the Executive Inn Riverfront on April 22 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Hand made items in
needlepoint, crochet and knitting will be for sale. There will be a bake sale booth and many decorative
items for the home. For further information contact Nancy Sturgis, 443-5992 or Juanita Amonett, McCracken County Extension Agent,442-2718. Thew bazaar will be held around the pool area.
PADUCAH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA-Jetton Symphony Hall 443-6665 April 23
April 23, 1983 is the date of the Paducah Symphony Orchestra's final 1982-83 season concert. The orchestra, under the direction of Robert Baar. will present works of Mozart, Hanson. Smetana, and Bizet.
The selections for this concert are particularly apropriate for springtime and the "Dogwood Festival."
The music of Smetana and Bizet features folk music while the Mozart work is built around a simple story of
love with a happy ending. Concerts are held at Jetton Symphony Hall at 1000 Walter Jetton Blvd. The concert starts at 8:15 p.m. and tickets are available at the door or by calling 443-6665. Admission is $7.50 for
adults and $5.00 students. Don't miss the art exhibitionin the lobby while you're there.
"LI'L ABNER"- Paducah Tilghman High School 442-2464 April 29,30, May 1
"Li'l Abner" a musical comedy by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank, will be presented by the
Paducah Tilghman High School Choral Departent, April 29, 30 and May 1. Al Capp's world famous
characters have been placed in a gay, colorful musical extravaganza, set in Dogpatch, U.S.A. The
musical, directed by Loretta Whitaker and assisted by Marcia Beaton, will be presented at 8:15 p.m. and
matinee, 3:15 p.m. The wonderful tunes, choreography, and fine choral work contribute to making Li'l
Abner one of the classics of american musicals. Admission, Patron, $10.00; Reserved, $5.00; General Admission, $3.00; Student, $2.00. The box office will open on April 4, at 1643 Broadway. Telephone (502) 4422464.
THE PADUCAH McCRACKEN COUNTY TOURIST COMMISSION
P.O. Box 90
417 Washington
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
Phone:(502)443-8783
gPO
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Where Low Pr ce

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WED. APRIL 13T THRU TV

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

$219

FLAV-O-RICH

PIE FILLING

YOGURT

WEEKLY SPECIAL

MN'

3/

SUPER INFLATION FIGHT

FLAY-0-RICH

HI DR

SOUR CREAM

PAPER T'WEL

c
f4
..4

(
10

TWIN ROL!.PKG.

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

_•••

ORANGE ill IC

SUPER INFLATI )11,1 FIGHT

PILLSBURY INSTANT

PURINA

MASHED
POTATOES

DOG CH
HIGH PRCETEIN

SUNLIGHT

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

9

1802.

1 LB. CAN

WEEKLY SPECIAL

LUCKY LEAF CHERRY

CORN FL

COFFEE

29

1$ OZ. JAR

8 02.

.KELLOGG'S

MAXWELL HOUSE

PEANUT BUTTER

-••••••••-

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

JIF

WEEKLY SPECIAL
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AND
OPERATED

:14
6402.

I 79

3202.
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2/$1 4
16 OZ. PKG.
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SHOP AND COMPARE PRICES ON THESE NAME BRAND FO )D ITEMS

FROZEN FOODS

,
A

CORONET FACIAL

TISSUE

PEPPERIDGE FARM

ISO

SOFT PLY PAPER

LAYER CAKES

SOFT & PRETTY BATHROOM

TISSUE

BANQUET

MAT MINNOW
4 Layer Cake

CHICKEN OF THE SEA CHUNK

1 19 TUNA

BLEACH

SAUCE

a

HI DRY PAPER

110l.IMPF

SINGLE

pro

COUPON

ASPIRIN

it"lf
Ai 4
36's

ir

TRASH BAGS

BEANS

HEFTY TALL 15 CT.

KRAFT 3207.

$

WIN U0010 LAUNDRY

$349

amp ma 1111110.4

KOOL-AID

GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S
EXP. 4-19-83
OM MEV MINI UM IMIIII

$249
arm am

39

WINNOW ITALIAN

.16 OZ.$

n ia

BEANS

L 1 0'.

49
soz.694.

SPAGHETTI....1207.

32 07

$ 19

1

OM 111111111111

1607.

09

PRODUC%
.
SPRING
PLANT SAL !
!

COUPON

$219
5 LB. BAG

ONLY AT STOREY'S
EXP. 4-19-83
MUNI

U000 GIANT COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

g

$1

VAN CAMPS PORK 6

MIS IMO MOB IMO 111.111101NN MINI MOW

I

MIRACLE WHIP.

RONCO

COUPON

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
20 07. CANNISTE1
PRI-SWEETENED
MAKES 10 QTS.

160Z.

DRESSING

MN MIS 1111111111111111111

1111111111111 MOM 11.111111

1
3/ 11

16 07.3/

DETERGENT ...64 OZ.

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

GOOD

EXP. 4-19-83
WM UM MIMI UM

1 19

KITCHEN BAGS

FOOD GIANT COUPON

SICiTfy S

L

BUSH'S Kuno

IMO 1111111111111•11111111

COUPON

DEODORANT ..201.$1 88

ItITTY le a.

79' CHILI
79C JELLY

Man

14 oz.$1

BUSH'S CHILI HOT

SAUCE .is OZ.

DOG FOOD

38

SURE SOLID

HUNT'S TOMATO

CRACKERS

CYCLE

2/$149

11111111.111 MIN

16 07.$1

1407

PILLSBURY INSTANT

altili some

SHAMPOO

CHUNKS

1110Z.

; MASHED POTATOES
I
li OZ. PKG.
i GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

SUAVE

RITZ

2/794
2/$1 09 BEANS

KRAFT GRAPE

111/111

roof) GIANT COW'ON

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
I

22 01.

SAUCE

MINN

ALPO SW

KELLY'S WITH KM
A

KRAFT B.B.Q.

59.

NM

Stnrey.,i

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS
BAYER CHILD'S

1501.2/$1

TREND DISH

•

TOWELS

Z.

1607.$

DETERGENT... 32 OZ.$1 SY LIQUID

ack 41
1
1

04

CONTADINA TOMATO
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0

DRESSING
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8,
04
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994
1 19

6, 2
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4.79
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C
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a 07
4
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NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
REG. $1.99

cesOriginate
APRIL 13T THRU TUES. APRIL 19TH
NIMF

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

EEKLY SPECIAL

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

KELLOGG'S

U.S. GOV.
INSPECTED WHOLE

ROUND
STEAK

NFL

9

FRYERS :
velf
:
4
4/4

1 79

LB.

48'

LB

ER INFLATION FIGHTER

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

HI DR

PER T WEL

STEAK

$249

ROLL PKG.

R INFLATI )N FIGHTER

WEEKLY SPECIAL

PURINA
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

G CH
H PR

I
FA)M
aii

CUBE STEAK

STEAK ,

49

LB.2

$1 19

LB.

AG

U.S.D.A. CHOKE BONELESS ROUND

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN

$10000
39
16 02

16 0/

lE

LAST WEEK'S NAME
DAVE ROSS
MURRAY
WINNER $200.00

a

89

STEAK

ROAST

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
TOP 02 BOTTOM ROUND

STEAK

$199

LI.$"
1

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP

ROAST

19

FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

BREAST

11

LB.

19

BACON

LEGS

L.79

SAUSAGE

BONUS PACK CHICKEN
LB.$239

THIGHS

LB $

39

HYDE PARK PORK

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS RUMP

ROAST

„

BONUS PACK CHICKEN
LB.

CUTSPORK
LETSLB $169•

BOSTON BUTT PORK

$1 69

LB.

SWIFT CANNED

LB

694 HAM

3 LBS

$699

2/89'

DELI SPECIALS
ITAUAN

)RING
IT SALE!!

BREAD
APPLE & CHERRY

TURNOVERS

tATUM, ALYSIUM, COLS, DUSTY MILLER, MARIGOLDS, PANSIES,
LVIA, SNAPDRAGONS,
MUMS.

EPPERS (SWETT & HOT),
NATO PLANTS, BROC1WER, EGG PLANT.

CREME HORN

PRODUCE

MACARONI
(
XINAT14AN, RED & GOLD DELICIOUS
41‘

SALAD
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BAKERY SPECIALS
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Legalized sales ofalcohol defeated in Bourbon County election
NORTH MIDDLFTOWN, Ky. (API —
Liquor sales have been
against the law in this

tiny centra4 Kentucky ed to keep it that way.
town as long as anyone
Citizens of North 'Midcan remember, and the dletown, population 637,
townspeople have decid- voted by nearly a 3-1

margin Tuesday to reject
a plan that would have
legalized local sales of
alcohol.

It's Our At Home Sale.
Rise and shine for
exc Rig savings on
Saybrook coordinates.
Sale 3.99

•

twin sheets
Reg. 5.99. Saybrook s poly cotton percale
sneets pillowcases and quilted bedspread
come together to make one terrific
Reg.
Sale
LJOhlrICI bed
Bedsheets, flat or fitted:
11.99
14 99
Queen
13.99
17.99
King
4.99
5 99
Pillow cases, by the pair
Coordinating bedspread
28.00
,,,,,,,,,,,,,, $35
Twin
36.00
S45
Full .
. ,,,,,
....

The 318-126 vote means
that residents of the
Bourbon County community will continue to
drive 10 miles to Paris or
13 miles to Mount Sterling
if they want to buy liquor.
"What made the difference was the older
vote," said the Rev.
Michael Young, leader of
a group that worked to
defeat the measure. "We
had quite a bit of older
folks voting."
.Supporters of legalized
liquor had contended that
too many of the town's
dollars were being spent
in Paris and Mount Sterling.
Opponents, on the other
hand, argued that liquor
would cause problems for
a town that has only one
part-time police officer.
"I think the churches
coming together helped
out," said Young, pastor

of Spears Mill Baptist
Church. "Their effort to
get the older people out is
what made the difference."
Tony Crump, 22, and
his father, North Middletown grocer, Wayne
Crump, were among
those who circulated petitions to get the liquor
question on the ballot.
They said they wished
that more liberal-minded
voters had turned out for
the referendum.
"I think they outworked us," said the younger
Crump of the church
groups. "Besides, they
had a captive audience
and we didn't."
Even if the measure
had passed, there was no
guarantee North Middletown would have gotten a package liquor
store.
Based on its population,

Bourbon County is eligible for eight package
,store licenses. But all of
those have already been
issued to Paris
businesses.
Crump admitted that
the wet forces may have
contributed to their own
defeat 'by not making
sure those who supported
the me*sure were

registered to vote — a
mistake he said the churches didn'tmake.
Pro-liquor forces in
North ..Middletown will
have to wait three years
before they can bring the
question up again. That's
the minimum time that
must elapse between
such referendums, according to Kentucky law.

Gubernatorial candidates
invited to NAACP forum
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
— Three
(
Democratic gubernatorial candidates have
been invited to an April 19
political forum sponsored
by the Louisville branch,
National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People.
Invitations were extended tn Lt. Gov. Martha

Layne Collins, Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane
and Grady Stumbo,
fornier secretary of the
state Department of
Human Resources.
The format calls for
brief remarks from the
candidates followed by
questions from a panel
selected by the NAACP.

HEALTH

•

Diets start in kitchen
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
need your Health Letter on
kitchen power to control
weight. I have been very
sick and have had to take
large doses of cortisone. I
am now off it but I gained a
lot of weight and need to
lose about 20 pounds.
I cannot do much exercise
but am starting to walk
more since I have been taking arthritis medicine. -I had
idiopathic thrombocytopenia
with purpura and had to
have the cortisone. I also
had blood clots in my leg
and lung.
DEAR READER — For
many people the major part
of a diet to control weight
begins in the kitchen. Very
satisfactory food can be prepared that doesn't contain a
lot of calories. Most people
are conscious of the role of
sugar in the diet as a calorie
source but they are not
aware that fat is usually the
major source of calories in
the diet. The point is best

illustrated by comparing a the hidden fat will come out also smokes a pack a day.
teaspoon of sugar, which 'and can be separated.
DEAR READER — If he
contains 15 calories, with a
You don't really have to were a vegetable and soaked
teaspoon of butter or marga- follow a drab or uninterest- he might wash away waterrine, which contains 34 calo- ing diet to eliminate a lot of soluble vitamins. Since he is
ries. In the United States the fat that is hidden in your not, there is no way he could
many people get 40 to 50 food. I'm sending you The lose vitamins from bathing.
percent of their calories Health Letter 9-18, Kitchen Animals that get some vitainir food.
from
f cfo
au
t riisiet,he
Power for Weight Control, mins from licking each
food prepa- as you requested. It will give others' fur might but I don't
ration you should eliminate you some good guidelines on think he need worry about
both fat and concentrated developing a new food habit that.
sweets as much as possible to solve your problem. OthBut you do need to considif you want to control calo- ers who want this issue can
ries. However, don't go on a send 75 cents with a long, er that he is depressed. A
crash diet. Lose gradually. stamped, self-addressed loss of interest in personal
It's in your favor that part of envelope for it to me, in care hygiene is often an indicayour weight gain with corti- of this newspaper, P.O. Box tiOn of an emotional distursone was fluid retention, but 1551, Radio City Station, bance or depression. So is
the increased use of alcohol.
cortisone makes you gain New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — And depressions often occur
body fat as well.
Please settle an argument in people when they retire or
You need to concentrate my husband and I have been there is a significant change
on raw vegetables, such as having for several years. in their life. If he doesn't
those found in salads, with- Since retirement he has shape up and clean up, you
out adding any high calorie become a heavy drinker and may need to insist that he
dressings. You can snack on refuses to shower, saying it have an evaluation by a
raw vegetables such as car- washes his vitamins away. psychiatrist. If he does have
rot sticks and you can use Consequently he goes weeks a depression. some profeslean meat. Some meats have without a shower. I say if he sional help could really
a lot of fat that you can't wants to smell like a goat he improve
quality of his
see. If you boil or roast meat should go live with them. He life.
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S2 off 3-pc.
towel ensemble.
Sale 8.39 Reg 10 50 Matching
towels of cotton/poly sheared
velour Soft and thick in richly
colored floral print
Bathtowel Reg $5 Sale 3.99
Hand towel Reg 3 50 Sale 2.80
Wash cloth Reg $2 Sale 1.60

•

Fields
Kentuckian

Ham
Boneless

$229

Save on luxury
cotton towels.

Lb.

Sparkle in the bath starts with these thrifty
thirsty cotton terry towels. Soft solids
piped with golden Mylar:iJ metallic"!

Bath towel
Hand towel
Washcloth

JCPenney
I ••••.>

I

Reg.
3 99 ea.
2 99 ea.
1 99 ea.

Sale
2.99
2.29
1.49

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

Hot Dog Sale
Thurs.& Sat. 11 a.m.to 5 p.m. Hot Dogs 3 fiN
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Bush to speak at MSU
presented the Howe
Award and the
Distinguished Service
Award by the ASHA.
Bush is also a past
president and active
member of the Kentucky
Association of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation, which has
presented him awards in
recognition of his contributions.
Sponsored by the
Wellness Task Force and
coordinated through a
Department of Recreation class in program
planning, the Wellness
Festival is expected to
have more than 100
demonstrators and exhibitors representing
government, private
agencies, the public sector, business and education.
People who attend will
be able to hear music,
race their bikes, listen to
lectures, play games,
have their blood pressure
checked, browse through
Dr. Herman Bush
is designed to serve as a the arts and Crafts
showcase for alternative display and participate in
life-style and activities other actitivites to
which will help par- celebrate life.
Anyone wishing to ob-ticipants lead a more entain
more information
joyable and rewarding
may call Dan McDonald
life.
Bush, widely published at 762-8285 or Phil
as a writer and much in Jachowicz at 762-3808.
demand on both the state
and national levels as a
speaker on wellness
education., holds the
(Continued From Page 6-A)
philosophy that each individual can improve his Water, Mayfield;
Mrs. Sarah Farmer
state of wellness and
maximize his potential and baby girl, Rt. 2, Sprthrough life styles which ingville, Tenn.; Mrs.
promote physical, mental Mary Younglove, 406
South Eighth St.; Mrs.
and spiritual well-being.
He is the president of Lela Irene Bivens, Fern
both the American School Terrace Lodge; Mrs.
Health Associaton Melda Faye Foy, Rt. 1;
( ASHA) and the Ken- Mrs. Ruby Stallons, Rt. 1,
tucky Association of Hardin;
Mrs. Sylvie E. Wilson,
School Health (KASH)
and has held several Rt. 1; James E. Hurt,
other key positions in and 1004 Olive St.; John
been honored by each of Creech, New Concord;
those organizations. The Mrs. Verna Farley, C7
highest award in KASH is Murray Manor; Mrs.
the Herman S. Bush Ruby Eaker (expired)
Award. He has been Westview Nursing Home.
Dr. Herman Bush,'
chairman of the Department of Health Education
at Eastern Kentucky
University, will be the
keynote speaker at the
Wellness Festival at-Murray State University
Thursday.
His address at 7 p.m. in
the auditorium of Mason
Hall will culminate a day
of activites to celebrate
spring, health and the
joys of leisure pursuits. It

No job is too tough
for Big Mac
Give them a workout
just'7 to 15

Reports...

_Hwy. 79 E.
Paris, Tn.
642-9905
Hrs. 7-12
Mon.-Wed.-Thurs.
4.12
Fri.-Sat.

Wed. & Thurs. "Rawhide"
Men $3.00 Ladies Free
Fri. & Sat. "Tenn. River"
Admission $5.00
[
AS ADVERTISED]
ON NATIONAL
TELEVISION

estBuys

HARDWARE

for

APRIL

All in a day s wotk our Big Mac
workwear has everything it takes to
look good and feel comfortable on the
job The shirts are made with extra long
tails that stay tucked in The full cut
pants and jeans have sturdily stitched
seams and heavy duty zippers Choose
Super Klondike Dacron polyester
combed cotton by Klopman poly cotton
twill with soil release or Denim Extra
heavyweight 64°. cotton 36°. poly
Men s sizes S.M L XL or waist sizes
29 to 46
Super Klondike shirt, Sale 9.99 Reg. $13.
Super Klondike pant, Sale 11.99 Reg. $16.
Twill shirt, Sale 8.99 Reg. $12.
Twill pant. Sale 9.99 Reg. $14
Chambray shirt, Sale $7.20 Reg. $9.
Plaid shirt, Sale 9.99 Reg. $13
Bibbed overalls, Sale 14.99 Reg. $20.
Poplin pant, Sale 8.99 Reg. $14
Poplin shirt. Sale 7.20 Reg. 9.50

Art Ow place with
the Horiplul Hardware 1.4.-•

$2444i
A E/

33 Gal. Plastic

LARGEa

TRASH and "*"'
LAWN BAGS

maw

2 MIL/2 PLY/NEAVY LOAD
•One-at-a-time dispensing. • Convenient attached
• Added strength seals.
twist-ties make closing
a snap.
• 2 plys reinforce each other,
up and down, side to side. • Easy-open bogs.
LE PRICE

10"

sr.

FACTORY REBATE

32 GALLON

FINAL COST

Plastic

66 ROUGHNECK.

$3

TRASH CAN

(723194)
• Chocolate
• Stands up under sub-zero
• Highest quality,
temperatures or superhot steam cleaning.
• Tough and durable.
• Heavy-wall construction.• Lid fits tight, locks in odors.

,Men's 8 in. leather boot
with padded collar. Sale $27 Reg. $36
Men's leather garage oxford
with oil-resistant Hypalon sole.
Sale 29.99 Reg. $39.

Pr.v-w,

208 E. Main
753-3341

eB

1982 J C Penney Company Inc

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
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Recruiting coup has MSU smiling

4

alr

• In the world of basket• ball recruiting coups, at
least three college
coaches have something
to-crow about today — all
three belong to the same
program,too.
Murray State's Ron
Greene, associate coach
• Steve Newton and assis• tant coach Mike Dill all
came through in the
.; clutch today, the official
; national signing date for
"
• high school seniors, and
. signed a top prospect at
▪ each position.
•
• Three signees — two
; high school seniors and a
• top-notch junior college
transfer — form what
•
• Greene calls "the major
▪ cogs in our building ef'forts for next year."
. The three signees are
Mike Yarbrough, a 6-9,
195-pound, centerforward and Curtis
-. Davis, a 6-7, 195-pound,
.• forward, both from Colonel White High School
• in Dayton, Ohio. The
junior college transfer,
• perhaps the biggest coup
by the MSU staff, is a
▪ tank named Craig Talley
squeezed into a 6-4, 195pound frame ... who
plays guard.

Talley was signed by
Dill today at Jamestown
Junior College (New
York), a school which
recorded a 69-5 record in
Talley's two years including last year's 36-2
mark.
Jamestown was ranked No.1 in the nation for
six weeks before
finishing fourth in the national junior college
tournament.
Talley's stats are
slightly misleading as
they show him with only
12.2 points and 7.2 rebounds per game.
However, Talley played
with five other players
who averaged in double
figures and he saw action in only about 24
minutes each game.
Talley's coach at

Jamestown, Nick
Creole,said,"(Talley) is
Murray beat out UT-.
the Wes Unseld of Chattanooga, Stetson
guards. He's extremely and Washington State for
strong. He rebounds well Yarbrough and Stetson,
and he has a great outlet Western Kentucky and
pass. He's one of the best Morehead State for
players to come out of Davis.
this program in the past
"We were looking for
12 years."
Creole used this exam- more size and strength
ple to describe Talley's and these players fill one
Ability, "He can stand of our big needs in our
flat-footed and do a 360- roster," Greene said.
The high school coach
degree dunk without any
effort at all. He's an ex- of both Yarbrough and
citing player who will Davis, Ivory Suesberry,
give instant results to says both his players run
extremely well, both
Murray's program."
While Dill was busy recently turned 17 and
courting Talley, who have a lot of growth
hails from Baltimore's potential.
"Yarbrough can be a
Dunbar High School,
rated the best in the na- very intimidating player
tion this year, Newton ... he's a tremendous rewas busy pumping the bounder ... and he has a

By DAVE GOLDBERG
- AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Major League baseball,
which for years has been
gazing toward the pot of
gold at the end of the
cable television rainbow,
apparently is ready to
pursue it in earnest.
Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn confirmed Tuesday
that baseball is
"evaluating" the
possibility of setting up
its own pay-cable network, probably by funnelling games from
around the major leagues
onto pay-cable outlets
already being used by big
league teams. The games
would be in addition to
those carried on ABC and
NBC.

Sources at those networks said the cable
setup was likely to be in
operation before the new
contract with the two networks expires at the end
of the 1989 season.
Only regular season
games would be involved,
not the real bonanza —
the playoffs and the
World Series, which the
two networks will carry
through 1989 on an alternating basis. But some
owners have talked about
the financial potential —
once most of the country
is wired for cable — in
charging viewers to
watch those premier
events.
Some 30-35 million of
the 83 million homes with
television sets now are

wired for cable television.
Both ABC and NBC,according to sources, would
be involved in the cable
project, although they
would have to tread softly
on a joint project to avoid
becoming ensnared in the
anti-trust laws.
"What you're likely to
see, is baseball-ABC and
baseball-NBC" said one
source, who suggested
that the network involvement would be primarily
financial.
Several teams already
carry games on paycable television, notably
the Chicago White Sox,
whose co-owner, Eddie
Einhorn, is a member of
baseball's television committee.

I:rep schools and he signed :wo exceptional prospects.
Yarbrt.!igh averaged
16 points, 11 rebounds
and five blocked shots as
a three-year letterman
and All City, All District
player. Davis averaged
11 points, 10 rebounds
and three blocked shots
as a two-year letterman
in both basketball and
football.

•

good shot from 15-feet
in," Suesberry said, then
continued, "Davis is
strong as an ox and takes
up a lot of room. He's
very physical."
The newcomers will be
part of a crop of
unknown quantities on
next year's squad which
will include the likes of 611 transfer Mike Lahm
and 6-9 Ben Matlock who
will be eligible in
January, 1984.
.• •
Murray State also announced the signing of a
women's basketball prospect today.
Madge Smalley, a 5-11
forward from
Washington High School
in Springfield, Ky., signed with the Lady Racers
after averaging 15.8
points and 11 rebounds
as a senior.
Washington High went
33-4 last year and lost in
the state simifinals to
eventual state champ
Warren Central.
Smalley was All Conference and All Region
for two years and made
the All State Tournament team last season.

FAMILIAR SIGHT — Murray High scored 25 runs in two games Tuesday, prompting several receiving lines between third base and home plate. Rounding
third after slamming a three-run homer against Marshall County is Tiger catcher Wade Smith (22). Murray beat both Marshall County and Henry County
(Tenn.)in home action Tuesday at Ty Holland Stadium.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Tigers crush Marshall,
:Pro baseball gears for earnest tv race Henry Co.with 25 runs

Purcell beats Witsken
in Pacific Southwest
Mayer downed Richard
Gallien 6-3, 6-3; sixthseeded Mel Purcell downed Todd Witsken 6-2, 6-4;
eighth-seeded Sandy
Mayer beat John Fitzgerald of Australia, 5-7,
74,6-2; and Tim Wilkison
knocked off seventhIn other matches, seeded Mark Edmondson
second-seeded Gene of Australia,6-4, 1-6,6-3.

New!
Country Bar-B-Q
Sandwich Plate

By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
, Murray High's baseball
team opened its' bag of
bats Tuesday and pounded its way to a pair of victories over district foe
Marshall County and
Henry County, Tenn. The
Tigers opened the evening with an offensive 13-9
win over the Marshalls
before icing the cake in a
12-0 shutout against
Henry County in the
nightcap.
Murray 13, Marshall Co.9
The Murray High
Lumber Company, led by
first baseman David McCuiston (4 for 5, scored
two runs and drove in
seven) out-hit Marshall
County 13-10 as it chalked
up its' first district win of
the season.
McCuiston drove a
three-run homer over.the
leftfield fence to cap a
four run inning and put
the Tigers ahead 8-0 after
four.
Marshall County was
able to wipe the goose egg
off its' side of the
scoreboard in the top of
the fifth and cut the Tiger
margin to four, 8-4. But
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Jerry's New Country Bar-B-Q is real hickorysmoked pork, slow-cooked with just the right
spices and served pipin' hot on a fresh bakery bun.
Complete with golden fries and creamy cole slaw.
Our new Country Bar-B-Q Sandwich Plate is a
whole 'nother reason to ...
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vehicles for the baseball
network. "We are
evaluating various
possibilities for the
distribution of games to
our clubs' pay-TV
systems," Kuhn said in a
statement issued through
a spokesman.
Another less likely
possibility would be creation of a separate network, similar to such
mostly-cable channels as
Home Box Office. Either
way,the games would appear on outlets for which
cable subscribers pay a
charge in addition to the
monthly cable fee.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Fourth-seeded Brian
Gottfried breezed toa 6-1,
6-3 victory over Matt
Doyle in the rain-delayed
$255 ,000 Pacific
Southwest Tennis tournament.

Jevtp

, •

The New York Yankees
and New York Mets are
both on SportsChannel, a
New York area outlet
that also televises the
New York Islanders of
the National Hockey
League Islanders and the
New Jersey Nets of the
National Basketball
Association. Milwaukee,
which would share its network with the NBA
Bucks; Pittsburgh, Los
Angeles and California
also have pay-cable
setups in the works.
Those outlets and
others yet to be established would be the principal

•

A Grand Prize Contest.
April 1 -April 30th, Morf 1-N.,31, Joule 1-Jane 30th, July 1 -holy 31. Prim will b* awarded month for mostly
whiners & will be peldishnd oath, fins & feathers pow
The Grind Prize will he inverded for Biggest Bass, Crappie, NeeglU, Singer & Catfish. 1 entry per person per day
per category. Fish most be muslin an Red & Reel or Pole &
weighed in at Sports Spocialitts. &sides & Ceusmerciel
Mbomou are hseligibin.
0
641

Fish
Formula I 41 II
$695
01641
•
64/
0
60.

1PN
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Murray reciever Wade
Smith put another three
run blast out of reach in
the host half of the fifth
and boosted the Tiger
lead to seven.
The sixth inning was
the Marshalls turn to
display power as Mickey
Locke, Danny Naughton
and Johnny Miller each
homered to conclude a
nine-run yield.
McCuiston found the
gap in right-centerfield
with a two-run groundrule-double to ensure the
host victory in the last of
,the sixth.
Gary Galloway, the
third Murray hurler, stifled the guests in the final
frame and saved4he win
for starter Steve Grogan.
Murray skipper Cary
Miller said the contest
was predominatly offensive and that each team
had an adequate supply
of power which both
displayed.
He added that his
teams' hitting is consistently getting better
throughout the lineup and
defensively they are
keeping errors ,to a
minimum, which he feels
is the key to a winning

GETTWO
TLLERS
FOR THE
PRIM
OF ONE
The SNAPPER revolutionary rear tine tiller. Its the one tiller
that does the Job of
two. Because it's a
simple matter to convert from forward to
reverse tine rotation
tilling, it's like getting
two tillers for the price
of one.
Gardening is made
easy with this SNAPPER tiller. It even
breaks new ground
with ease.
So before you buy
any other, you realty
owe it to yourself to
put our rear tine tiller
to the test. Drop by
Your SNAPPER dealer today.
a-a
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NNW
36 2"
37 2"
31 2"
17 8318"
10 4"
17 4"
66 4"
66 6"
59 4"

01641

24"
27"
294"
229"
199"
249"
324"
349"
394"

295"
450"
259"

inanity 6 6"SS.
Ind Nosh 8" SS.
Neck Brink 7"SS.
leper Bloch
Sark 8" B
Black limb 4"SS.
Single Six 4" II
Six 4"IS.
Mark $16 Antis

289"
259"
174"
244"
185"

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."
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high school baseball
team.
Murray 12, Henry Co.0
A one-hit performance
from mound-ace Rusty
Wright allowed the
Lumber Co. to once again
concentrate on putting
its' bats to work as the
Tigers scattered nine hits
off Henry County pitching.
Galloway carried his
hitting spree over from
game one (2 for 2 with 2
RBIs) to condi,* a
perfect day at the plate,
with a single, triple and
four runs batted in.
Murray pounced on the
visiting Patriots in the
opening inning using a
pair of hits, off the bats of
McCuiston and Jeff
Downey, to power a sixrun frame.
Three runs in the each
of the following innings
gave the Tigers' more
than they needed to terminate the contest after
five innings due to the 10run rule.
Wright, who fanned six
Henry County batters and
walked only one, gave up
his only hit to the Patriot
leadoff man in the opening inning — an infield
single.
Murray, now boasting a
5-1 record, will play host
to St. Mary in a
doubleheader Friday
beginning at 5 p.m.

Youngblood
homecoming
spoiled by
first loss
David Youngblood had
a homecoming of sorts
Tuesday, but it wasn't a
favorable visit for the
Murray State basketball
and baseball player.
Youngblood, a former
Southern Illinois University athlete, pitched
against his former teammates in Carbondale, but
was tagged with the loss
in his first appearance of
the season.
The 'Breds dropped to
14-6 after the Salukis
scored a run in the bottom of the ninth to win, 98.
The game was an offensive slugfest with 26 total
hits, 11 by the 'Breds.
Todd Hale and Chris
Barber hit homers for
Murray, while Gary
Blaine and Clay Boone
both had a double.
Thursday Murray hosts
Tennessee Tech in an
Ohio Valley Conference
doubleheader an4„Saturday the 'Breda close out
their borne schedule with
a doubleheader against
Middle Tennessee.
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Spring Sports
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localroundup
CCHS track meet
Calloway County High
hosted and wort its boys'
track meet Tuesday,
defeating second-Place
Henry County, Tenn., 8670, and outdistancing
Providence (48) and
South Hopkins (43).
Thursday CCHS hosts
crosstown rival Murray
High and Heath.
In Tuesday's meet,
Barry Knight placed second in the 3200 meter
run, but still managed to
break the school record of
10:38 set by teammate
Paul Vought just last
week. Knight's time
Tuesday was 10:34.
Top finishers in each
event for Calloway Tuesday included:
Glen Brandon, first in
shot and second in
discus; Roger Gallimore,
third in discus; Jeff Butterworth, third in long

753-1331

jump, second in triple
jump, second in 110 high
hurdles; Richard
Williams, third in triple
jump;
Todd Allbritten, first in
high jump, second in 400
meter dash; Mike
Wicker, second 800 meter
run, second 1600 meter
run; Casey Kurth, third
100 meter dash, third 200
meter dash; Dana Pearson, second pole vault;
Mike Holloway,third pole
vault; Richard Dowdy,
thre 300 meter low
hurdles.
Relay teams which
placed included 1600
meter team of Allbritten,
Wicker, Hurley Chadwick
and Richard Harris, placing third, and the 800
meter relay team of
Kurth, Dowdy, Richard
Williams and Holloway,
also placing third.

Austin Peay, rtumerup
in the Ohio Valley Conference men's tennis
standings last year, fell
for the second time this
season to the OVC champion Murray State
Racers.
Tuesday the Racers
handed host APSU a 6-3
loss, which represented

:vans

Pro Basketball

Calloway County High
School will host its annual
basketball awards banquet, Monday,April 18, at
7 p.m. in the CCHS
cafeteria.
The guest speaker will
be former Austin Peay
and Oral Roberts University basketball coach

;eball
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Murray High tennis

Murray High's tennis
teams traveled to
Mayfield Tuesday and
returned with a split decision — the boys winning,
7-2, the Lady Tigers losing,6-3.
Today the teams were
scheduled to visit Union
MSU coach Bennie City and Thursday MurPurcell's 296th career ray has a trip to Paducah
victory.
Tilghman on tap.
In Tuesday's Matches,
Conceivably, Purcell Robert Stout and Shawn
could reach the 300-win
plateau this week as Murray plays five matches
this weekend after
hosting the University of
Calloway County
Tennessee-Martin today. High's first girls tennis
team won its first match
ever, Tuesday at the
school's new tennis faciliLake Kelly. Kelly is ty..
presently coaching at
Clark County High in
Winchester,Ky.
Tickets will be on sale
at the CCHS office and
the school's Board of
Robert Billington
Education office Until repeated as medalist in
Friday. The banquet is the latest Murray High
golf team victory, as the
open to the public.
Tigers defeated both
Fulton County and Fulton
City in a tri-match Tuesday at Murray Country
Ihurdles and long jump Mitzi Tucker
1330 yard dash) and Teresa Mason(100
Club.

Calloway County Middle School enjoyed
threefold success over
North Marshall teams
Tuesday winning the 7th
grade girls, 8th grade
girls and boys competitions at home.
The 7th grade girls won
34-16; the 8th grade girls
won easily 67-47 and the
Laker boys won 67-15.
Individual and relay
winners for CCMS included:

on the
n the
img a
3ats of
Jeff
a six-

yard dash I.

Ith grade girls
Marsha Grimes (school record long
jump of 15-feet, 6-inches; high jump,
210-yard dash and 440-yard dash),
Deanne Hargis (110 and 230 hurdles ),
Tabetha Johnson (shot), Angie Hoke
(discus), 1990 relay team — PtIarcie
Marine, Tons Camp, Sherty Jones and
Amy Pyle.

For the second straight
day, Billington had lowscore among his teammates,firing a 41 at MCC.
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Kirksey
baseball

ig

Registration and a
work day are scheduled
by the Kirksey Ballclub
Saturday.
Three leagues — boys,
girls and adult — are accepting applications until
Saturday. The younger
leagues will be playing TBall, Park League, Little
League and Pony
League.
Tryouts for Park
League boys is April 30, 1
p.m., Little League at 2
p.m. the same day and
Pony League,3 p.m.
Little Girls league
tryouts begin at 11 a.m.,
April 30, while the older
girls tryout at the same
time.
Adult league teams will
have an organizational
meeting,May 7,at5 p.m.
All tryouts avid
meetings are at the
Rirksey Ball Park.
Registration and in.surance fees are $15 per
player.
A workday has been
scheduled for Saturday at
the park, beginning at 10
a.m.
For more information,
-contact club president
RObert Tabers,a9-2307.
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Kelly and Liz Oakley won
at No.1 and No.2 (8-5 and
7-5, tiebreaker), and the
doubles team of KellyGreer Houston also won,
8-2. .
Coming up shorthanded for MHS included
Ellen Hogencamp, Kim
Greene, Houston, Lisa
Williams, and the doubles
teams of GreeneHogancamp, and OakleyWilliams.

,
Murray-Ca I loway County

SWIM TEAM

,

1983 Summer Registration
Saturday April 16
At the CHERI THEATRE
10-12
Ages 5-18(Not A Learn To Swim Program)
all Milton Gresham 759-4538

For Information

,

with Soup & Salad Bar $299
Soup .1 Salad Bar Only $1"

Every
Thursday Special
8 oz. Chopped Steak $229

11a.m.
9 p.m.

with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup & Salad Bar Only $1"

Fri.-Sat.
11 O.L.
10 p.m.

for a FREE ESTIMATE

Expert Radiator and
Body Repair

Sears
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.

642-3296

AM*HRS

TRADE IN AND TRADE
UPTO A SNAPPER.
take the work out of lawn care.The Mulcherizer for mulching clippings.TheGnapperizer
for shredding leaves. And the Thatcherizer
for self-propelled walk and riding mowers
to remove harmful thatch. Also, for your convenience there's an Extra Bag-N4Blade Kit.
So trade in that old mower for a SNAPPER
at your SNAPPER dealerat
The best has never been
So affordable.

APRIL9THRU 1Z

DRAWING HELD 4 p.m. Sat. April
16th "you must be present to win"

"FREE MOUNTAINDEW"

WM A BIKE.
Our Midnight 50 Special
turns into a prize at midnight. Saturda!,; April 16.

SNAPPER

line see Yamahas
With,prices cut to
the fiiotpts — our
l'elhiwiig Specials —
good only till %\ide
Open }louse
ends.
CI

110ft MISS 4 r
• two newest
foor-stn ske
Tri-Motos.the
Nhinithauler
and 2251/X.
SEE YOUR YELLOW PAGES Fon THE SNAPPE R DEALER NE ARE S T YOU

Parts &
Service After RENTAL' SALES
The Sale
CENTER

.....w as

Financing
Available

')PSSSZ
FREE
TYRE
GAUI3E.
Ni so can't
clsinplain
about inflation at
this price.

1 Mile East On Hwy 94E.

Murray

w -0 ei

•

-• ••11 V •••
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FREE MOVIES.
Come in to see the exciting
'83s and see exciting motorcycle movies toboot.

Zown & (gauntry Ilanutipt,

753-8201

200E. Main

753-7362

dial 753-2310
Offer Expire:
April 30, 1983

War
docandirop
rnachsne

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

Wednesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Tips $229

Custom-made at your home
by our factory-on-wheels

$250"

That old lawn mower of yours has never been
more valuable to you.
Because right now you can trade it in for a
SNAPPER. Not only will you receive excellent trade in value, you'll experience the remarkable difference a SNAPPER can make
in your lawn care.
Versatile, innovative, easy to operate.
That's SNAPPER.Be it a push,self-propelled,
or riding mower,they all can be equipped
with special StlIAPPER options* designed to
aogiacrai.i.bi. 5•

Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
EAST DIVISION
2 600 —
W L Pct GB Baltimore
3
Pittsburgh
s
3
3 .500 ,
5
Cleveland
1
933 ie
3
3 .500
Montreal
2 .667 1 Detroit
St Lows
3
3 .500
2
667 It Milwaukee
1
2
3 400 1
Philadelphia
3
3 500 2 Toronto
New York
2
4 .333 I,
2
2 500 2 New York
2
5 .206 2
Chicago
Boston
4":
6
143
WEST DIVISION
WEST DIVISION
6
1 .167 —
Texas
Atlanta
1157
6
1
2 .667 1,
4
Cincinnati
5
2 714 1 Kansas City
4
3
.371 2
Oakland
Los Angeles
5
2 714 1
4
4 .500 241
San Francisco
4
333 3iv California
2
4
4 .200 Sit
San Diego
2
5
216 4 Seattle
4 .429 3
Minnesota
3
Houston
0
8 000
4 .333 3',
Chicago
2
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
St Lows 4, Pittsburgh 3, 10 Innings
Milwaukee 6, Toronto 5
Philadelphia 4, New York 3, 10 inn- Detroit 13, New York 2
ings
Texas 2, Cleveland 1
Chicago S. Montreal 0
Baltimore 10, Chicago
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 1
Kansas City S. Bence 1
San Francisco 6. San Diego 5
Seattle 5. California 1
Los Angeles 3. Houston 1
Oakland 4, Minnesota 3.14 innings

SIRLOIN
Every

10%0'ff

OMPLETE PAINT JO

can

Pro Baseball

Ron 8,
Joyce's

Sears CONTINUOUS
Aluminum Gullering
INSTALLED

1 mils E. on Gethrie Rd.
Is Paris, Tn.
—30 Day Special—

Clomid
Sunday

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

L

Sun. Thurs.

Radiator & Body Sho

tional player in a family.
Tonight at 8 the MCBA
is holding a Board of
Directors meeting in the
CCHS agriculture department.
Tryouts for the respective leagues are scheduled for next week.

quardt, 8-1; Amy Bryan,
8-0; Anne Hansen, 8-4;
Melissa Richerson, 8-1;
and Beth Boaz had the
sole loss,3-8.
In doubles, HokeMarquardt won, 8-4;
Bryan-Hansen won 8-1;
and Richerson-Boaz won
by default.

Jeff Garrett and Greg
Turner both turned in 45s
and John Purdom and
Jonathan Overby both
shot 47s.
MHS won the team
competition 178 to 208 for
Fulton County and 210 for
Fulton City.
Today Murray hosts
Reidland at MCC and
Thursday both Mayfield
and St. Mary's pay MCC
a visit.

HILLTOP

Summer baseball
Final registration for
youth interested in playing summer baseball
with the MurrayCalloway Baseball
Association leagues will
be conducted Saturday at
Calloway County High
School.
The registration will
last from 9 a.n1. until
noon in the school gymnasium.
Registration costs are
$22 for the first player
and $15 for each addi-

Ballard County was the
first victim, falling 8-1, to
the Lady Lakers.
For CCHS, Anne-Marie
Hoke won at No.1 singles,
8-1, followed by Liz Mar-

Murray High golf

Boys team
Mike Maness (shot), Joey Hicks
(discus), Fred Jones(long jump), Cary
Alexander (hurdles), Rhett Mathews
(100 yard dash), Dana Armstrong (330
dash), Randy Soros (010 run), and two
relay teams: 440 relay — Jeff Orr,
David Lawrence, Joey McGhee and
Rhet Mathews; IMO relay — Sean Terry,
Dana Armstrong, Cary Alexander and
7th gram girls
Joey
McCallon.
Hicks
Regina
Melissa Miller I shot),

each
mings
more
to terafter
the 10-

Parker won 8-1 and 8-5
respectively for MHS;
Brad McNutt added an 81 victory at No.3 singles;
Roger Dunn was edged 97; Mike Wilkins won 8-4;
Jeremy White lost a
tiebreaker 9-8.
In doubles, StoutParker won 8-5; McNuttDunn won 8-5; and
Wilkins-White triumphed,8-0.
In girls' play, Melanie

Calloway County High tennis

CCMS track meet
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National Basketball Amociatioe
Tuesday's Games
Boston 99, New Jersey 93
Atlanta 102, Philadelphia 97
Kansas City 112, Chicago 102
Les Angeles 114, Houston 113
Utah 122, Denver 116
Seattle 106, Portland 101
Phoenix 115, Golden State lOS
Wedneaday's Games
Milwaukee at Indiana
Washington at Philadelphia
Chicago at Cleveland
Boston at Detroit
New Jersey at New York
Los Angeles at San Antonio, completion of suspended game of Nov. 3s.
Los Angeles at San Antonio, regularly
scheduled game
Utah at Dallas
Atlanta at Kansas City
Houston at Denver
Seattle at Phoenix
Golden State at San Diego
Thursday's Games
Washington at Milwaukee
San Diego at Portland

ALL PURCHASE — Three Murray High basketball players were
honored at the recent All-Purchase Team banquet in Paducah. Two were
selected for the second time — Monica Greene (center) and Jim West
(right). Donna Rousse (left) was the first-time Lady Tiger selection.

BasketbaII banquet

5

The Prolestounal Toads"

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday, 8. Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

MSU tennis
,pronding
r catDtmty

AUTO
LAUNDRY
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Jewish Holocaust survivors remember Christians help

•

WASHINGTON (AP)—
;n the midst of their
'celebration, survivors of
azi concentration
Tamps paused to honor
.he memory of those they
call "the righteous
:among the nations" —
-Christians who risked life
:and liberty to give shelter
-and succor to Jews.
But, in a discussion at
the American Gathering
.of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, five scholars
agreed Tuesday that one
'thing that characterized
"the righteous" was their

Rabbi Isra,e 1
Mowshowitz of New York
City said he went to
Europe to ask why the
people of most countries
looked the other way
while in Nazi-occupied
Denmark the story was
different: Danes rallied
to help most Danish Jews
escape to sanctuary in
neutral Sweden in the
face of certain brutal
Nazi retaliation if caught.
In most places,
Mowshowitz said, he was
asked, "But what could
we do?" In Denmark, he

relative rarity.
Henry Cargas, author
of "A Christian History of
the Holocaust," called it
-a pitiful number —
though glorious they are
— of 3,500."
Historians of the
holocaust have found instances where 3,500
Christians, among
Europ,e's wartime
population of 300 million,
helped Jews avoid
Hitler's death sentence.
The Holocaust killed twothirds of Europe's 9
million Jews.

said, the question was,
"But what else could we
do?"
Today, as the meeting
of survivors winds up,
many of the 10,000 participants planned to go to
Arlington Cemetery,
resting place of many
American war dead,for a
ceremony honoring the
soldiers who liberated the
Jews from the death
camps.
At the discussion of
"the righteous," civil
rights leader Bayard
Rustin, director of the A.

Philip Randolph Institute, said Americans
could not take great
satisfaction from the role
of liberator because of
this country's own record
of indifference after the
plight of the.Jews became
known.
"It was a happenstance
that Americans came to
liberate Jews from the
concentration camps,"
Rustin said. "That was
not a planned, noble, active deed.
"We could have
destroyed the railroad

tracks that led to those
concentration camps and
destroyed the cars which
carried these people and
the camps which burned
them, but we did not," he
said.
Rustin also recalled
how in the prewar days
President Franklin D.
Roosevelt turned back
the St. Louis, a ship loaded with German refugees
which had reached
Miami. Denied refuge,
most of the passengers
subsequently died in
Adolf Hitler's concentra-

Bathroom
Tissue
SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

4 Roll Pkg.

Hours:7AM-8 PM
We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

Save 60'
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
or Drinks on Special 77n777MZXF;'

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities
/11/4/1,
110/
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Gold Medal
Plain or Self-Rising

C Colo
Diet
R.Rite Cola
Sun Drop

Flour

16 oz.
8Bottle
Carton
et
with Deposit47
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Save 16`

51b. bag

choice...
Fantastic pigital The watch of goer
With '100
Watch(Mir
oar
star:t sating tour each phis tax isregister

Hyde Park Purple Hull

Peas

register tapes

to s.
Tall Can

$759
ff

Show Boat 15 oz. Save 2O'

Pork and Beans

*Peanut Butter.... 18 oz. $129
Save 26'
*Hyde Park Great Northern or

9

`

Save 30'

64 oz.

Save 30'
Yell° Bogs 20-30 gal. size

Trash Bogs._ 10 Count

$249 Shampoo

Liquid

uoz. $2
"
Reg. 3.29

Sure Spray
32oz.89c

Deodorant

$ 29
R.3.98

Save 69'

Save 16`

I1111/1”lllll//,

$119

Flex Bolsum Oily

Lipton 100 Count

Save 20'
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41,

$759

Juice

Save 30'

Save 43'
Texize Dishwashing

c
17 oz.2/79

4 75 oz.2
/
7
5
0`

Lucky Leaf Apple

32 oz.

Tea Bogs

Save 16'

*Corn

$759

Jelly

3/8

:Pinto Beans.... 15 oz.

3/$1

Save 17'

Welchs Grope

Fiesta Deodorant

Soap

Cottage Cheese.120,69c

*Hyde Park
Save 30'
:Smooth or Crunchy

*Hyde Pork Cream Style
*or Whole Kernal

9c
15 oz.3/8

Save 22'

Flay-o-rich

*Seolife Pink

:Salmon

qSave 70c
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SealtestSweet
Acidophilus

Hungry Jack
Buttermilk V

Lynn Grove
Grade 'A'Large

Milk

Biscuits

Eggs

animals; the Sisters of
Zion in Paris and Rome
who gave shelter, forged
passports and helped
hundreds of Jews escape
the Nazis without first
demanding that they cony ert to Roman
Catholicism.

Understaffing blamed for
fatal shooting of deputy jailer

SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — An understaffed
jail may have led to the
fatal shooting of a new
employee by an inmate,
according to Shelby
,County Jailer Toni VanNatta.

Charmin -7=

'

tion camps,he said.
Still, stories of heroic
generosity were recalled:
the Polish gardener who
saved 30 or 40 Jews until
detected, and who &ed
with them as a result; the
Warsaw zookeeper who
hid Jews in the cages of

VanNatta said all
visitors to the jail are
searched, but he couldn't
say whether the two
women were stripsearched or just "patted
down."
VanNatta said he has
repeatedly asked County
Judge Bobby Stratton for
more help but been refused.
Stratton said Tuesday
that the jail meets state
standards, adding that it
is sufficiently staffed if
VanNatta "does his job
right."
He said VanNatta has
three deputies, plus his
wife who serves as the
jail's matron and cook.
VanNatta said the
deputies rotate duties
with him at the jail. He
said they always work
alone even though the jail
sometimes holds up to 35
inmates.
Wentworth, a tobacco
farmer, began the
minimum wage job at the
jail last Saturday
because "he needed a little extra money like
everyone else," VanNatta said.
Wentworth's wife,
Mildred, said he was not
afraid of the work and
loved his job as a county
constable, a post to which
he was elected in 1981.
Hawks was in jail on
charges of burglary and
possession of stolen property in connection with
burglaries in Jefferson
and Shelby counties.
He also was charged
with trafficking in marijuana after police said
they found more than
114.aaces of4.114
drug in his home.
He had been arrested
Feb. 23.

"I do believe that's the
reason," VanNatta said
Tuesday. "There should
be two people on duty at
all times at the jails."
He said that except for
two employees who do
cleanup work, Deputy
Jailer Charles David
Wentworth, 45, was alone
with 20 inmates when he
was killed Monday evening.
The shooting occurred
as Wentworth accompanied an inmate
who had asked to use the
pay telephone in the
downstairs area. Police
said the inmate tried to
overpower Wentworth
and then shot him once in
the chest with an
automatic pistol and
escaped in a car waiting
outside.
A jail trusty -working in
the kitchen heard the shot
and telephoned police.
Police said Alfred
Wayne Hawks, 25, of
Shelbyville, was recaptured about three hours.
He has been charged with
murder and escape.
Tamela Bolin, ..21, of
Jeffersontown, and Leisa
Bowling, 2 2 , of
Shelbyville, also were arrested and charged with
aiding the escape, state
police said.
Muldraugh Police Chief
William Kerrick said he
heard a state police
bulletin on the car and,
while on patrol, noticed
an auto fitting that
description outside a
house.
He entered and arrested Hawks and Ms. „Faleral-State Market News Service April
13, 1913
Bolin,the chief said.
Purchase Area Hog Market
Ms. Bowling was ar- Kentucky
Report Includes Buying Rations
rested at her parents' Receipts, Act. 9113 EA.4M Barrows & Gilts
steady to firm Sows fully steady
residence in Shelby Coun- US 1.2210-260
lba.
$46.7547.00few 47.25
US 2 wo-noits.
242.25-411.79
ty.
US 2 210-220 lbs.
149.2346.72
State Trooper Glen US24250470 Its
1145.25-4621
Walton said Ms. Bolin Sows
US 1-2 2711-320 lbs........
$3&040.20
and Ms. Bowling visited US 1-3 M•450lbs
$39.0043.00
$43.00-49.119
Hawks at the jail last US 1-3 4254111 lbs........
US 1-3260160 Re
144.014000
Thursday and were the US 2-3 30011111 lbt
66M01-39.00
last outsiders to see him. Boars$35.0647.K1
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*Totino's Reg. Size, Assorted Flavors
*
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:*Pet Ritz Coconut, Chocolate, Lemon

Each

1Cream
:*

Each

Pies

i

lEggo

,*

Glazed

111 Don uts

or Chops $1.8911).
Pure Fresh

Ground

*
Carrots

*
*

Salad

c*

Red Delicious, Red Rome Of
Golden Delicious

Apples

Steak

99:
* $7
99

Fields Finest

Bologna

Wieners *

lb.

Cheese

Wieners

5 lb. box

C*
*
1Metzger Sliced

No. 1 Fancy

1
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Your septic system can break down when you
least expect it and can cost you a lot of money
when you least expect it.
That's why,you need RID-r, R1D-X helps keep
your septic system running smoothly by adding
billions of bacteria necessary to dispose of
solid waste.
The choice is yours. Spend a small amount Of
time and money on RID-X now or maybe a
much larger amount on repairs later

RID-X HELPS AVOID SEPTIC SYSTEM FAILURE
12 oz. pkg.67

..5 lb. for
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YOU MAY
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*
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Yams

29 lb.
2
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American

$998
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Reelfoot
Fun Buddies

69

26 oz. Box

Tomatoes

C
s
!'

*
:

Reelfoot Sliced

* U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
*
*
********** Sirloin Tip Steak
*
*
Pond Raised
Field
*
;1*
r
lb bog4
Catfish
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—*
7*Ic*********2
*
.*Fresh Crisp
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:
c

*
*
*
lb.*
*

ily$
739 *
*
Beef
Pock.
CiFam
$739
1 lb. pkg.
I
*
3 L* b. or More
1 lb. pkg.
$1 19
*
*
Box $1 091

Box
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Tampax Tampons
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Girls Blouses &
Knit Tops
$366

Kimono's

Slender, Regular,
Super, Original
Regular, Super Plus
Box of 40

Cafetons

411%erre.

Sole
Sizes 4-6X S-L
S.• cial Selection

Sale $249

Sale Priced At

day
tate
it it
1 if
job

Concentrated Cologne
Atomizer
1 oz.

has
his
the

$788

Vaseline Petroleum
Jelly
1 3/4 oz. jar

CIE

595

Only

Ladies Polyester

/

Knit Pull-On
Pants

One Size
Fits All

$600

$
Sale

Band-aid

Creamy Sunscreen
lotion fcr sun sensitive 'skin. 4 oz. boi:!,
SPF 4
SPF 15

acco
the
t the
clay
a litlike
Ian-

Sole your choice

Men's

pecial roup

Hiker Shorts

Ladies Dress Shoes

Hand and Body Lotion
6 oz. tube

Reg. 11,99 Sole

Sizes 5-10
Men's Trailblazer

Soft Synthetic
Yarn Hand
Washable
No. 333

Aloe Vera

$959

$1 499-$1 699-$1 899

Lola Puff
Duster

$329

Triple Lanolin

ife,
; not
and
unty
hich

Sizes 7/8 to 20

Flexible Fabric
Bandages
Box of 30

Pre Sun

the
,ties
He
,ork
jail
0 35

Only

ens

lays

Shorts

Swim Trunks
Now

19

20%

Reg. 13.99 Sole
1 1
Sizes 28-38

Off
Boys Sizes 4-18 Mens S-XL
Sale

1 on
and
prowith
.rson

Men's Colored

Cortizone - 5

rged
narisaid
than
Weal -

.sted

$ 1 99
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Ir 47.25
15-46m
1546.75
15-16.25

10-40.50
)043.00
10.411.10
21-50.03
10-39.00

Oral B
Toothbrush

Ora141

Pecan Finish Weed Product
Frame Awaited needle point
dial, used reg. as batteries
Not(inc) Reg. 22.79 No. 5226-41

.1.89'

Sale $

ReaLemon

647

Gallery House
Stoneware Mugs

Reconstituted Lemon Juice
32 oz.
Sole

Sizes 1-6

V

Sak

Rave Soft Perm

Uncle Josh - Fire On A Pole - Taylor Made - Magic
Bait - King Kat - Great Scott- Whopper- Dunkers Lucky 7 - Lucky Gem - Bullseye - Ma's - Mr. Catfish - Fish Formula.

$1
•697
ster aycine
15 piece home hair
trimming set. Trim the
entire family with
complete confidence
Model 274-15

Impluse Body Spray
Perfumed deodorant
Choke of 6 fragrances
2.5 oz.

lew

Sole

$10'
9

$ 'I 98
Sale

Mors Candy Bars
• Snickers or milky way.
,umummang10 bar pack
3.00 value

Sli

Sale Your Choice
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Red Worms
& Nitecrawler

2 for$1 49
Boat Hardware

$ 1 88

*Tie Down Strops
*fuel Line Assembly
*Gas Tanks
*Fiberglass Repair Kits
*Oars & Oar Locks
*Compasses

"Hull Cleaner

•Marine Wax
*Boat Fenders
*Bilge Pumps
*Running Lights
*Paddles
*Fire Extingeishers

Refresh your tired
feet and legs
use with or without water
Convenient 2.2 gallon
capacity. Foot switch. Reg. 22.81

Sale $259

We Carr;

wasSome /

Oster "Hydra Lax"
Foot Massage

Refill Regular, Extra
Curly, Body Wave

1

a ish Baits
Now In
Stock

Assorted Colors and Designs
No. 77011

$ 'I 09

Only $8
99

Uncle Jeffs Sporting Goods

Sportus "Stichery" Quartz
Wall Clock

Oral B 60,
, 40, 35,32
Toothbrushes only

lemon
juice

$1 0°°
Reg. 18.99 Sale $ 1 4°°
Sale

Sale 15"
Mfg. Rebate 5"
tow Final Cost 1099

$289

With Hawaiian
Designs
By Tropix
USA Made
100% Cotton
S-XL

By AAU
Reg. 14.98

Every home needs
a smoke alarm. It
can help save year familys lives.

Giant 40 oz.

Gilts

Sport Shoe

G.E. Home Sentry
Smoke Alarm

I
Scope Mouthwash
and Gargle
Sale

T-Shirts

Boy's

0.5% Hydrocortisone
for skin
Table Top Ironing Board
irritations, itching
Convenient size hoard
and rashes
"fruit of the loom" teflon corer
Maximum strength
Lightweight, ideal for apts.,
cream. SO% more free
trailers ect.
1.5 oz.

Prime
Stinger
Marine
Batteries
Deep Cycle Batteries
*Lanterns
'Camp Stoves
'Air Mattresses
'Canteens
*Mess Kits
*Two Man Tents

Wings
Flute
Sun
Glosses

Camping Equipment
•Coleinan Feel
*Chemical Mots
Nainsesocim
*Camp Stogie

*Cooking Sefs
*Reflector Illeakets
(Greet For Undoes)

Complete With
Ropes, Stakes,
& Nylon
Corrying Beg
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Ever since I read
William Stryon's
"Sophie's Choice," I've
been haunted by the
novel's climactic scene in
which Sophie, standing
with newly-arrived Jews
at Auschwitz, makes her
choice. I will never forget
that scene. Naturally,
I've been eager to see the
movie based on Styron's
novel.
The movie takes the
form of a young man's initiation into life. It's 1947
and the would-be
novelist, Stingo, a young
Virginia man unacquainted with love and a
stranger to death — he
tells us through voiceover narration — arrives
in New York. There he
meets a Polish refugee,
Sophie, a survivor of
Auschwitz, and her
Jewish lover, Nathan,
whose obsession with
Hitler's Final Solution is
reflected in the
newspaper and magazine
photographs that line his
wall — photographs of
Heinrich Himmler,
Rudolh +loess, Adolph
Hitler, and the corpses of
the people who once lived
at Dachau, Buchenwald,
and Auschwitz.
Through his relationship with Sophie and
Nathan, both of whom are
as much in love with
death as they are with
one another, Stingo
learns more about the
world than he cared to
know.
What drives the movie
are our suspicions that
something is wrong, terribly wrong, with Sophie
and Nathan. Nathan
alternates between

paranoid violence, usually directed at Sophie, and
childish cooing and cuddling of her. But there's
something even worse going on behind Sophie's
eyes. We know she's an
Auschwitz survivor, but
that doesn't explain why
she keeps returning to the
violence-prone Nathan.
And it doesn't explain
why she tried to commit
suicide at the Swedish
refugee camp immediately after she was
refused from Auschwitz.
"Sophie's Choice" has
a theme and a conflict
worthy of a great movie.
It has a brilliant,
luminous performance by
Meryl Streep that won
her an Academy Award,
and it has a fine supporting cast. But it's not a.
great movie.
What it lacks is movement and visual excitement. It might as well be
a play. Most of the movie
is set in two rooms of a
Brooklyn.boarding house,
where the three
characters talk and talk.
Thanks to Nathan, whose
manic and inventive
monologues are scattered
with quotations from
Emily Dickinson
("Because I could not
stop for Death") and
Thomas Wolfe, these
talky scenes are interesting, occasionally
fascinating. But great
movies aren't built on
talk.
The movie should have
moved around more. I
have a suspicion that the
static quality of the film
was due to economics, not
aesthetics. That is, the
producer decided to stay

"Sophie's Choice: Streep's Movie"
inside the boarding house
because the outside world
of 1947 Brooklyn, would
have to be filled with old
cars and old buildings
and oostumed extras, all
of which jack up a
movie's cost.
There should have been
more flashbacks to
Auschwitz. When the
movie does flashback, it
begins to take on the look
of greatness. In one
visually exciting shot the
camera, about ten feet off
the ground, flies across
the grey, mud-caked yard
of Auschwitz, looking
down at the brutalized
prisoners who are starving to death. Then the

bird-like camera approaches a wall, then
flies over the wall, where
it settles down to focus on
a green and lush garden.
There children in polished shoes and frilly white
dresses play in the
neatly-clipped and mown
front lawn of Rudolph
Hoess, the commandant
of Auschwitz. These are
his children, one of
whom, we learn later is
the fifth-grade swimming
champion. "Daddy, daddy," the girl squeals happily when Rudolph comes
home from work. The
banality of evil.
But there aren't enough
of these emotionally-

charged scenes. Mostly
we're in the Brooklyn
boarding house listening
to Stingo, Nathan, and
Sophie.
Perhaps I expected too
much from "Sophie's
Choice." It's a wonderful
movie, one of the four or
five best I've seen in the
past year. It just isn't
great, and I wanted it to
be great.
"Sophie's Choice" is
not as sexually explicit or
as violent as I thought it
was going to be — or
think it should be. I don't
know why the movie
backed off so far from the
novel. ,Rated R. It looks
like a PG tome.

Now is the time to have dogs
checked for heartworm

2.Noti

Written by
where they live. Heart fecting larvae have been
Humane Society
stoppage, preceded by destroyed.
of Calloway County
considerable weakness
The preventive drug is
Heartworm is and possible liver and available in liquid, and
prevalent in the Murray kidney malfunction, will pill form (including
area. It is an infection follow.
chewables), so adwhich can be fatal to
Treatment is not plea- ministering the medicadogs, and all dog owners sant, either. The infected tion daily is not difficult.
need to be aware of its dog is usually treated
Because heartworm
seriousness. Early spring with injections of a com- disease is such an awful
is a good time to have pound which kills the malady, It is each dog
your dog checked for adult heartworms. There owner's responsibility to
possible infection by is risk in this treatment.
help stop its spread. The
heartworms. If your dog
First, the compound Humane Society urges
is found to be free of the itself is a poison and if the you to take your dog to
disease, it is the ideal dog has an advanced case your vet for a check-up
time to start preventive of heartworm and has soon — and follow your
treatment.
suffered substantial vet's advice.
The heartworm life cy- blood vessel or tissue
cle, as far as your dog is damage, the compound
concerned, begins when could become toxic to the
the dog is bitten by a mos- dog.
quito carrying the larval In addition, it takes the
heartworm.
dog's body several weeks
These microfilaria to absorb the dead heartgrow in the dog's worms, and during this
bloodstream and after a time extreme caution
period of a few months must be taken to keep the
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP)
become large enough to dog from becoming ac— Eugene Johnson,
lodge in the dog's heart. tive.
chairman of the Barren
There they cause the dog If the dog does not rest
County Board of Educato tire easily, cough, and for a long time following
Frances Drake
tion, said Friday's
have breathing dif- treatment, the lungs can
FOR THURSDAY,
deadline for hiring a
ficulties. The dog may become dangerously conAPRIL 14, 1983
superintendent may be
lose weight, though gested and the dog may
What kind of day will tomorextended to obtain more
hungry, and it may show die.
row be? To find out what the
information on the
signs of liver disease or And, of course, the stars say, read the forecast
finalists.
heart failure.
treatments for heart- given for your birth sign.
The next regular board
If a dog gets heart- worm are expensive.
meeting is May 3, but
worm, the choices are Following successful AD,Es
Johson said he did not
grim. He can be allowed abolition of the adult t'sba
erotz%
to go untreated. In fact, heartworms, further (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
know if a special meeting
combines
Common
sense
will be called before then
dogs over 11 are general- tests and removal of re• to bring finanwith initiative
i
ly considered too old to go maining microfilariae
to hire a superintendent.
cial gain. Don't wait for opporthrough the treatment. If are necessary.
The board reportedly
tunity. Make your own breaks.
PETS OF THE WEEK — Two kittens, one tiger
a dog is not treated for Fortunately, preven- Act now!
has interviewed eight
one black, along with two German
and
striped
heartworm, the grown tion of heartworm in -dogs TAURUS
candidates, including the
puppies, are available for adoption at
heartworms, which is possible. Two things (Apr.20 to May 20)
current superintendent, Shepard
of
east
Ext.,
just
Sycamore
E.
Shelter, 105
measure six to 12 inches are required: daily You can express yourself to
Darrell Florence, whose Animal
Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society
long, eventually clog up medication with heart- good effect, but must avoid
contract expires June 30. South
to
open
shelter,
Calloway County. Hours of the
the right atrium and ver- worm preventive drug stubbornness. Go after what
He's been superintendent of
the public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, tricle, pulmonary
eight years.
and twice-yearly check- you want, but be careful in
Thursday,
Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to noon,
arteries and vena cavae UPS to be sure that all lip financial matters.
The board set the
to 4 p.m., Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m. SunGEMINI
deadline at its February 10 a.m.
day.
( May 21 to June 20)
meeting.
You need privacy to accomplish what you want,
fT
MAYBE YOU I UJANT TO TELL
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Avoid dilly-dallying. Complete
I WANT
CAN
THINK
tuifinished tasks. Sell-analysis
EVERYONE HOW I GAVE
TO WRITE
OF A 6002
brings insights.
UP MY BLANKET
A 800K
CANCER
TITLE...
The third annual each other.
meeting of the Humane
Workshops on fund- (June 21 toJuly 22)
4111
Associations of Kentucky raising, chaired by Dr. A loved one may not want to
social(HAOK), Inc., was at the Keith Heim, Murray, and join you at a party., but
ouglyyouh,re quite active.
ve. Be sure,
Oasis Motel, Cave City on pet therapy, chaired by th
not to let work proSaturday, April 9. More Col. John Graham, jectsslide.
than 20 humane societies HAOK President, from LE0
from thoughout the state Lexington, were (July23toAug.22) 4124
:
g
were represented.
featured.
progress
make
You'll
TOO
VD BETTER
IT SAYS HERE
Glenn W. Sununerlin, Among those elected to careerwise. Schedule imporLATE
THE PRICE OF
HURRY
president of Grizzard the HAOK Board of tant meetings. A loved one
GOLD IS GOING
Advertising, Atlanta, Directors were: Reta would be selfish now to
distr
act you from your work.
discussed fund-raising
vuiGo
Wade,GraGrayson
UP
techniques and tips for P
tyo;rtini
Cindy
C°
Sc
Scott
uncharitable organizations. County
Elizabeth
A higher-up could hurt your
James S. Durrell, of the Kirkpatrick, lC
Christian
izha
ribstet n
h (Aug.23thSePt.22)
Kentucky Department of County; and Dotty Pitt- feelings. Self-improvement
Fish and Wildlife man,Henderson County. should be your goal now. ExResources, discussed his HAOK is actively pand your horizons through
department's services, engaged in the collection travel or education.
LIBRA
programs and of information about
COM3lirlitecffeatureSynclicete.ft.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
philosophy, with em- animal fighting in Ken- You're anxious to improve
? L7N1 VAVi'5
THAT'S BABY TALK FOR
HOW OLP ARE
THIS IS MY SON. phasis on improving tuckY and responds to your position financially, but
"ONE GOING ON TWO"
YOU,SONNY?
HE HAS A BOPY
working relations bet- cruelty complaints from could overlook important
HAIR PROBLEM
ween the department and anywhere in the state. details. Scrutinize documents
humane organizations.
The association also pro- carefully.
The meeting also vides assistance to newly SCORPIO
featured films portraying formed humane societies,(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) Meelti
'
C
the benefitk that people and provides training and This is a good time to furand animals can derive information to all ther rapport with a loved one,
but don't let dating put a
from association with societies in Kentucky.
strain on the pocketbook.
Watch extravagance.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) )1g
Begin work projects now for
quick results. Guard against
WELL,I4Et YOUNG,
slap-dash methods. Do the
I DON'T KNOW WI-IAT
HANDSOME, F-IAS
best job you can. Put forth
TNOSE GIRLS SEE it.1
ACROSS
jacket
TI-IAT TENNIS PRO
A GREAT
1 Crony:
Answer
to
Tuesday's Puzzle your talents.
58 Rant
CAPRICORN
colloq.
PNYS/OLJE...
59 Soak
111C0 MUGU GOO (Dec.22toJan. 19) 1d4
4 Couple
DOWN
UM MUM OGG You're in spleasure-seeking
8 Drink
1 Seed
MUGU UOGUODU mood, but could easily go
heavily
Container
12 Native metal 2 Exist
GEM UGGI
overboard. Take the initiative
13 Poker stake
GUGUOUU MGM in romance, but remember to
3 Citrus
14 Site of
UU MGM MUG be discriminate.
fruit: pl.
Taj Mahal
4 Pulsate
MULI MUGU GUN
15 Require
5 Conjunction
MOGI MUM GU AQUARIUS
17 Short sleep
6 Pronoun
BOOM MUUMUU (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
19 Conjunction
7 Renovate we'
Watch domestic arguments.
UUU MUG
20 Away from
8 Hit lightly
You can reason things out.
MGM=
IMMO
21 Lair
9 King of
GOO UUGUU GOO You'll make important home
22 Make into
Bashan
GUM MGM UGU decisions. Friends are not to
leather
10
Malay
canoe
VVELL,YOU SAID
be counted on.
23 Kind of fur
11
Merit
EVERYBODY 25 Stitch
PISCFS
16 Diving bird
44 Revise
29 Unusual
26 Babylonian
18 Article
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20
30 Son of Adam 45 Teutonic
deity
21 Goddess of 31 Ildings
deity
A higher-up may- not see the
27 Possessive
agriculture
46 National
33 Consumed
importance of what you have
22 Label
pronoun
48 Hostelry
34 Bow
to say. Still, it's a good day to
28 Everybody's 23 Mud
37 Greek letter 49 Remnant
take a stand and express your
24 Detail
uncle
50 Veneration
39 Strainer
views.
29 Instrument
25 Weaken
41 Cake maker 51 Seine
YOU BORN TODAY dislike
32 Rupee:
26 Bitter vetch 42 River island 53 Proceed
28 Secret agent 43 Mislay
abbr.
55 Note of scale routine work and crave adven33 Attaches
ture. You have an innovative
35 Exist
mind, but all too often are con36 Vacant
tent
to simply accept what
38 Bushy clump
throws your way. Once
chance
39 Not many
you find a cause you can
40 Pronoun
dedicate yourself to, you'll be
41 Implant
421* III
in a better position to make
43 Hawaiian
full use of your talents. Some
vavath
of the fields which may appeal
45 Organ of
you are engineering, proto
hearing
advertising and
motion,
46 Yellow ocher
writing. You may also be
47 Hypothetical
especially talented in acting
force
48 irritate
and brokerage. Though at
49 Clknbing
times you make your own
pokn
crises, you have the ability to
62 Omen
bounce back from setbacks.
64 Verve
of: Julie Christie,
Birthdate
MI Female
actress; John Gielgud, actor;
sheep
and Loretta Lynn,singer.
67 Short

Your Individual
Horoscope

Deadline for
hiring may be
extended
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Humane associations meet
to discuss techniques, tips
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5. Lost and Found
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27. Mobile Home Sales

41. Public Sale

3E 31E"X 31110 3E7b
46. Homes for Sale

Si.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Campers •
Lost German Shepherd, Will mow yards and do 1972 Atlantic 12x65, 3
Paperhang 4
By owner, ranch style, 3 1979 Prowler Camper 22 Fence sales at Sears Painting
NOTICE
black and tan, name trimming. 759-1521 or bedroom, gas heat,
ountry
Exterior,•
bedroom, 2 bath, entr- ft., lots of extras. Dorm now. Call Sears i53-2310 ing, Interior
King. Lost in Irwin 759-1961 after 5p.m.
stove, refrigerator, air,
Jim Suitor I. John
ance hall with large :.'re refrigerator, $75. for free estiraate for Commercial - ReCobb area. If found call Will mow
Garage
Sale
couch
and
chair
furyards. Call
sidential, 20 years, reGresham will be in our
your needs.
living room and kit- 753-'7 or 753-6831.
753-5094.
nished, concrete steps,
489-2377.
ferences, free es
the Nektons Fri. mod
chen, separate family
showroom from 6:30underpinn
ed
and
GENER
tie
AL
HOME timates. Tremon
Young married couple
room and utility room, 1 21 ft. Concord Travel
. 15th end 18th, 8-5.
8:00 Mon., Tees.,
would like to rent downs, new carpet and
car garage, 2,200 sq. ft. Trailer, interior solid, REPAIR. 15 years ex- Farris, 759-1987.
Rol or Show
Help
6.
Wanted
bar.
Periencc.
Call
Carpentr
759-1330
after
y, Painting. Interior
Titers., Fri.
farmhouse. Call beon lot and a half, located birch, excellent condieels of bargains,
and
6p.m. $5,850.
Animal Shelter mana- tween 2-4p.m. 444-6170.
halfway between tion, sleeps 5, air condi- concrete, plumbing, Exterior. Reasonable
PURDOM
verythieg close end
roofing,
sliding.
ger, mature, exNO
tion,
$3,000.
Call
615-232prices.
Murray
Free
and
estimates.
Mayfield
. ladies Attila,
MOTORS, INC.
JOB TO SMALL. Free 753-.
perienced, and caring 10.
1974 12x50 Lawrence
5045 after 6p.m.
on 121. 489-2727.
Business Opportunity trailer,
• 5•13, owes liedestimates. Days 753with animals, good with
furnished, nice
Olds•Peat Cod Buick
Complete family Nice pop up camper for 6973, nidhts 474-2276.
large, girls size 8-14,
record keeping and "SUCCEED" And sup- 34 acre lot, city water
liavability is provided sale. 753-6070.
eys, electric guitar sad
meeting the public. plement your Business and 12x16 metal shed
Guttering by Sears.
by this exceptional floor
,'CnIrn
001
speakers, car stem,
Must be a reliable and income by up and over near East Elementary
Sears continuous gut52.
Boats-Moto
rs
plan.
Further,
this
dessofties, kitchea items,
independent worker. $50,000 per year selling School. 18,000. 759-1512.
ters
installed
for
your
ign has a truly delight- 12 ft. Sears Boat,
SHIRLEY
CHIMNEY SWEEPS taffies, bedspreads,
9 hp. specifications. Call
Apply to Humane steel buildings for big 1974 12x64 two bedroom,
ful traditional exterior. Sears motor and
profits
trailer. Sears 753-2310 for free
Society,
contractin
Mews,
P.O.
limbos,
g,
Box
milk
The bird season is
764,
completely furnished,
FLORIST
The fine layout features $300. 753-3949.
Murray, Ky. include subcontracting, and washer and dryer, conless, collactAios owl mach
estimate.
here.
Yoe, chimney
a
center
entrance
hall
AND
references anc work consulting. Acquire a crete steps, utility pole,
morel
With wardrobe closet. 14 ft. Cherokee V - Harmon and Malone.
needs
screening.
Dealers
experience
hip
from
Bottom,
.
Applicatio
18
hp.
n
Coles Cassipgrecial Rd. ,Then, there is
Evinrude Complete remodeling
underpinning. Call 489GREENHOUSE
the plus
deadline: April 22. No Wedgcor Steel Building 2394 or 489-2804.
Cali
extras. Call 753- from ground to roof top.
Go to tfie ead of N. 16th
formal, front living
factory, "No Middle500 N. 4th
phone calls please!
0851
753-0627.
or
Est., tiro right, 3n1 Wiese
762-4792
Free
435-4348
estima
room
tes
and
the adjacent,
COVER GIRL MODEL man". To Be Chosen - 1980 Holiday Double
oil right sr 7th lassoes left
753-3251
separate dining room. 16 ft.' Aluminum 753-5883. Evenings, 753
Applicant
must
qualify wide, 1500 square ft.,
TYPES (Over 18) No
fres 641. Dea't miss this
The U-shaped kitchen Runabout, 1975 50 hp. 0790 or 436-2107.
25% off on
Fire Wood. Tree trimexperience necessary and area available. Call sunken tub, beamed
1
has plenty of counter outboard .'engine with Have your air conditio1-800-525-92
40.
,ming -end removing
ceiling, fireplace with
FREE TRAINING and cupboard space. trailer. $975. 753-0919.
all brass
ner serviced now. We hedges and shrubs.
wood stove hook up,
Call Diana Hansen at
There is even a pantry. 16 ft. Outboard buy and sell used air
shingle roofing, all like 43. Real Estate
items in stock
(219) 345-2000 or write: 14. Want to BuyThe family room func- Runabo-ut with 115 conditioners. Dill Elec- Free estimates.
753-5476.
COVER GIRLS, Antique or regular new. Shown by appointions with the kitchen Evinrude engine, tric, 753-9104.
tment only 753-2861.
MURRAY CALLOWA Y COUNTT
NAKED CITY, BOX 10, bookcase. 753-4532.
Tr -City Construction.
and
is
but
Moody
a
step
trailer,
from
price
Interior and Exterior N ew houses,
REALTY
ROSELAWN, IN. 445372the outdoor terrace. The $3,500 489-2727.
Want to lease dark fired 20. Mobile Home Rentals
Glass Work. M&G
Painting. Reasonable. garages,addition
0010.
502/ 753-8146
s,
mud room has space for 16 ft.
tobacco base, $425 per
Complete Glass has all
Polorcraft boat Free estimates. decks, pole barns, horse
A two or three bedroom
304 N. 12th, Murray, storage and laundry with 25 hp. Johnson 759-4438.
types of glass and Experienced Trucker. acre. Call 435-4351.
barns, wood interiors
mobile home, natural
Nuipment. The family motor, Johnson trolling
mirrors for cars, homes Please response with
Ky.
and exteriors. Phone
will find those four motor, Hummingbird
gas or electric, new
and businesses. Call us, references to P.O. Box 15. Articles for Sale
Sales Assotiotes, bedrooms and two full depth finder,
B ob Washam,
1040E.
carpet, new furniture.
753-0180.
2 electric
Light blue Prom Dress, Shady Oaks.
1-328-8706.
Mobile Home hackers,
baths just the answer to anchor mates and
753-5209.
Evening Intones
GOVERNMENT JOBS. wore once,
size 8,
irodepinaing roofs MAUL
sleeping and bath ac- trailer, all new.
WET BASEMENT? We
Various information on purchased
Prentice Dean • 7534725.
at the Three bedroom trailer
comodations. Call Cen- 436-5501.
aleseimme patios. Iirreisigs
make wet basements
positions available Showcase,$40.
at
Keniana
Shores,
$100
753-3584.
Bird
lean
753-9880.
tury 21 Loretta Jobs
dry. Work completely
carpets single mid iambi*.
ONITCOMEI-TV through local governmonth, deposit reBobby
Holey
1980
489-2266.
Hydra Sport 18 ft.
Realtors at 753-1492.
guaranteed. Call or
Jock Glover 753.1173.
ment agencies. $15,000 Prom dress with hat for quired. Call 436-5364.
Rey I
Bass Boat, 150 hp.
753 2437.
write Morgan Conto $50,000 potential. Call sale, slip also hoop. Call Trailer for rent. See
Small home in city. One Mercury motor. 753Our
struction Co Rte 2 Box
interest
in
you
(refundable) 1-(619)569- 753-5463.
Brandon Dill at Dill's
bedroom, carport and 5744JC&C Company. .109 A, Paducah Ky
0241 dept. KY114 for Red formal gown, size Trailer Court.
pays off.
all furniture stays. $15, 1980 Sea Safe 15 ft. Siding: Vinyl, 42001, or call 1-442-7026.
5. 753-8935.
your 1983 directory.
16•••••••••
A 111••••• C
000. Call Spann Realty Tr -hull Calypso with Aluminum & Steel. 50
PROCESS MAIL AT 16, Home
30. Business Rentals
Assoc. 753-7724.
1979 Mariner, 80 hp. year Warranty. Over- Will break and disk
Furnishing
s
gardens. 753-5463 or
CATALOG
HOME! $75 per hunThis is truly a prize motor and 1979 Starr hang: Aluminum. 30 753-0144.
dred! No experience. Custom made Cherry
SALES AGENCY
year
trailer,
Warran
plus acSTROUT
ty.
winner! The traditional,
is moving to 300 Main Part or full time. Start bar with slate top, 2
Roofing: Steel &
Mini
L-shaped exterior and cessories. Call 759-1030._
REALTY
Early Bird
Immediately. Details - office desks, typewriAluminum
. Standing
covered front porch is Runabout with trailer,
Murray, Ky.
Warehouse
send self-addressed ter. 8-5p.m. 753-8355.
Discount 10%
Seam Steel Roof.
13
picturesq
ft.,
ue,
Johnson
indeed.
motor
35
753-8299
stamped envelope to Frigidaire range MonStorage Space
Reef
The formal front entry hp., good fishing boat. Aluminum Storm WinOffice Coast to Coes'
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box 45, tgomery Ward, 2300
dows/Doors. Free esFor Rent
routes traffic directly to $500. 753-6021.
Bigyirs
fro.
Everywhere
Stuart, FL. 334957
rtmates. Call today
BTU air conditioner,
the three distinctly
753-4758
Itedahie Service Since 1900
Person with produce both in excellent condi759-1600 day/night.
zoned areas - the quiet 53. Services Offered
I
I
1912
Coldwater
Rood
experience needed at tion. 753-8983.
sleeping area; the efLawn mower and tiller
4441
• We offer Photo
Murray, kowtewIty 42071
Owens Food Market, Lane recliner, large Building across from
ficient, informal familyrepair. Wayne Wilson. 3
"'Inventories
Be p
Get a second opinion.
(502)753-0186
1/07 West Main. Apply round ottaman, maple College Campus. Call
kitchen, and the spacmiles South on 121 or
Alumina Service Co.
"prepared for",
in person.
(
Astatine
Free Estimates. Exious formal living. A
end table with' drawers, 753-2967 after 5p.m.
call 753-5084.
viey1
aid
alumina
JOE L. KENNON
RN needed, full time amber lamp, 2 large
closer look at the floor
disaster or theft
cellent references.
Licensed electrician for
custom trim work.
"Mier
weekend position is pictures and antique 31. Want to Rent
• CARTER STUDIO 9
plans reveals three
residential and comCall
Will
Call
letting's.
available for the 7a.m. laundry stove. 753-2989 Minister desiring
Liceasoi & loaded
bedrooms, two full
mercial. Heating and
three
e 300 MAIN 753 8298
Hugh Outland
to 7p.m. shift. The after 5p.m.
baths, good storage
iley, 153-1619.
bedroom, 2 bath home.
aircondition, gas in
position available re- • Solid Oak antique bed, Call 753-1492, Century 21
facilities, sliding glass
759-1718 759-1135
stallation and repair.
quires an employee to Ve sawed oak antique Loretta Jobs Realtors. .,.
doors to the rear
Phone 753-7203.
Have 5 minutes? Call
Purdom
Thurman
work 12 hours on dresser with beveled
terrace. The family - APPLIANCE SERWill -haul white rock,
759-4444 for an inSaturday and Sunday mirror, oak spindle leg 32. Apts. For Rent
kitchen is ideally VICE. Kenmore,
Insurance &
luminvin aitd Yf sand, lime, rip rap and
for a total of 24 hrs. table. Call 759-4822 after
located.
spirational message to
addition
In
to
Westin
Real
Estate
ghouse,
masonary sand, coal.
Duplex near University,
iding ond Alwyn
being but a few steps Whirlpool. 21' years
worked with Mon.-Fri. 5p.m.
brighten your day.
Call Layton Hutson
Southside Court Sq.
Quiet residential area, 2
from both front and experience. Parts and
scheduled off. Also the
'm
for
all houses. I
753-4545.
Children's tope 759Murray, Kentucky
rear entrances, one will service. Bobby Hopper
company will pay an Tappen 30 inch electric bedroom, $225 a month.
stops painting.
Will paint your house
,4445.
additional 12 hrs. free so drop in stove and eye 753-8096.
enjoy
the
view
both
of
753-4451
Bob's Appliance Serlevel oven all one unit, Furnished
very reasonable. 20
Jock Glover
yards. Call 753-1492 vice 202 S. 5th St.
that the employee will
apts., efextra clean, excellent ficiency, 1
years experience and
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 753-4872, 753-8886
or 2 'bed753-1873
Give your car the be paid a total of 36 hrs. condition. 436-2662.
references. 435-4460 or
room. Also sleeping
Realtors.
Each
employee
will be
(home).
spring look! Get your
435-4526.
rooms. Zimmerman
This two bedroom cott- ,Appliance repair work Need upholstery work
car washed, buffed, considered full time and 17. Vacuum Cleaners
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
done? Bill's Upholstery Yard work, painting,
age, furnished, is where all brands. Specialize in
waxed and cleaned eligible for full time
inside if needed. Call benefits. Apply in per- Kirby Sales and Ser- Neat single family. Two
you can escape from the Tappen. Call 753-5341 or will be happy to serve odd jobs, -hauling. 759son at Care Inn, 4th and vice. Call for free home bedroom apt., available
you. We do custom car, 1894.
noise, hustle and bustle 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
753-0180.
Indiana St., Mayfield, demonstration. We re- June 1, references and
van and truck interiors,
of city life. Pine panpair all vacuum deposit, Call 492-8594.
Ky. or call 247-0200.
sunroofs, van windows,
eled. Large screened
LIME
Appointments mode
cleaners. Full line of
vinyl and convertible
porch. Boating, swimVERNON'S
One or two bedroom
used and rebuilt apts.,
for
your
tops.
Tractor
convenienc
ming
fishing
and
seats
e.
and
at its
Howling and custom
near downtown
cleaners. Kirby, Elec- Murray.
FRONTIER
INTERIOR
NELP WAITED
tarpes, all sizes and
best. $24,900. Roberts
Full time sales
753-4109, 762Spreading
trolux, Hoover, Eureka, 6650 436-284/.
shapes.
Also
Realty, 753-1651.
furniture
EXTERIOR
or
associates evening
TRADING
Filter Queen. Call 759
Bobby Mohler
upholstery. Free esThree bedrooms, 2 bath,
Small neatly furnished 1
PAINTING
4801, Courtsquare.
pltones.
timates,
stop by 104 S
753-6692.
Lally to work part time
living room, dining
POST
bedroom apt. Located
13th St. or call 753-8085.
room, family room,
100S. 131h St.
peSSikly full lime lb Stereo
WALLPAPE
19. Farm Equipment
RING
Amos McCarty . . . 153-7249
Need work on your
electric heat, wood
Two bedroom Town
Store. Mist be boast aid
trees? Topping, prun- 56. Free Column
Theresa bight .. 153-1721
stove, air conditioner,
ROBINSON
Western and
1974 Massey Fergerson House apt., carpet,
kmumlable. Semi resins to
ing, shaping, complete
Carpet. (Just remodeled
1085 Tractor, diesel central heat and air,
kre ktswortli. 153-8311
English Tack Apremoval and more. Call Give away female EnDAY
last year). Separate
P.O. lex 324, Murray, Ky.
engine with mounted range refrigerator,
glish Sheep Dog, 16
Cry Somm
153-2511
BOVER'S TREE
garage utility room,
spray tank and pimp, dishwasher, disposal,
parel, shoe and
months old, full
Itegurtk
Amu
153-2411
SERVICE
new
for Pro- blooded.
well pump, septic
753-3716
low hours, excellent good location. .Call 753492-8956.
saddle repair.
fessional
tank on large lot or
tree care.
Sales. If you enjoy condition. May be seen 7559 or 753-7550.
Three puppies to give
753-5202
753-0338.
small acreage, stock
meeting people and by appointment, call Two bedroom furnished
away. 753-0751.
*-FREE ESTIMATES
barn, outbuilding, good
enjoy working without a Don Murray at 527-8660 apt. close to campus, 46. Homesfor Sale
Olympic Plaza
BAILEY'S
great deal of supervi- after 5p.m. or 527-7251 available May 16th. Attractive three bed- location, 10 miles west
57. Wanted
Hours:
on 94. Low 540's. Call Are you wanting to
sion, consider us. We days.
room brick home with 435-4356.
753-0919.
spend
your
weekends
at
Wanted! Medical ReDeily 10-8
offer protected terri- Tillers Rear Tine
living room, dining
the lake, but you can't
cords Director ART
Low, Low Rates.
tory. Thorough train- Briggs and Stratton 33. Rooms for Rent
Sun. 12-5
room, family room with Three bedroom brick because you have to
with experience
ing. No over nights. engines, chain drive, 3
Satisfisd References.
fireplace, two baths, eat Colonial, 2 baths, cenpreferred. Contact Lee
Great benefits and forward speeds and Girls rooms for rent, in kitchen, utility room, tral air, heat pump, mow your lawn? Let
Free Estimates.
Maglinger at Marshall
many extras. Average reverse. 5 hp. $499.99, 8 one block from Un- central air, heat pump, fireplace, just outside of Murray Lawn Service
759-1981
Co. Hospital.527-1336.
1st year earnings in the h. $599.99. Wallin iversity. Call 759-9580 or wall to wall carpet and town, 121S. Phone 753- do it for you. we can
keep your lawn mowed,
753-1812.
$18,000 range. Potential Hardware, Paris.
custom drapes 5482.
trimmed and looking
earnings unlimited. 32 Used Riding Mowers.
throughout, disHouses for Rent
sharp all season. Re47.
Motorcycle
s
yr. old Kentucky Base Stokes Tractor, Industhwasher, electric
asonable rates. Call for
Company. Response to rial Rd. See Keith.
tra nice 3 bedroom range, safe, well in- 1972 Honda 100 Street free estimate. 759-9246
P.O. Box 1040D, 753-1319.
farmhouse. Call 753- sulated, patio and gar- Bike, just had overhaul,
or 759-4414.
Murray.
2967 after 5p.m.
age with attic for stor- just like new. 753-9440.
Bob's Home Improve22. Musical
Nice two bedroom, 218 age. Nicely decorated 1977 Yamaha 360, ex- ment, 17 years building
9. Situation Wanted
throughout. Call 753- cellent condition,
N.
13th.
Call
753-4731
low experience, remodelTwo used upright prac3090 for appointment.
I will clean houses, tice pianos, also new after 5p.m.
mileage. Before 5p.m. ing, additions, concrete
churches or offices Kimball pianos and Three bedroom brick Two large wooded lots 2 call 753-1651, after 5p.m. work, repairs, general
anytime. CA-11 after organs at reduced and frame, carpet, w/d miles East of Murray 753-2477.
home maintenance. Call
ANINIIIIMINEM11111.1111.1 6p.m. 436-2174.
prices. Thurman Fur- hookup, air condition, with city water. Lots 1980 650 Yamaha. Call 753-4501.
are
in a restricted 759-1672 after 5p.m.
I would like to do sewing niture. 208 Main St., water furnished. 7535. Lost and Found
subdivision. Call 7534091.
and alterations in my Murray, Ky.
1981 Ya-maha 750
1380 after 6p.m.
Lost 2 black and white home. Call 759-1989.
Virago, Harley side
Used Spinet Piano.
31.
LivestockFor
sale
Supplies
Two
Apartcats, 1 yr. Lost in the S. Responsible female Assume payments with
pipes, raised white letment
Brick
House.
400
15th area. 759-9890.
roommate wanted to approved credit. AT STUD: 2 Arabian
tered tires, like new.
South 6th St. 247-1459.
DON'T
Call 753-8754
Lost gold pin With share experts-es. Call Leach's Music. Paris, Stallions, your choice /
1
2
Tenn. 901-642-6163 or old Egypian or Serafix Get into the swing of 1981 Yamaha 650
let the spring reins
amethyst setting. Sen- 759-1360 after 3:30.
timental ualue. Re- Want to mow yards 642-9271.
Breeding. Ron Talent, spring! Call for an Special, like new, 700
get through to you. If
Cal. Mori Miley Invites Too earl Y me Meads To itmetbar...
appointment today and miles, best offer over
ward. Call 753-1288.
Call 753-0011 after 3p.m.
753-9894.
yaw need a new roof
24. Miscellaneous
you will appreciate the $1,500. Call 759-9995. Ask
AUCTION
Horses Boarded. Stalls quality,
beauty and for Gary Stewart.
check our prices now
Seterdey, April 164-10 A.M.
5 hp. Go-Cart, Briggs and pasture. Space convenie
nce of this
10% labor discount
and Stratton- Engine. available. $20 per
it /be healeploce of kir. N.C. "Chester" Caster. Toro
three bedroom 2 bath 1982 Honda 900 Custom,
Gold
Silver
Month. 753-3010.
474-2398 after 5p.m.
red with back rest.
good titre June 1st.
fast off limy. 303 ia Cabe sate hay. 113, Go approx. 1 /4 mils
home.
Home
sparis
Closed
753-7252.
Closed
New air compressors, Jet Black Arabian kling clean and features
safe.(5cress from Cib. Ileseak Leap Ihildiag.)
Phillips Roofing
Yesterday
commercial 5 hp., 60 Stallion Standing at a family room,
433.00 Yesterday
Harvest gold Whirlpool Refrigerator w/top
11.38
489-2477
49.
Used
Cars
gallon tanks, 15.1 CFM Stud Stallion closely fireplace with wood
freezer; portable Kitchen Aide Dishwasher;
Opened
429.00 Opened
11.23
I.. Pat Phillips
per minute. Retail $1, related to Arabian stove, separate living 1971 Hornet, good
Frigidaire Auto. Washer & Dryer; Antique.
4.00 U.
Genser•Operater
.15
295. Special $695. We Stallions used in the room, heat pump air mileage, good condiClawfoot Dining Table w/4 chairs; Corn
deliver. 901-749-0091 day movies "The Black control system. Offered tion. 753-9101.
ingwares; Depression Glass; Blue
CARPET
CLEANIN
G
night.
Stallion"
or
and "The in the low SIO's. Call 1972 Fiat
tonewares; Berry Sets; Sandwich Glass;
Compliments of:
Sporf Car,
We buy Gold, Silver
Roller skates, $180 Black Stallion 753-122L KOPPERUD convertible, good con- Free Estimates
White Milk Glass; Carnival Glass; Fostoria;
Satisfied
reference
s
Returns."
Also 2 three REALTY today.
value, will sell for $60.
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
dition. Call 753-2300 Vibra
Custard Bowls; Old Doll; Green Alladciin
Steam Cleaning
year old colts for sale.
753-1515 ask for Lisa.
Just completed new 3 after 5p.m.
Lamp; Crockwares; Ironwares; Flatwares;
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours: 10-8 Daily,
(Upholster
Cleaning)
y
Also have two little
bedroom house on Oak 1973 Chevrolet Camaro Lee's Carpet Cleaning
SEASONED
Hand Coffee Grinder; Pressure Cooker; Water
12-5 Sunday.
OLYMPIC PLAZA
FIREWOOD. Call John Beauties born this Hill Dr., $39,000. Also LT, very sharp, new 753-5827.
Cookers; What-nots; Cookwares; Dishes;
spring.
Visitors
most
Boyer, 753-0338.
large lot in Canterbury tires, completely rebuilt
Table-vanity and Floor Lamps; Fruit Jars;
welcome. Phone in Subdivisio
Campoell's Tree Sern. Call 753Pottery.
Graves County, 3 9 0 3 for further engine. 436-5534 after vice for professional
25. Business Services
4p.m.
Magazine Racks; Iron Beds; Straigh
328-8681.
job.
Call
John,
1-527INDUSTRIAL NURSE
information.
1973 Dodge Dart, 318 0918.
Chairs;
Oak Chifferobe w/side mirror; 2 Oa
Want
to buy registered New listing in PanThe world's largest manufacturer of
automatic, buckle
Arm Rockers; Leatherette Chair; 2 pc. Living
Quarter Morse, Sirero orama
HODGES TAX SERVICE
bench power tools is searching for an exShores, just in seats, good running Concrete, block, brick,
Rm. Suite; Platform Rocker; Tables; Smok Filly, reasonable. 354- time
for your summer condition, $AO. Can be basements, founperienced industrial nurse for its Paris,
is. raper* individual, 8933.
Stands; Kerosene Heater; Pictures; Singe
dations,
drive-way
s,
enjoyment
. Extremely located at: Williams
boldness, form and ether
Tenn. facility. The individual selected will
Sewing Machine; 2 Arm Rockers; 3 pc.
neat and economical Radiator and Glass, 7-5. sidewalks, patios, and
41. Publk Sale
rows.. 1104 Pep*, MN.
Bedroom Suite; Electrolux Vac. w/sweeper;
chimneys
posess:
.
Free
eshome with fireplace in After 5p.m., 502 Elm,
rsy. 759-1425.
Chest of Drawers; Dresser; Poster Bed;
timates. Call 753-5476.
.A certificate as a registered nurse found
living room, wall to wall Apt. 1.
Flower Stands; Quilts & Blankets (fancy pat
0.
carpeting and extra 1974
emergency medical care experience.
Opal Mantau, 67,
terns); Baby Bed; 2 Outside TV Antennas.
driveway
wide
with
an
000 miles, very nice.
•Thorough knowledge of medical and
3 new 5 gal. Gas Cans w/kerosene; 4 Alum
abundance of parking.
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser474-2325.
ROSS
workman's compensation insurance.
Lawn Chairs, Metal Wheel Barrow; Picni•
vice. Prices start at
Priced to sell fast at
The individual selected must agree to
Table; Step Ladders; Tru-Test Riding La
$7.50 for short forms. No
$32,000. Call KOP- 1982 Mercury Marquis
ROOFING
waiting - copies made
Mower; Garden Tiller; Power Mower; La
PERUD REALTY to- Broughum, 2 door,
reside in the Paris, Tenn. area. Interested
loaded.
Call 489-2701.
on the spot and ready to
day 753-1222.
and Garden Tools; Bench Grinder; Cyc
parties should forward their resume inmail. 419-2440.
Blade; Hand Tools: Hand Tire Pump
REDUCED! Owner 50. Used Trucks
16051
/
2 Locust Dr.
cluding salary requirements to: Emerson
Pruners; Pry Bars; Roll Elect. Fence Wire
AN types Me*,
would like to sell. Large
mane freezer,
Electric Company, P. 0. Box 610, Paris,
27. Mobile Home Sales
Elect_ Power Tools; Bench Vise; Tubs; E
2 story, 4 BR home in 1972 Chevy long bed
local references. Free
Tenn. 38242. Attention George E. Lovell,
diner,
smell
oyLots of extras with pick up. 59,000 miles
city.
tric Extension Cords; new Screen Door.
1973 12x70 House trailer,
work
Estimates.
AN
Director Industrial Relations.
11
/
2 baths, separate and in good condition.
For Further Information Contact:
es, toys, old
nice furniture and apgeerenteed. Days
dining, utility room 759-144.
tar. N.C."Chester" Caster, Maier
piiances.435-4128.
Additional information may be obtained
es, car stereos, fireplace.
753-6581, nights
appliances 1976 4x4 Short Wheel
it 1, Illayfield(GAM), Ky.-Nam 312-2276
by calling collect 901-642-1120, ext. 226.
197$ Lawrence 12x60
dresses, variety
and more. $41,500. Call Base Truck, tool box
Ill /479-89U
759-1859.
underpinned. 753-4911
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Spann Realty AssOc. Included. $3,500. 759misc.
Col. amber,
, 5actimmer & Broker
after 5:00 p.m.
753-7724.
1961 Or 759-1521.
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Will do spring
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clean offices or sit
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Revival planned at Scotts Grove

OBITUARIES

•t

Rowland dies
Herlie Chadwick dies at home Mrs. Willoughby William Edisonsister,
Mrs. Brenda June
William Edison
Herlie L. Chadwick, 74, Chadwick, Dexter; one
Rowland, 42, Evansville, Griffin, Dyersburg,
Rt. 5, Panorama Shores sister, Mrs. Gracie Hud- dies at hospital
Ind., died suddenly Tues- Tenn.; two brothers, DarSubdcAsion, died Tues- son, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; one
day at 4:15 p.m. at his
home.
The deceased was a
member of Poplar Spring
Baptist Chuich. He was a
retired foreman for R.C.
Owen Co.
Born Nov. 2, 1908, in
Trigg County, he was the
son of the late Jim Chadwick and Effie Bell Chadwick.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lola Chadwick; four sons, J.D.
Chadwick, Billy Joe
Chadwick and Jerry
Chadwick, all of Rt. 5,
and Bradley Chadwick,
Largo, Fla.
Also surviving are his
stepmother, Mrs. Jessie

brother, Bradley Chadwick, Hopkinsville; two
half sisters, Ms. Neva
Chadvitck and Mrs. Mary
Dennis, and a half
brother, Rex Chadwick,
all of Dexter.
Eight grandchildren
and three greatgrandchildren also survive.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Ronnie Adams will
officiate.
aurial will follow in
Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
today Wednsay).!

Jesse Smith's Services today
funeral today for Lee Redden
Services for Jesse Dale
Smith are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Otis Jones is officiating. Mrs. Otto Erwin is organist.
Pallbearers are Paul
Henry, Gary Henry,
Roger Hudson, Boyce
Birdsong, Terry Mitchuson and Billy Joe
Smith, nephews.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial
Gardens. Military rites
will be conducted by a
unit from Fort Campbell.
Mr. Smith, 65, Rt. 3,
died Monday at 12:37
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Beulah Dunn
Smith; one son, Richie
Lee Smith, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Buck Birdsong, Cadiz; two
brothers, Cecil Smith,
Paducah, and Woodson
Smith, Peoria, Ill.; twcr
grandchildren, Clint and
Lequita Smith.

Final rites for Elvis
Lee Redden are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. Jackson Foster
is officiating. Music is by
Gus Robertson, Jr.,
soloist, and Richard
Jones, organist.
Pallbearers are Junior
Cates, Jerry Wayne
Cates, Jimmy Cates,
David Redden, Clint
Midgett and Dan
Creighton. Burial will
follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Redden, 81, Rt. 7,
died Sunday at 8:20 am.
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Willie Bradley
Redden; mother, Mrs.
Carrie Mason Redden,
Mayfield; one son, Billy
Eugene Redden,
Kearney, Neb.; one
grandson, Ricky Redden;
sister, Mrs. Billy Saxon,
and five brothers, J.D.,
Alton, Roy,Raymond and
Noble E. Redden.

Mrs. Gertrude
Willoughby, 90, Hazel
Park, Mich., formerly of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday afternoon at the
Beaumont Hospital,
Detroit, Mich.
Her husband, William
Price Willoughby, died in
1928. Four deceased
children are Glen Adair
Willoughby, Rudy
Vti'lotighby, Mrs. Martha
Dickenson and Miss
Mrs. Willoughby was a
member of the Bethel
United Methodist Church
in Calloway County.
Born Oct. 26, 1892, in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
she was the daughter of
the late William Futrell
and Martha Hodges
Futrell.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Martin
(Louise) Bailey, Sr., Rt.
2, Murray, and Mrs.
Dorothy (Dot) Armstrong, Hazel Park,
Mich.; one son, William
B. (Jack) Willoughby,
Detroit.
Nine grandchildren,
three greatgrandchildren and two
great -greatgrandchildren also survive.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home of Murray
will be in charge of
funeral and burial arrangements.
U.S. life insurance
company holdings of
governmencsecurities increased 19.6 percent last
year. from $33 billion in
1980 to $39.5 billion in
1981.
—

UR STUMP
REMOVAL
can remove stumps

We
up
to 24" below the ground.
435 4343 or 435-4319.
_
—

day at 5 a.m. at his home.
He was a former resident
of Calloway County.
,
Mr. Rowland was
employed by the
Whirlpool Corp. He was
born Feb. 15, 1941.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sharon Hughes
Row-land, and one
daughter, Miss Angela
Robin „Rowland,
Evansville; his mother,
Mrs. Clara Rowland Hendon, Rt. 5, Murray.
Also surviving are one

Revival services at
Scotts Grove Baptist
Church,' Highway 641
North, will start Thursday and continue through
Sunday. Services will be
at 7:30 p.m., Thursday,
Friday and Saturday and

at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sun- David Irby, Sunday morday.
ning; the Rev. R.J. Burpoe,Sunday evening.
Speakers will be the
The church pastor, the
Rev. Darvin Stom, Thursday; Dr. John Adams, Rev Wayne Carter, inFriday; the Rev. Fred vites the public to attend
T onwra nee• Saturday;'Dr. the services.

rell Rowland, Hamlin,
all Tommy Hendon, Rt.
5, Murray.
Four aunts, three
uncles and several
nieces, nephews and
cousins also survive.
The funeral will be
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
North Chapel of Alexander Funeral Home,
Goodyear
4200 _Stringtown Rd., Prices furnished by First of
Gulf Oil
Michigan,
Woodman
Bldg.
Evansville. Burial will
I.B.M
follow in Memorial Park Industrial Average
+5.90
JC Penney
Cemetery there.
Jerico
Air Products
40'2 -38
Johnson & Johnson
Ashland
3034 -14
Kmart
645e +1,1
American Telephone
Mary Kay Cosm.
Chrysler
20
+15
.8
Mrs. Eaker, 91, died
Penwalt
43'2 +'2
Monday at 11:50 p.m. at Dupont
Quaker Oats
571,8 +1'8
Murray-Calloway County Emerson Electric
Texaco
Ford
4078 +58
Hospital.
U.S. Tobacco
1678
G.A.F.
+313
She is survived by two
Wal Mart •
443,8 +1'8
daughters, Mrs. M.P. General Dynamics
Wendy's
General
Motors
601,
8
+58
Christopher, Murray,and
Wetterau
Tire
General
3414
Mrs. John Schaumann,
C.E.F.
Yield
374
%
St. .Louis, Mo.; nine Goodrich

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market

Mrs. Eaker's funeral Thursday
The funeral for Mrs.
Ruby Lee Eaker will be
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Barkett
Funeral Home, 325
Eighth St., Cairo, Ill. The
Rev. Joseph Von Roekel
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Beechwood Cemetery at
Mounds,Ill.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday).

grandchildren including
Ron Christopher, Cathy
Christopher and Camille
Little of Murray; 16
great-grandchildren.

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS— MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
M PARTS

1979 Jeep CJ5 Renegade
Three speed, air condition, power steering,
power brakes, tilt, chrome spoke wheels,
new tires, moon roof, 28xxx miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

295,8 +1'4
3378 18
10734 +'4
643,4 +1
19''213 195tA
45 -ko
3278 +3'8
41 +248
391,4 unc
44 unc
333,4
2858 -313
59319 unc
,..19 +1'4
1878B 19A
827

All

HARVEY SLOANE
Supporters Are
Asked To Attend
A Brief Meeting
Thursday April 14th,
7 p.m. at local

1

Headquarters, 105 N. 12th
(Next To McDonalds).

PLEASE ATTEND!
"He's Ready For Our Toughest Job"

641 S. Murray

PoW For By Calloway Comtism For Siam
Camaro

Impala

Canoe.

THE BOSS IS
OUT OF TOWN

That's Right Robbie Rudolph (that's him in
the boat) Is On Vacation So We're Having A
SALE!

Every Goodyear auto
and light truck tire
in stock on sale
three days only.
0 (Includes Import Car Sf Light Truck Tires)
•Includes sizes to fit
98% of all U.S. imports.
•Includes Arriva and Tiempo
All Season Radials.

• Includes all Eagle High
Performance Radials.
• Includes Wrangler Light Truck
Radials. And much, much more.

So Come On Out And Take Advantage Of The
Boss Being Gone!

TIRES & ALIGNMENT
RUDOLPH
753-0595

721 S. 12th

0. JP. Jp. p r
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Justfor the taste ofit.
N'ou're going to like nen one-calorie diet Coca-Cola. It's the one
with real cola taste. And that's why you'll drink diet Coke...
just for the taste of it.

2500ff

1

the regular price of diet Cokel
in a 2-liter bottle or a
multi-pak of cans or bottles
OFFER EXPIRES
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER REQUIRED PURCIJASE
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observations

by lochie hart

Murray Woman's Club joins federation in observing National History Week •
In the 76 years of the
Murra) Woman's Club
federatimi, rqembers
have compiled in
pressbooks, pictures and
minutes an, as Johnny
Carson says, "incredible" amount of volunteer
hours that coold be
counted on a computer
only.
The first department of
the club began with a
small group of young
ladies for their special interest — but by 1907 the
departments had grown.
Now there are 10 departments and more than 300
members — the largest in
the state.
Last year all 10 departments, each with its own
projects, contributed
jointly, more than $10
thousand to help our community needs. Scheduled
for this month are two
money-making events. A
tour of homes is set for
Sunday and sponsored by
the Kappa Department.
The Sigma Department is
presenting the annual
horse show, April 23.
Then on May 23 the
whole club is heading the
selection of The MurrayCalloway County fair
queen, cooperating with
the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees — an annual event.
Projects that
receive aid
Among the interests
that receive aid from the
MWC are the heart fund,
Boy and Girl Scouts, arthritis fund drive, cancer
fund promotion, Red
Cross, hospice program,
Kentucky Education
T.V., scholarships,
Special Olympics, Civic
Music Association, headed the drive and got a
branch post office on the
Square, aided in city
beautification, have

volunteers on the special home. To help with the
volunteer group of the children's care the club
Chamber of Commerce, established nursery
concerts for children, and school and formed a
others I can't call to recreation schedule for
mind.
after school children's
World War II
care.
tested club members
Cooperated in organizing
An emergency
a civic council
presented itself when
The MWC cooperated
Pearl Harbor was attack- in organizing the Civic
ed. The next day MWC Council — a group that
met in a call meeting in met regularly and was
the club house to hear the composed of presidents of
Red Cross and GFWC and all organizations in town.
KWFC plans for
Garbage pick-up
volunteer work.
recommended
Immediately a hospital
Our present garbage
room for training nurse system is quite a change
aides was set up in the from that period when the
club house and training of club requested the city
local women, was begun. council to introduce an
Five hundred women improvement. Before
comp!eted the course. that, residents had to get
Regular days were set for rid of the refuse the best
the women to meet in the way they could. The city
club house .to roll ban- dump was where Stewart
dages, knit, sew and Stadium welcomes folks
make kits to be sent to to town on 641 North.
soldiers:
Depression Aided in GetThe club house was ting club house
opened to the soldiers at
We would have been a
Camp Tyson, Henry, longer time in geting the
Tenn., and the Cadets in club house had it not been
training at Murray State. for the federal governWe gave dinners for ment providing a public
them. We had no hired Work Program to provide
help at the club house. We jobs for the jobless, and
did it all ourselves with established the CCC and
our own little hands — NYA camps for the young
cleaning and all.
men to live and work in
Utterback one-room the community.
school (the building still
Even the depression,
stands outside of city when the Girl Scout cabin
limits, north, won the was built, did not
state prize for buy or sell discourage the Murray
bonds to purchase a club from taking adbomber. Our club sold vantage of the cheap
$16,430 in bonds, ranking labor available.
10 in Kentucky. The Members sold gold
bomber which carried bricks, had horse shows,
bombs to be used on the beauty contests, served
enemy, was purchased by dinners to conventions,
the treasury department sponsored tent shows —
with the name "GFWC" they didn't cull anything
painted on its side.
that might help pay the
Provided nursery schools banker for the loan. The
To further aid in the note-burning ceremony
war program, women was held in the club house
-nt to work outside the three years after the

their civic interests and
advertising Murray. Mrs.
Lloyd Boyd, president,
Mrs. Hampton Brooks,

Couple Won't Put Money
Where Their Morals Are
DEAR ABBY: My nephew and his wife (early 30s) own
a nice home in Phoenix. (I'll call them Tom and Terri.)
They have no children.
Recently when Jean and John, an out-of-town unmarried
couple from Los Angeles who live together, came to stay
with them, they were asked to use separate bedrooms!
Now Tom and Terri are going to L.A. for the weekend
and plan to stay overnight with Jean and John. I told
Tom that it seemed rather hypocritical to me, since the
issue is not the ownership of the house, but whether or not
to sleep under the same roof with a couple whom they.
regard as "sinners."
To avoid their being sanctimonious, I suggested that
Tom and Terri stay in a motel. They said to ask your
opinion.
UNCLE ROG%
DEAR UNCLE: It seems to me that if Tom and
Terri want to be consistent in the matter of unmarried people of the opposite sex sharing living
quarters, they should stay in a motel.
But hypocrites have been know to stay with
"sinners" to save a buck.
***

DEAR ABBY: In response to the letter you received,
"And Baby 'Makes Three," in which the bride wanted to
carry her 7-week-old 'baby down the aisle cradled in her
arms, let me say this:
When my husband and I got married (three years ago),
we had our cat at the altar with us.(TO best man held
him.)
Sure, some of the guetits thought we were crazy, hut
that's too had. The "three of us" had a wonderful day to
remember. After all, it was our wedding, right?
CAT LADY IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR CAT LADY: It's purrrfectly all right with
me.
*•*

Mrs. Kim Wallis,
secretary, and Mrs. C.C.
Lowry, former president
and past president of

KFWC, are at the stati.
convention this week attending to their duties
there.

DEAR ABBY: What do you do about late-night telephone callers who ring you up at midnight )or later) for a
social chat'.'
My sister. who lives several thousand miles away, thinks
just because she calls long distance I should be happy to
talk to her regardless of the hour I have asked 'her
repeatedly not to call me after 10 p.m unless it's an emergency because I have to get up at 6 a.m and need my
eight hours of sleep.
Well, she called at midnight about three weeks ago. 1
was sound asleep and didn't feel like talking, so I asked
her to please write a letter or call me again — before 10
p.m. She hasn't called or written since.
I'm truly enjoying the re-spite, but family is family Any

By Abigail Van Buren

suggestions?

ENJOYING MY SLEEP
DEAR ENJOYING: You may be enjoying your
sleep, but your conscience must be bothering you or
you wouldn't have written.
You could get in touch with your sister and apologize. But if you do, she will continue to disregard
your wishes and call you whenever she feels like
it.
Or you could let her know that you would like to
hear from her — and reiterate the 10 p.m. deadline.
And if she disregards your wishes again, give her
the same treatment until you have her trained. Good
manners and consideration are for family as well as
strangers.
• ••

DEAR ABBY: My future husband snores. And I mean
that man really snores up a storm! I've gone on vacations
with him and have returned home more exhausted than
I
was before I left.
I finally told him that after we're married we will need
separate bedrooms. He said, "No way — you will just have
to get used to IC
Abby, I don't think I can. Do you have any information
on snoring? Is it sometimes caused by a medical problem
that can be corrected? Please don't throw this away. It's a
serious problem. I really love him, but I know I won't be
able to sleep with him.
LENA
DEAR LENA: Some cases of snoring are correctable with minor surgery. Your fiance should be
examined by an ear, nose and throat specialist to
determine whether his snoring is correctable.
If you need some hard (and loud) evidence to support your complaint, tape his snoring and play it
back to him.
0*

•

Problems? Everybody has them. What are yours?
Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. For a personal reply, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Savorthe richnes
)

•Coke
.Sprite
•Tab
•MelloYello

•

8-16 oz.
Returnobles

$1.39

Plus
Deposit

Packed with Peanuts....
SNICKERS® really satisfies

Nabisco Oreo
Sandwich Cookies

lb

Fp,.15 oz. Pkg.

_ — . 6PACK 4.
6 PACK

2
• 9 $1.29
t '

6 Pack $1.
Relax ana savor ttii
ted
Coffee, Ground or Freeze Dried.Became ifs decaffeinated,
you can enjoy the richness cup after cup.
_
Fill your cup to the rim with the richness of Brim.
©General Focds Corporation 1,483

(14.

+614-014
0011111AL MOPS

Sundown Sunscreen
Sun Protection' for Healthier Skin

Flav-O-Rich

Fill your cup to the rim.
imm
EN mg um um um am mu um
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COUPON EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30,1983
NOT G000 ON 2-0Z. OR TRIAL SIZE

Save40'

40'

brim

DECAFFEINATED COFFEE
FOODS CORPORAMN

NMI IMO IMO ME

-

$3.59
Extra, SPF 6 $3.79
I Maximal, SPF 8 $4.19
Ultra, SPF 15 $4.54
Moderate, SPF 4

.101-111.•ells.•••••••• ••• ••••

••••

-

MIN IMP IIIIIII

•

Prices good thru April 21
at participating stores.

N8020854130

LIT-0IE COUPOR PER PURCHASE

uE NE RAL

NM

St••••••11.

.81'

b the retailer: Cenerai Foodo Corp al
reinamse you tor the face value or tas copal
7C for handao tt you recast n or, the sale ot
Pm spec efied product and it upon request you submit••
dace Cl pitchout tared sadatory to General Foado
Carp Coupon may not be eared.transferred or
reproarad Cuslonve sisal pay any sates tax Void *here
adulated lased ot mantled by law Good 0145 m U S A
Pupa Rho and U Gal install Cash via
Capon all not be honored it prestmad aragh
made
wales. brokers or others Ow art nal Mari Rattan
ca
merdiandot or await,aubtorded by or lo present
capons tor redemption Pot redemption Cl property
'erased and handled coupon. mad to Omura Foodo
corp
PO ea 101. Kandliee.t 60902
,111 coupon tpxt only CO
purdsise of product alicated
My other we canhaes hawl

I

OW

when you buy

40'

t

Cottage Cheese

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON
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building was finished.
not in an emergency —
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elij John': Soot Tondo/
(Economy Pak)

RIB EYE

AP

STEAKS
*
399
LB.
Froth
Boot
Poi*

3 lb. Or Moto
Coo hap
10 Les. &

MIX
Dogs or STEAK Lfill49 Big Johns SOO( TonAor
mg John's Sorer Trim Boneless sal Armour
PORK STEM
La. I —9
mg John Saw Trim M•skiest t43
PORK STEAK
Le. I 9 SL TilleZil BOLOGNA LB. $129
Rolled eml Tiod Bona::
t449 iraihs
PORK ROAST
LB. I
Ls
Fest Cookin,(Economy Pak) $45a Swift Betterball (10 1.11,-Up)
akaki.
N.
5
PORK CUTLETS
TURKEYS
Le. I'
La. 9
BliJoho Sopa Toner Boniest $159 Roolfoot
CHUCK ROAST
Ls. I SUCED BOLOGNA 12z. $119
Ammar Reg. or Beef
Big John Economy
$119
WIENERS
12z.
PORK STEAK
1 19 LB.
Cosavy 3tand
PRODUCE FAVORITES
PwPoss

.109

MUSHROOMS

wawa
SAIAD
TOMATOES

117-

CHUCK STEAK

Up590

TURKEYS
(From s Ls. en) s
Flit Thigh of

00110tilMent

InsPeeted

SPUT

FRYER

BROILERS

DRUMSTICKS
4190
,

RED
POTATOES

20
Poan

99

ORANGES
Ts5t& g

Bag

APPLES

()LAZE
16 oz.

39

Ot

Each

SHOP BIG JOHN SHELVES & COMPARE
YOU WILL FIND FM MORE

CATSUP
32 oz.

Jar

GENERIC LABEL OWES
* 29 LAUNDRY
.
,
2 ..
I
DETERGENT

BEF
790 sTEw

Cal

ROYAL CROWN $ ii 49 PRUNE
COLA
JUICE
13/16 oz.

S710 GIIREEPI

I plus chip.

lade Korai

ari, TOMATO
CORN
16 oz. 27F PASTE
PAPER
ap, CORN
Towns Di IlgreF RAKES
.

m,_Jsatok

MATINS
3 et

. I19

iyo miuc

112

Onamil

kg

29t COFFEE ,
is

. spSALT
*I79

Wes

189
ut

26 .. _
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fit

1601.100f
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BIS
CUI
TS
/
5
8
SHORTEN11010
10 Coed
Ton

42 az She

GoW Medal

onticE JuicEl FLOUR
5 LB. Bag

*188.

Gob)

MEDAL;

RCA One FNIod Choek-Oad
Bonus Certificate

VI* One Filed
Choek-Oot
Bone CertiAcate

ALL PURPOSE
NitocHto EiDua

64 oz. Sin

/

MDch

SODA
12 az. CAN

ei=a
COMPLETE

It
Vith M. RINd Check-lkt
Bans &Mesh
"Fmk Frow Oar Owe Muff
Butter TOP

BREAD
Glazed

loaf

•

69t aC TistERs '189
"Cake of the Week"

Doz. $129

Ildth On, Med decit-Oid
Bonn, Cart**

Chub' hard
CAKE

Star-Kist

4
OW'

C1(1/141( LIGHT TUNA
IN SPRING IN"

$459

Star-Kist

"This Week's Service Deli Specials!"
Eckrich
Sonia

SAUSAGE

$449

Eclwich

'279

BOLOGNA Ls

CHE E

Slaw, Potato, Rolls
7-Place Chicken

=IRV DINNER

6 112 Co
$549

Velvet

BOW &eclat

PAPER TOWELS

CitICE MIX

3
8
*8
01 fiplro
Mk One Rhd Cheek-OW
Boos UMW,

talith (N.
.
- Filed cloock-Out
Bono Certificate

7-

TUNA

$229
go

whirr
'

Frs. Samplirs

Koehler Zulu

88$

SALTINES

16 az

Fireside Sandwich

/16
19 u.70

CREMES
soot's

PEACHES

15 oz. 2/88e

Mark Brae,

CHARCOAL

Red Baron

lLiATANT TEA

3.6 az

$2" PIZZA

Hyde Park

Friday & Saturday
Sauta9e, Papperoni,
Homburver

22 oz.$299

Wes Pas

ORANGE JUICE
Hyde Park

12 oz.

55°

STRAWBERRIES

88' slier"'
Hyde Park
2/88'

Mit

10

$168

PiiirltROWNS 32 02.

10 LB. $188 POTAEs

Hunt's

3202.I

MANWICH
Hunt's

TOMATO SAUCE

. 88'
1502 58'

15

Watson

OIL

38 8: $198

Heinz Worcestershire

lox

28' SAUCE

10 ca

88$

Ii
Is Good * 13 Thri * 19

SUPER FOOD STORES!
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414'S SPECIAL PRICES START
4-14-1983 AT 9:14 A.M. TIL
11:14 P.M. FOR 14 HRS. ONLY
DON'T MISS THESE BUYS!

AT 4:14 P.M. SHARP ON 4-14-83 --THESE
SPECIALS
FOR 14 MIN. ONLY -- 14 -- NO LONGER -- BE
HERE
14 - FERN STANDS
Reg. $39.00

4 PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE OAK ROCKERS
1 MARBLE TOP CIGARETTE TABLE
14 OAK SWINGS 4 ff.

Reg. $229.00

'14'4
114'4

Reg. $35.00

$414

Reg. $19.95

'1414

1

Market 414 has purchased the
Gazebo Gift Shop in Memphis
and moved its entire stock to
our store. Every item -

25°A)

Selling
of their price
We believe you will enjoy _browsing through this shop and pickup _some real bargains - - - Silk
flower arrangements - Birds Dogs - Ducks - Vases - Figurines
- Baskets - Candles - Brass - Wood
Frames - Cards - Pictures - Plants
- Misc.
MAKE MARKET 414 YOUR
HEADQUARTERS FOR DECORATIONS
ACCESSORIES
allostorGant

save even more this week
on Kraft products with
"double coupons" and the
April 9 issue of TV Guide,
save 2.88 on Kraft
coupons in TV Guide

4
Plus
Use the handy entry blank
on the back page of this ad to
win a free vacation and a
chevrolet cavalier hatchback or
(oil OP.. more! Check out the details on
.074.74F4010.74.
the, back page of this ad.

4

0'40'40%
FA b.1:i
ri FAal"Ad
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one
pound package

2 pounds ...2.98

JIM ADAMS make the savings great
with quality and value in one place.

our own label...fresh baked
while you sleep, it's IGA

giant size - 49-oz. box

Tide
detergent

sandwich
bread
limit two at this low price!

full 12-oz.frozen
IGA Quality...

We reserve the right to limit quantities and corred printing errors.

• plump, juicy fruits
and garden fresh
vegetables. . .that's our
commitment to value and
your family's nutrition. Compare
our freshness and prices at...

got

pesP°

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••a•••
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Jirn
ADAMS

•

•
•
•

•. THE GREirTEST
•
•
••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••

Wg
freshness treS"g5S.
t at makes our meats
the quality you expect at the lowest
price in town, seven days each week.
an all meat quality wiener that
even your mother-in-law would
love...

Double savings with your favorite manufacturer's
coupons. We'll double the face value on coupons up
to .50 face value with the purchase of the specified
product. Excluding "free coupons" and "tobacco" or
"coffee" coupons. Clip 'n save double from your
magazines, newspapers, or direct mail coupons. Jim
Adams makes the savings double.

g

.tdoub

thE

on dc

.43•

all meat
wieners

all
meat

*********************************** on hamburgers
***** and sandwiches or a
........................
******11000
.."
************** wholesome snack, new
41.161°
..............

llogr
i 000mpo

12-oz. pkg.
well marbled U.S. Choice beef. It's all

boneless
chuck roast
,••=1.

hand cut to
insure freshness
mixed parts

frying chicken
a big flaky biscuit in
a 10-count package...

Hungry Jack
biscuits

no
limit!

great
grilled
out

real lean

SPECIAL SAVING

por steak

.1.39
family pak pkg.

tender, juicy freshness

boneless
rib eye steak

cor

first choice
ground beef
made with $I% lean.
Others call it
ground chuck

Totomi

foot 3.0o
thongs

.99

summer "early bird"
special, supplies limited I

Tell•a•friend
it's at
the best price...

No frill
No frill
price

cturer's
ons up
ecified
cco" or
your
ns. Jim

tdouble savings at Jim Adams this

thurs. & sky april 14 & 16

freshness I
that makes our
fruits and vegetables so good
that crispness and flavor are first.

on double manufacturer's coupons
Green Giant

12-pk. case sale

stock up on this special
savings & enjoy the quality

plump, luicy berries,
perfect for fresh strawberry
pie at an affordable price!

plump
strawberries
pint

17-oz. Whole or Cream

Golden corn ....
Early Peas

Green Beans....3.99
Niblets Corn....4.69

cabbage

the natural snack
black or red
Maxwell House Coffee

grapes

No frills label. . no frills price

vegetable oil

7
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FEATURE Bread & Butter
ON SALE
THIS WEEK:
•

EACH

We gladly accept U.S.D.A. Food Stamps

WITH EACH
$5.00
PURCHASE

There's a Jim Adams near you ...
Camden,Tn. Covington:Tn. Huntingdon,Tn. McKenzie,In.
East Main St.

West Main St.

Hwy. Si North

Murray, Ky.
S. 12th St.

Hwy.71

Murray, Ky.

Paris, Tn.

Paris,Tn.

10Ht IL Chestnut St.

West Wood St.

Mineral Wells Ave.

Savannah,Tn. Waverly,Tn
Waverly Maui

Wayne Rd.

rich creamy
smoothness
from Kraft

10-ounce pkg.

Mayonnaise

•
Kraft Barbecue Sauce
a cookout favorite

full quart size

Kraft Crocker Barrel
Cheese
r-,
-—
;..‘

'abin
c
V?

__,N........._
•:*N. a
tue_A \
ilouwel‘i• i1 8-ounce- pourable

how—.

Mem.
Sala.

big 3
pound
•
••/•••••••••

0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 00

'JIM ADAMS IGA

Because you put on•great food show in your kitchen everyday,
Kraft wits you to enter the Kraft "Greatest Food Show In The
Land" Swepetakes
GRAND MEE:

g
-----..

offers a chance to enter

A Welly women w sea
the weibilbre el Tie LAM

,t.
44.al

Kraft-Natural Grape Jelly

THE GREATEST

Kraft Lo-Cal Dressings
two
g-o% • i''bs

lir,er

ly

EP00T 01w,
'Two Land Pi:
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dorrr
i ll d 1•
21011w
Pew Maks%

SWEEPSTAKES
ommism•••••10•1■•••••=11•MI
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elln the Wilke cA bent
rho* drive and MOW cilwar
Windird 10010•11

(ONE) FIRST PA 1wDiesiey Weill
PM*** terveft Wine hews 1.1
"Th:ILLand
werensed by Kieft Includes gourd
waporwalen
ne Easters Mese wail eewnwiodelsre ler•Wye
a ysa
vonoble
Money Wald Plaeart Campo.

To enter MI in your name,address zip code widths More Wit City
and state of Ito retail store ptonig the 'Greatest Food Show In the
Land Reese* Ad Sweepstakes, on the Oficial Entry Form.
Mail to Kraft Greatest Food Show M the Lend
Retells, Ad Sweepstakes
P0 Box 7900
Chicago, It. 80680

(7a entry Wm may no•-be duplicated)
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Clip 'n save extra with these special couponil I

lecasiNs.oupon
N,
r

Liquid

Elirano

can

ary
I .10/

11

am
L'
willP
iti
;
1rroo%Mr*. Amtl 19, 19•3. I I

with this coupon
Vanish Automatic

Bowl
Cleaner
12-m

29 i

U.

Limit 000 pot isnosify.
Coupon empires Titossloy, AprM 19, 19113.
71020

No. 645

No.666
ilairgion
-1

r
5\SKIPS
i
ll
r
7

U
, re

coupon

with Iltls coupon

with this mum*

409 Spray
Cleaner •

J*11-0
elatin i 1 1
v..4.1.1 7

1.19

Wok atoms,fe—",
—
Coop's, mcpoiros Toossioy. April it. 1963
NO.001

11111113111

ass perforot
milk.'Tom*.Apell it, tios.

birthday cakes,
anniversary,
1:oon voyage and
iany occasion.
- We decorate cakes
to your order or
select one from our
custom designs.
"fresh baked
goodness."
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Co Krogering and...

TTER
Prices effective April 13th thru April 19th.
at your Kroger store in:

Murray, Ky.

on these great

Unlit rights reserved. None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1983.The Kroger Co.

Cost Cutter Specials!
Fresh Picnic

Pork
Roast

USDA

CHOICE

pound

ADVERTISED IIEM POLICY
Each of these items is required to be readily available for
sale in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this ad. If we do run out of on advertised item, we will of
fer you your choice of a comparable item, when available,
reflecting the some savings, or a Rain Check, which will
entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the adver•
tised prices, any time within 30 days.

Fine For Bar-B-Que
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Boston
Roll Roast...
U.S.D.A. Choke Beef

Sirloin Tip Roast
U.S.D.A. Ckoke Beef Sirloin Tip Steaks

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Flat Briskets

lb.

Feet, Tails or Pork

Neckbones

lb.

Beef Short Ribs

lb.

$24'8

Cubed Steaks

$188

All Vaneties

$148
lb
Oscar Meat or Beef, Jumbo Beef or

Family Pak Tender

$139

Pork Steaks

lb

Cheese Hot Dogs

$189

lb

King otton
10 lb.
pail

Chitterlings

$278

$138

lb.

;Men Pork

U.S.D.A. Choke Beef Family Pak.

$599

Stick Chili

5169

lb

Tennessee Pride 12 oz. Patties or
U.S.D.A. Choice Shced

Jfy
Dinners

49C

lb.

$188 Pork
Loin

Meaty

$238

lb.

Sliced gib-Half

2 lb.
pkg.

Pork Sausage

Lamb
149 Shoulder

Pond Raised Fir;

lb.

99c

Tenn. Pride (Sausage Links 12 oz. pk. 1?.191&

Genuine Lean

Sliced
Bacon
$139
12or.

$01189

89

Sausage & Biscuits.

Kwick Krisp

Who
Catfish

$199

lb

Ground
Chuck

Pko.
$3.29

1413. pkg.$1.79

•

Fresh Seafood
Specials
<•;.
4

V•r- —

Fresh

Perch
Fillets
Freskl Standard
C'

Gulf
Oysters

$299

• BONUS BUNDLE •

Kroger .....0000111111g
Cost Cutter
Economy Meat Buys!

• 3 IBS. CHUCK STEAK
• 3 LBS. PORK STEAK
• 4 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
• 4 LBS. SMOKED SAUSAGE
(Circle 'B or Frontier)
• 3 LBS. GROUND BEEF
AVIIAGI PUCE

b

Sausage
Fryer
Livers

ib

box

49c

11 9 Vgriunignsstoicrks

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

129
Whole Beef Side .. •$
U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Forequarter

on 29 smoked
Sausage

•

Fish Sticks or
7 oz. Fillets... at%

Hindquarter
lb.

Mr. Toney OHM Smiled or

BBQ Breast

Sliced Bacon

$299

12oz.
pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choke

1, $179

Sliced
Bacon

All Varieties

Senor Blue mo 40,$1100
Burritos 3 ikgs
....is•
.
lei COUPON

aim

WOR11430c OFF
the purchase of a 12 or. pkg.

Wilson Meat Bologna
unlit 1 with this coupon. Subject to
applicable taxes. Expires April 19th.
(0250-3011
.....
lin MO OM
/
1
4
1111 m011 4•11. MIS OM ISO ow Imo

l

II

Corn Dogs

b.

•

--y.

the purchase of a 12 oz. pkg.

Bryan Meat Wieners

11 Limit 1 pkg. with this coupon.SubjeGkto
.
I
applicable taxes. Expires April 1
10250-3021

$169

lb or
IMI

Bologna or Franks

99C

lb

ifilishirt Fangs Regular or

Sntoked
Sausage

it$2"

amyCOUPONin

COUPON•

WORTH 30c OFF

39
2

Mr Mtn ChM

Cutter cow
Wieners 14: GIP

$449

$
lb.

Rig COMM

Good

COUPON'
.
I

leg-0
Lamb

99c ilrATIF"- lb. 69c

Cost Cutter Family Pak

$• 139

NW

xroger *bole or Half Stick

Sliced
Bacon

$119

LB

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOtCE BEEF

Gorton's I or. Cnincky or Potato
Ole Carolina

5117

ti

CUT a WiAPPf0 TO TOUR SPEC NICATIONS
Mal MTh TOW MGR kW ?CUTTER FOR INTIM

Frontier 10-lb. box Oily
12 011
99

$1995

• FREEZER BEEF •

mean Turkey

Cost
Il
;
tiei

17 POUNDS Of MEAT
ALL FOR ONLY

warm sot ow

woRm si.00 OFF )
-1

2413. Size pkg.of Four Kings Grill or

I

1
Checkwagon Patti..
1 Limit 1 pkg. with this coupon.Subject to

I

John Morreil Half

I

I

Slice N Eat Ham

I

I

I

the purchase of 93% Fat Free

with this coupon.Subject to .1020401

applicable taxes. Expires April 19the
(0250-3033)

taxes.Expires April 19th.
6.1.1.......11...........01....

9th
.
'
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AT KROGER

•

c

--

Sprite, Tab or

Assorted Frozen

Coca
Cola

G&W
Pizzas

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Kroger

Large
Eggs

.;

• roi'"

79
C

ice
Cream

1/2 gal. ctn.

$

73c

49
PLUS
DEP.

',; .*

dozen

10 oz. pkg.

16 oz. bottles

Country Club

29

USDA Grade "AA" Market Basket

Large Eggs

dot

77C

Pure Vegetable

Van Camp's

Lucky Leaf

Del Monte Cut

Crisco
Shortening

Pork IN'
Beans

Apple
Juice

Green
Beans

.2

229

3
cab
i n.

16 oz.
cans

8W

89

32 oz.
btl.

All Purpose Cleaner

Del Monte

Sweet
11 $
Pl
eas
oo

Soil & Stain Remover

Spray 'N' Wash
Liquid

Clorox Bleach
can

"c% $229
tt
I ci $109

Smucker s

2:r $119

Grape Jelly

Pure Vegetable

46 oz.
can

$159

31b.
can

Tomato Sauce

8crii

29C

Strawberry Shortcakd2b% $191

Cost Cutter

Pet Pride

Orange Juice

2Sbilzi $599

75
Xi $2
"

Sandwich Spread

:
32 ozi $125

Pancake Mix
MILK PRODUCTS

t

Cost Cutter
Flour
5 lb.
bag

79°

Kroger Chunk or Sliced

L:NEHM:
STYLE

:Err=

$195

Colby
Longhorn
10oz. $1149

Sliced
Cost Cutter

Mixed Vegetables

RIGHT
GUARD

3 figi $100 Pimento Cheese

911
,
01••••••••

Assorted

'&31: 69C Pillsbury Cookies

Kroger

Small Peas

121:i $15
'
Crescent Rolls

89c

30 ct.
box

4 Oz.Silver,Powder or
5 Oz. bronze Gillette

Right
Guard
your $197
Correctol
Tablets
so" $217
box

$213
Gillette

Good News
Razors
Siesnamq•11.•••

6 ct.
pack

Gentle Laxative

spot 99c

SAVINGS
Maxi
Pads

,
a Kraft 100% Pure Cbilled

Pillsbury

":2% 394

Bayer
Aspirin

ChOiCII

Pudding Time Bars 121:1 517
Orange Juice
'

16gi 35c

Kotex

pkg.

DOW WNW

1602. 294

Beets

Fast Pain Relief

SO ct.
btl.

011•••

Freezer Pleezer

02. tint

can

Krelief

SPECIAL COST CUTTE

Milk

Moister Funsbape Pops

%Par

42 oz.
box

•

24;1i $161

Pillsbury

Freezer Plover

$479

Plain or Self-Rising

Trash Bags

oz
cans

1 lb
bag

32boozi $ 99

Kraft

Fruit Drinks

Ii

enc

Punch
Detergent
$I29

46coazi $105

Bag Coffee

liefty SO Gabe

$l
Cornoo

Kroger 10,0 Natural

Asparagus Spears

22 lciazi $I09

Cost Cotter

Yes Detergent

Cream Style

Esprit Yogurt

Can

Knocks Out Dirt

Coffee Creamer

Puppy Food

Del Monte Whole Kernel or

Assorted Flavors

2901.

Kroger

Cost Cutter

Gemini Mills Cereal

Willi Fabric Softener

plastic
gallon

Cost Cutter

Hunts

89

;
g /
Kro
1
2%
lt

1601. ?EC
can No tau

Applesauce
Peaches

Glass Plus

Hawaiian
Punch

Cost Cutter

Chef-way
Shortening

Texize
Assorted Flavors

139c

16 oz.
cans

Save 10%

22b0t1 $13$

Fantastik

a

$177

Cushioned Ends

IS

0-Tips
Swabs
300„
$177
box
MI

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
22U

•

•
A 1.0- -9••

•

Save you more

d
- hroger
,

•

Designer

Stroft

Hunt's

Northern
• Tissue

Wesson
Oil

dl•••

Brawny
Towels

I '1

'

84sq.ft. roll

4 roll pkg

9
C

%WI

iS

Kroger
Biscuits

48 oz btl

0
9

Homestyle or
Buttermilk

6 pak -8 oz.cans

99c

S1
9
9

Aluminum Foil

Smuifiberry
Cereal
$ 59

Reynolds
Wrai

11 OZ.
box

Babisiiresh
Wipes

25 sq.
ft.roll

4
0
0,
TO

80 ct.
pkg.

WITH COST
CUT
TER
BR
AN
DS
and other Sooper Cost Cutte
rs!

Betty Crocker

Kffilef

1

15 01.

Spinach

37c

12 oz.
box

Special %/('

I47

Cabal Mils
16 oz.
2001
.$2
box
[ box
07

Cheerios

Mott

Nuts

Tomato Catsup

fib.
box

Cranberry Juice

49c

65c
79c
Ole.

12 OL

pkg.

Assorted From

26 oz.

1001.

G & W Pizzas

box

Toaster Treats

Bp:t.

55c

Cheese Food Slices 34 $125

Nos-Dairy Creamer

Coffee-Mate
Won Valley

Granola Clusters
Thirst pubrcbor
Gatorade

Pineapple

Big %IC
Drinks

Cost COW ludiodully Wrapped

Hamburger Helper
Take

12 oz.
can

534

19

Pine Power

THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE
NOW BUILD A BEAUTIFUL
SET OF ANCHOR HOCKING
GLASSWARE AT 20% OFF!

,0

Each featured piece is available twice during the
program at our special price. And there is no limit to
the number of pieces you may purchase!

Per Feature
Item
With Each
only
55.00 Purchase
•
misi SWINGS OFF 99•REG RETAIL PRICE!
:
eN fz.
ip
.
aLIGNI=1
.
111color
. i issii=rof
lmoRa
cata
ftto
i
apialazeM41.
Niu
ROO
Med
tir
earept
iver
:
in
teled hoz;wial =weft
HIM NINO
fee pedals mew
tali" as deak "elriWIrstellee
Witeral el rota mml
clone te year Noe Ow loon to MN.

ran

Add the sands,
baubles to
cum

oking
F?i Hc

•

•

sour

CSO
ANIU

Iced Tea
Stemmed
Sherbet
rage

1h16 •.%th

Wer1.

IS

Tlunl

Egh,h

NO.& Tenth
W.A*

79t
79C
79t

Wwit
SS

20 oa.
loaves

09i
run luse 7

Sr.v.,179e

/wine
OnThr
Rocks Glass

REGULAR
RETAIL

SPECIAL PRICE

79t

pkg.

Ground Coffee

I,

99'

MONO sr Nit Dim

ant
77

Kroger BOIS

OOe

•
h
5SXr.,.ri... 77

• yr
09/
is oors.K kw 7

Master
Blend

99c
15 01. $119

bag. $235

13 m

Green Giant

Sliced
Mushrooms

7.7 ox.
box

3½0z.
jar

79c

FROZEN FOODS

hite or itLsrunlIL

With More Pulp or Reg

Kroger
Bread
2$

FEATURE-OF-THE-WEEK SCHEDULE:
FEATURE WEEK

59C

BAKERY DEPT.

How Our Plan Works...

ITEM

$2'9
1101. 5139
Ur
7.25 oz. $159
Olt
41
$1•9
oz.btl
151h01.cal

lasapsa, Cheeseburger & Coil
Betty Crodur

Bogor

Soft Margarine

15 oz. $
1
49

12 oz.
a.

Spray

Del Moots Ii Mice

Assorted Flavors

Cost Mu

Oreo
Cookies

iledif Of Sant II

Cost Cotter

Vanilla Wafers

75c
221/2 oz. $159
box
$109
320zCu
11
/
2lb.
Pitt

Oman Spray

Cost Catty

$0199
Nabisco

Quaker

INSOl

Saltines

5153
24 oz. $125
btl

Nice 1RIF
Cheesy

ct.pkg.

Fudge Jumbles

119c

21b.
loaf

Kroger

15

Dinner Plates

Quick Grits

Pound
Cake Mix

Kollogg's

2

COMPARE
TO
VELVEETA
YOU SAVE
90 TO 1.15

Minute Maid
Orange Juice

a09

MorelPorn Om

Poled Cakes

$1••
sz. 939

ItrelPr MONO

Start Your Set Today...

Illottl-Grals Bread "1:f

Since this same beautiful glassware sells in retail and .
department stores at much greater prices, our offer is
a real value. Collect a service for eight, twelve or •
more, economically and conveniently. You'll take
pride in serving your family and friends with lovely

Clueby

Shortcake Shells.2

89c
$119

oz.
99'
12an
c

Aborted Ff0011

Stillwell Cobbler

461: $169

Awed* Crinkle Olt
French Fries ....

.5
4 $139

Kroger Frozen HMIS

Strawberries

==g

124

$119

Bird's Eye

Cool Whip

mum

16 01
peg

Wexford Glassware.

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
32

04
,110"
.

401.110.0-411-0 •• •

Nov.:

•

A

-

41,..•
•

1...
..

•

5COVILI1'...

THE KROGER
GARDEN!

Imported Blue

Ribier Grapes
Strawberries
Delicious Apples

lb.

California Red Ripe(Pint...79,) •

full
quart

Washington State Extra Fancy Gold or Red

U.S. No. 1 All Purpose
20 lb
bag

Russet Potatoes
Navel Oranges

shoppe

each

Indian River Jumbo 23 Size

For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh cat flowers and accessories at
affordable prices.
Florist Quality

White Grapefruit

Blooming
$4in
Mums

Florida

Juice Oranges
Sno-White Cauliflower
Tender

6 inch $
pot

large
head

New Crop

Northwest

White
Onions

DIAnjou
Pears

California

Fresh
Fresh
Asparagus Artichokes
699
$ 39

Foliage Plant

5 lb
bag

Fresh

2P49
Totem Pole
Pothos

s1199

13c
3r $11 oo

Sunkist Seedless 113 Size(Bag Of 10 S1.29

•/
14:

C

88 Size
lb.

$100
ibs
3
00
2ror

111011

lb

bee

'

4I

.."-"•1111010.•

The bestofthe JUST
FRESH
...
FOR YOU!

•0 o
o

•./.40rd111W.

tVts.

Save 30, On 8 In-Store

Save $1.00 Per Lb. On Lean Tender

Fresh Baked

Roast
Beef
99
$

Sandwich
Buns

99c

lb.

3

Assorted Fresh

Baked

FruitPies

Save 29'On

sloo
3co,
Delicious

Sandvricn

CiticKen Fillet
s129
Save 20'On

A

each
-Store Baked
in
An
On

Apple Pie
$199

Save 40'

each

Save 10( Per Loaf, In-store Fmk Baked limiest*

White
Bread

Save OW Os 4 Fmk Baked Fruit Filled

Glazed
Donuts

1b$299

Save 60' Per Posed On Delicious Gourmet

Pinwheel 4$ 00 Turkey
Danish far •
Breast
Delicious
Baked Fresh Daily

Includes:
American or
Mustard Potato
Salad Shredded or
Chopped
Cole Slaw
lb

87

Save 70, PM lb. On Rile Colby Wellborn

Inc Cheddar
Cheese

Loaf

20% Off
Salad Sale

$399

Save $1.80 On Wishbone
12 Pieces Golden Brown

Fried Chicken
• 3 breasts
s499
• 3 thighs
2
1 nsgs

only
Available til 7 PM Daily

Save $2.00 On An In-Store Made
8Inch Round Double Layer Chocolate

Fudge
Cake

_

•

/14._

..•00
7.0"

•

•

for
only

each
.. 1.89

!ANP!

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price

4.

"The Strength of a Nation
Lies in the Homes of Its People"
- Abraham Lincoln

Private Property Week
April 10 16
the
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REALTORS
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REALTOR®

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Let Us Introduce You

To Just A Few Of
The Choice Listings
Near the lake on Kirby Jennings Trail: Six
acres more or less. All wooded and rolling.
Several nice building spots. $5,500.00.
Highway 641 South: Approximately 3/
1
2 acres.
City water available. All wooded. 88,000.00.
Hickory Grove Church Road and Ezell Road:
Approximately four acres. Beautiful wooded
building site. Surveyed. $5,775.00.
Near Cypress Creek: Two bedroom brick with
outstanding water view. Water sport fun in
your front door! Excellent buy at $32,000.00.
At the mouth of Blood River and Kentucky
Lake: Remodeled and in excellent condition,
two bedroom cottage. Large screened porch.
Furniture. 824,900.00.
Near Pine Bluff Shores: Three acres of
beautiful water front. Nice sized cottage with
lots of potential. Zoned commercial. $50,000.00
in owner financing available.
Highway 121 South: 36 acres. Wooded and rolling. Goot; subdivision property. 1,260 feet of
highway frontage. 833,000.00.

ROBERTS' REALTORS - Roberts Realty enters its 30th year of real estate
business with a staff of qualified licensed realtors who are willing to assist you
with your real estate needs. They are, from left, seated, Joyce Betsworth, Marge
Armbruster, and Amos McCarty Jr.; standing, Hoyt Roberts, Anna Requarth,
Theresa Knight and Guy Spann. Roberts Realty is the oldest real estate business
in Calloway County, founded by Hoyt Roberts in the basement of the Peoples
Bank Building. It is now located at the corner of 12th and Sycamore streets.

Baily Road neat New Providence: Completely remodeled and redecorated, Cedar home.
Range, refrigerator, dishwasher. Fireplace,
drapes,carpet. $31,500.00.
Highway 94 West: Four bedroom brick.
Storms, carpet. 60',./c 40' repair-clean up shop.
Good location for business plus living area.
Almo, Kentucky: Four room, masonite siding
house. Some carpet. New fuse box and water
heater. Ideal beginner home.$7,700.00.

2216 Gatesborough: Three or four bedroom,
tri-level. Excellent condition! Central gas
heat, electric garage door opener, range,
dishwasher, disposal, carpet, large lot. Priced
to sell.
1707 Olive: A comfortable, prestigious home
with two rentals for extra income. Central gas
heat, range, dishwasher, carpet, fenced back
yard. Near University.

Highway 121 West: Neat three bedroom home
on large lot. Drapes, carpet, pantry. Outside
storage. Nice garden spot. $36,000.00.

1522 Canterbury: The ultimate in fine living!
Four bedrooms, 2/
1
2 baths. Central vacuum,
solid hickory cabinets, large walk-in closets,
thermopane windows. Beautiful fireplace.
Corner lot.

Ralph Wright Road near Pottertown: One of
Calloway's finest! Nine room cypress with full
basement. 2/
1
2 baths, carpet, central heat and
air. Would consider trade-ins. 5 acres.

1605 Hamilton: Three bedroom plus study.
Full basement. Range, refrigerator, drapes,
carpet. Lot adjoins University. Excellent investment for University oriented person.

Between Almo Heights and Dexter: Exceptionally neat two bedroom home. 24' x 24'shop
with water and electricity. Small stables.
Fenced back yard. 829,000.00.

502 South 7th: Five room stucco home that
must be seen inside to appreciate. 18' x 24'
room upstairs with outside entrance. Nice lot.
$19,500.00.

Roberts Realty's Full-Time, Qualified Staff is Waiting To
Make Appointments For You At Your Convenience.
Call Them Today!
Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
Guy Spann 753-2587

Anna Requarth
753-2477
Broker-Manager

Amos McCarty 753-2249
Therese Knight 753-7728

C57
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Murray-Calloway County
Board Of Realtors

Private Property Week
April 10-16

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OFFICERS

C.O. Bondurant
Clifton Coleman
Glenda Smith
Prentice Dunn
Anna Requarth
Guy Spann

Loretta Jobs — President
Vicki Swain — Secretary
C.T. Woods — Treasurer
Warren Shropshire — Vice Pres.

DIAMOND

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."

JUBILEE

- Abraham Lincoln

Of:

REALTOR
.

Bobbye J. Berrill
Marie Hicks
Loretta Jobs
Sid Jobs
James C. Williams
C.O. Bondurant
Clifton Coleman
Judy Johnston
Frankie McNutt
Pam Rodgers
Allen Rose
Wilma Schmitt
Gloria Shull
C.T. Woods

Harding Galloway
Geri Andersen
Barbara Erwin
George Gallager
William Kopperud
Homer Miller
Audra Moody
Reubin Moody
Billy Joe Rayburn
Warren Shropshire
Glenda Smith
Lindy Suiter
Claude Miller
Raphael Douglas
Jean Bird

Prentice Dunn
Ray Reeves
Marge Armbruster
Joyce Betsworth
Bobby Haley
Teresa Knight
Amos McCarty, Jr.
Anna Requarth
Hoyt Roberts
Guy Spann
Roy Folsom
Helen Spann
Russell Spurlock
Vicki Swain
Ron Talent
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Private Property Week

PAi

April 10-16
The following is an agenda of the weeks happenings:
April 11: Prayer Breakfast, Boston Tea Party, 7:45 A.M. Darrell Gibson, Guest Speaker. We Hear Ya', W.S.J.P. 9:00 A.M. Loretta Jobs,
Guest.
April 13: Regular Luncheon, Golden Coral, 11:30 A.M. Charlie
Jackson, Guest Speaker. W.N.B.S. breakfast show.
April 14: Realtors Only, Holiday Inn, 7:00 P.M., Pie & Coffee. Dave
Severns, Home Federal; Don Jones, Attorney; Charles Hale, Tax Commissioner; Guest Speakers.
April 15: City Park Beautification Project, Realtors will be planting
and landscaping median at entrance. 1:00 P.M. All Realtors with
strong-backs and shovels will be needed! News media will be *ere
for publicity. Eddie Jones and Gary Hohman will supervise and advise!
April 17: Open houses, offices choice, 2:00-4:00 p.m.
-

NJ
Drj

(JUBILEE

LOANS..!

ON THE HOUSE!

REALTORS, real estate professionals
who are members of
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS'', invite
you
to observe Private Property Week, April 10-16. This
weeklong observance reaffirms the nghts that come with
owning property. For most of us this means a home of our
own.
Home ownership ensures a stronger democracy
because it
disperses decision-making to the individual household
.
Homeowners tend to put down roots, to become involved
in local government processes and to care about
what
takes place in their community and neighborhood.
The rights that attend home ownership are precious
and
must never be taken for granted. Rather, they must
be
protected and preserved for future generations.
Please join us in this year's observance
of Private Property Week.

EW3

Buyers urged to explore possibilities

The improvements you
make to beautify, repair and
add energy saving properties
can increase the resale value
of your home. Aluminum siding
can be virtually maintenance
free and add more insulation
which, in turn, can reduce
fuel bills as well. If you're
thinking about siding for
your home,think first about
the proper financing. We'll
provide repayment terms
that you can work with.

ROOFING
Whether you're think
ing about a new roof
or roofivg repairs,
we can help with
the cash you need
to clothe iob right!

These words, attributed to Abraham Lincoln, still
confirm a
basic American freedom - the right to own, use
and
transfer property.

Promo& ...moony Om&

Loans are available for any permanent home improvement you make.

•

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."

A new room, patio, porch
or sun deck ...whatever the
improvement you plan to
make,it's smart to plan your
financing as well. We have a
number of loans available to
you,including using the equity
on your home to borrow money!

1"...T. Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Membisr FDIC

About a year ago, selecting a home financing
plan was similar to selecting a flavor in an ice
cream store. Some
choices were tried and
rue, some a bit unconventional and others
were quite unique.
Things haven't changed, says Glenda Smith
Director of the Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors. It's just that
the unconventional and
unique methods are
becoming more and more
commonplace.
"Creative financing
now is involved in at least
one-half of all single

family home sales in this
country," said Smith. "It
has become an accepted
and widely-used financing force in today's
market."
According to Smith, the
sad part is many buyers
still are unaware of the
financing opportunities
available in Murray.
They think that conventional mortgages are the
only way to finance the
purchase of a home.
"Many creative financing plans enable a buyer
to secure interest rates
below the going conventional rate," she said.

"Mortgage assumptions,
land contracts and
wraparounds are all examples of creative financing plans. Also," added
Smith, "whenever seller
or special financing is
advertised, below market
rates may be available."
With many creative
financing techniques,
however, the agreements
should be reviewed by an
attorney before the sale is
concluded. "An attorney's review will help
prevent unexpected
'discoveries' after the
papers are signed."
Smith sald.
MORAY C A LLOWA Y COUNTY

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 10-16
We salute all of our Realtors,

Jane Rogers, Agent
State Farm Insurance
201 S. 6th S.

Plisse 7S3-1627

REALTY

t
i

502/ 753-10 I 44

304 N. 12th, Merrey,
Ky.
Soles Associates,
Keening Phases
Prvetics Dom - 753-572S.
low lint - 753-3514.
laby *slay • 4111-2246.
Rey It••••• - 7$3-2437.
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Pri•ate Property Seek
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OPEN HOUSES OFFERED BY
MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD
.
OF REALTORS
1504 Beckett

1-102 Doran Road

501 S. 7th

1601 Catalina

Hwy. 280

Lake Front
Subdivision

I

1543 Oxford Drive
i Canterbury

1628 W. Olive

820 S. 9th

1547 Canterbury Dr.

Corner Beckett
& Tabard
Canterbury

1549 Oxford
_

1708 Holiday
1701 Johnson
211 S. 12th
Zoned B-4
514 Broad

Coles Campground
Rood

520 S 6th

Sunday
Open Houses April 17, 1983
2-4 P.M.
Stop In And See,These Outstanding Homes
-

•*.
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Prix att. l'roperl

Located ot 711 Story Ave.
is this 2 bedroom home just
right for the newly married
or for you who no longer
need the large home. lot
size is 100x175. Insulated
to I V,A
Stondards
125,500 is\ther asking
price and well worth your
time to look this one over.

ASSOCIATES
753-7724

eck

3 bedroom, 2 both brick
home on 1 /
1
2 acre lot in
good location. _Hos heat
pump and woodburning
stove. Heated and paneled
workshop. Only $48,500.
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SPRING IS SPRUNG. The grass hos risen I wonder where
my family is??? Asks this 4 bedroom 1 /
1
2 both home
located at 820 So. 9th. Open House will be held here Sunday afternoon from 2-4. Please stop by and give me o
look. I need a little work, but my asking price is only
141,500.

OPEN HOUSE on Sundoy April 17, from 2-4, located at
1628 West Olive. This 2 bedroom 1 bath home with kitchen, dining room, living room and"ittility room could be
the house that you hove been looking for. Dad will truly
enjoy the workshop out bock. Stop by and have some
refreshment with us and look it over. Offered at
119,950.

Exceptional buy in this 3 bedroom brick home near city
pork, economical gas heat, garage. excellent condition.
Reduced to 126,500.

R(

-t

Looking for low utility bills? This older home located at
502 Pine is heated with gas floor fumance. Insulation has
R-32 in attic. 2-3 bedroom, 1 bath family room-dining
area comb. Detached cor garage. 11x13'2 unfinished
room upstairs. Lot size is 59x123. Asking 131,500.

1004 Poplar low maintenance, 2 bedroom re-decorated
home on deep lot with gorden space. Detached goroge.
Vacant and ready to move into. Offered at 125,000

Well maintained 3 bedroom home in excellent condition
with lots of outside storoge and tool shed, fruit trees and
good garden space. Hos approximately twelve acres.
House may be purchased alone Of with acreage.

INCOME POTENTIAL! Small home with all furniture could
be good investment. Good location and pretty lot. Asking
only 15,000.

Renting is Non-Cents. Build your own equity in this 4 BR
frame home with large kitchen. Other features include
fireplace and big basement,'large outbuilding suitable
for shop. Lots of garden space loc, offered for only
127.500.

115,500, is the asking price for
baths mobile home on 2'/i oc. lust south of Murray off
121. 12x30 outbuilding. Home is vacant and ready for
your personal touch.
One half acre building lot on Knight Rood, surveyed, 181
foot rood frontage for only 12,500.
Two building lots on 611 S. 13,500 eacts.
located approx. 8 mi. front Murray IS 12 oc. with 1970
24x60 mobile home 3 bedroom 2 full both, On, dining
kitchen, utility room, dressing area. owner MUST SELL!!
Offered at 127,500. Coll Spann Realty for your appointment today.

Very good remodeled home in country One mile off 611
N 4 bedrooms seperate dining room fireplace and
maintenance free aluminum siding. All this for under
120 000

001k,

REDUCED 10%!!! Owner says sell! Now asking only
22,500 for this 3 BR home located at 415 S 9th Street.
within walking distance of hospital. Has good deep lot for
a garden too Other features include dining room and gas
heat. Just call for on appointment,

Roo Talent

Vickie Swei*

Rissoll Sporlock
N*1*0 Spans, Gil Seeker

Looking for acreage on or near the lake located at
Pirates Cove, just .8 from lake is this 20 at. surveyed in
Soc. tracts. New listing offered at 125,500.

BUYING OR SELLING
A BUSINESS?

BUSINESS I
INVESTMENT GROUP

Business Investment Group
Spasm leaky Is Now Located At Sertisile %topping Coates(hrsatniy Jim's Woes)
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Frequently-asked real estate questions are answered
bock
lot in
heot

,orning
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REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS ASKED MOST
FREQUENTLY by Cliff
Coleman, Director, Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors.
There are many questions that buyers ask the
Realtor. The following
are a few that are asked
most frequently.
,
Q. — Does the buyer
pay a real estate fee?
A. — No. The Realtor
receives his fee from the
seller. The buyer has the
advantage of the
Realtor's professional
services absolutely free.
The Realtor provides expert help in finding and
obtaining financing on a
home.
Q. — Why does the
Realtor ask the buyer's

income,indebtedness and
amount of down payment
available?
A. — The realtor must
have this information in
order to intelligently
determine the price home
the buyer can afford and
the type of financing most
advantageous to him.
Q. — When the Realtor
finds the house I want,
what procedure do I
follow?
A. — Have your Realtor
prepare a written purii
chase agreement for you
to sign. Be prepared to
make an earnest money
deposit at this time. Your
Realtor will then take it
to the seller for acceptance. Your next step is to
make application for a
loan. Your Realtor will

advise you on financing.
Q — What is earnest
money?
A. — It is the buyer's
good faith money,
deposited in the Realtor's
escrow account until sale
closes. At that time it is
applied to the down payment. It is an indication
to the Seller that the
buyer is sincere and intends to honor his committment.
Q. — Does it matter
how soon I make loan application after my purchase agreement has
been accepted?
A. — Yes, it certainly
does. Remember, your
purchase agreement has
a termination date and
you have a limited
amount of time to obtain

REAL ESTATE TAX BILL
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If you think this is dull
reading, look at the
bottom line.
How can homeowners and
others help keep property
taxes down? There's no simple answer. Most of us
agree on the need for these takes. The real question
is, how high property taxes can justifiably be raised. As
a concerned citizen, you can help prevent unjustified
kixotion by keeping a sharp eye both on the way
your tax dollars are spent, and the performance of
the officials who control the spending.
Because property taxes are a chief source of revenue
from which all citizens derive certain benefits and
services, additional questions need to be asked - and
answered How does property taxation in our community compare with national averages? What percentage of local revenues comes from these taxes?
Which services are being paid for with this money?
Should the local tax structure be reiixaMined?
Bybddressing the issue of local properly taxation, you
will be taking part in the democratic process as it
°flees your comMunity and your pocketbook.
Concerned citizens can do something about property
taxes. Preventing unjustified taxation is the top priority.
Involvement is the bottom line.

"The Strength of •
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."
-

Lincoln

PRIVATE PROPERTY/ WEEK
APRIL 10-16

loan approval and close
the sale. It is sometimes
necessary to apply at a
second lending institution
to obtain the loan you
want. You could lose the
house to another buyer if
you wasted the time
alloted to you.
Q. — What do I need to
make loan application?
A. — Your Realtor will
provide you with a copy
of accepted purchase contract, a MIS information
sheet, and a copy of the
legal description. You
should be prepared to

provide such information
as your gross income,
outstanding debts, checking accounts, savings accounts, social security
number, amount of life
insurance, assets, and all
account numbers.
Q. — What happens
after I have made loan
application?
A. — Your credit will be
checked, the property
will be appraised and the
loan committee will meet
to review your application. If your loan is approved a closing date will

be set and you will be
reminded of the exact
amount to bring to the
closing.
Q. — I was given information about a house
by a real estate agent.
Should I ask for him when
I all back for an appointment?
A. — Very definitely.
He took the time to locate
the property and describe
it to you and should have
the opportunity of showing it to you.
Q. — Why should I stick
(Continued on Page 13)

The rent-or-buy question
By Chuck Woods,.
Treasurer of Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
To meet your personal
housing objectives, you
have two choices: buy or
rent. Let's take a general
look at home buying and
see what I (and most
financial planners)
believe that home buying
is still a solid long-term
investment. If you wish,
you may compare these
alternatives to renting.
Appreciation rates will
vary considerably from
one area to another, but
for argument's sake, we
can use a low figure of 4
percent. If you buy an
$80,000 house with a
$20,000 down — payment

and that house apprecigtes at 4 percent,the
house increases in value
in one year by $3,200. This
$3,200 represents a 16 percent return on your
$20,000. Sixteen percent is
an excellent return and...
If you are financing the
property at, for instance,
$60,000 at 13 percent, you
would be paying $7,800 for
interest during the first
year. Interest is income
tax deduction. To
simplify, for a person in
the 30 percent tax
bracket, this interest
deduction has a cash
equivalency value of
$2,340. Adding the $3,200
appreciation return with
the $2,340 cash equivalency value of the interest

deduction gives us a total
of $5,540. This figure
translates to a 27.7 percent return on the
downpayment investment. Now, figure in the
property taxes as a
deduction and the return
increases even further.
Yes, I continue to
believe that a home is an
excellent investment, offering many benefits not
available to renters. I
also believe that the time
to buy is now because demand will exceed supply
into the foreseeable
future. High demand will
result in significant appre-iation I increases in
the years to come, according to Woods.

We want to help you
improve your home with
a home improvement loan.
Home improvements can give you a better place to live while they increase the
value of your property.
They're a good investment, all right.
And with the easy terms of one of our
home improvement,'loans you can fix your
place up a lot nicer than you might think.
It doesn't matter if you want to build a
patio, on extra room, a fireplace, or just do
some general repair work.
Come in today and fill out a home improvement loan application. We'll waste no
time in getting your loon through so yfou
con waste no time in getting your place improved.

We salute all of our Realtors'

DC]
Private Property Week
Apre10-16

ENIX INTERIORS,
INC.
ch•daet Ss.
753-1474
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(Wehave a secret weapon 1

It's called SIZE. Because we're part of the largest real estate sales organization in the world,
we have
21 offices, nationwide. We can find a buyer for your home whether you're moving across town or (miss the countr

Loretta
Jobs
Broker-Owner

OPEN HOUSE
April 17 2-4
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GOLFERS DREAM

BRING HORSES...15 FENCED ACRES

VERY UNIQUE
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MAKING HOMES AIFFO
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pon to help sell your horn
anization in the world, we have access to buyers all across North America,
with more than 6,000 Century
cross town or acrtss the country. Find out more about the exclusive VIP Referral
Service. Call or stop by today.

Pat
Administration
Assistant
Investment
Opportunities

•0T-5 ACRES

ONE FLOOR LIVING

3 Apartments

lE WOODS

GOOD HOME—GOOD NEIGHBOR

CHARMING AND COMFY

TOP SHELF

Price Slashed $5,000

A BOOK...

LAKE LOVERS DELIGHT

ATTN: GENTLEMEN FARMERS

Home Plus Rental

RUE

21 ACRES...FRONTS TWO ROADS

CONTEMPORARY CREAMPUFF

OWN A PIECE OF HEAVEN

2 Units-Near MSU

to Jobs Realtors
2 For The
Price Of One

!00 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
502-753-1492

G HOMO AFFORDABLE
NUMM 1,CENTURY 21.

•

F. IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED.

Print1rustee for the NAF
I Estate Corporation

ate Corporation

k

and TM—trademarks ot

in LISA. Equal Housing Opportunity tit

Gloria
419-2661
Sales Associate

1ef/y
437-4446
Sales Associate

Pam
753-4116
Sales Associate

Wilma
759-4431
Sales Associate
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Homes as owners'investments face bright futures
The fight for your savings dollar is on. Stock
brokers, savings and
loans, and insurance
companies all have investment plans. But at
least 55 million people
already are reaping the
tax advantages and appreciation from another
wise investment — home
ownership.
Home equity accounts

for about 40 percent of all
recorded personal
wealth, the largest single
asset for millions of
Americans. The case for
investing in a home is
sound: over the long
term, price appreciation
has outpaced nearly all
other traditional investments. Statistics
from the National
Association of Realtors

Quality Service
Company
"Heat Pump
Specialists"
Modern Sheet Metal
& Service
Departments.

753-9290

show many properties
have doubled in market
value over the last 10
years or less, says Anna
Requarth, Past President, Murray Calloway
County Board of
Realtors.
"Home ownership will
continue to be an attractive investment, not only
because of these financial
considerations, but
because it is the only investment that provides a
necessity — a place to
live, besides an appealing
lifestyle and tax advantages," say:. Requarth.
The law of supply a- nd
demand seems certain to
enhance the investment
value of homes for years
to come. About 2 million
new households will be
forming each year
throughout the 1980s. Also
the number of people in
the prime home buying
age group of 25-44 years
will increase to 31 percent
of the population.
Because of the threeyear-long housing recession, pent-up demand
among potential buyers
also is mounting.
Although the family that
needs more room or
needs to relocate, may
postpone a home pur-

:T'S
PRZVATE
PROPERTY
WEEK!
Oh, the Minutemen didn't know it.
But they did fight for a country and a
constitution that gave every citizen
the right to own land.
And because they won that fight, and
because that country and constitution are still alive and well today,
we're celebrating Private Property
Week.

Murray Electric
System

401 Olive

753-5312

The best time to buy
anything is when prices
are low and the selection
is high. For the first time
in many years, those two
factors pertain to the
housing market.
The median sales price
of an existing home increased only 3.6 percent
in 1981. The price at the
start of this year was
$66,800, according to the
National Association of
Realtors.
"Reflecting discounts
from seller financing and
adjustments made for inflation, the net selling
prices are now lower than
a year ago," says Vicki
Swain, Secretary, Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors.
"Reduced home prices
mean lower downpayment."
As the economy improves later in the year
as expected, the demand
for housing could be exceptionally strong. But,
any savings achieved
from lower interest rates
could be more than offset
by higher home prices as
buyers begin to flood the
market. Higher prices,
even with lower interest
rates, will mean higher
monthly payments in
most cases.
Until there is an in-

CASH L
CARRY
SALE
M-F 7-6
Sat. 7-2
Closed Sun.

20 'Nor Warranty
Owens Corning
Fiberglass Shingles $23sos„.

Landscaping Timbers Sr,
Porter Paint
Sale!
a

historical appreciation,
equity accumulation, and
the dispersed decisionmaking, which truly
signifies a democratic
society, owning a home
will continue to be a
sound investment.
By taking advantage of
the current low prices
and low-interest peopleto-people financing plans
available, many housing
bargains can be found
this spring.

Low prices, big supply
of housing now available

Building Supply
500 S. 4th 753-6450

" oar A

Intamomomm•••••••••••••••••••~..

Also unlike other investments, a home can be
purchased with a
relatively small
downpayrnent, but the increase in the total value
of the property is returned to the owner. The
home will continue to appteciate whether it is
owned mortgage-free or
it is mortgaged.
Due to this low
downpayment leverage,
the increasing demand
and unmet supply, the

ickman
orsworthy

We Salute The Murray
Calloway County Board
Of Realtors! ,
••

chase, eventually that
purchase will be made.
Experts now are
predicting that because
housing construction has
been severely curtailed
and some housing units
are destroyed each year
due to deterioration or
fire, a critical housing
shortage is developing. In
some parts of the country, rental vacancies are
at historic lows of less
than 5 percent. Rentals
are getting hard to find at
affordable rates. Until
home construction increases, prices will continue to rise.
"As the economy improves later in the year
with more jobs and
greater ability to buy
homes, the housing
markets will open up,"
says Requarth. "Selling
prices will begin to rise
and housing once again
will assume its traditional role as an effective
hedge against inflatioh."
According to a forecast
by the National Association of Realtors, home
prices will increase by 8.7
percent in 1982 and homes
are expected to keep
ahead of the inflation rate
in 1983. During the 1970s,
new home prices increased at an average annual
rate of 9.6 percent. Even
during the 1960s, when inflation wasn't rampant,
homes increased an
average 4 percent each
year.
Besides the appreciation factor of home
ownership, equity accumulation can be tapped
by refinancing without
selling the asset, like
other investments. By
refinancing, homeowners
can get a windfall without
paying income taxes on
the profit and refinancing
keeps the home
marketable for a future
sale through an assumption.

i 1 • air rices•Prom t Servic "

crease in the construction
of apartments (vacancies
are at a historic low of
less than 5 percent) and
other forms of new housing, there will be some
upward pressure on
prices.
Since many families
want to move during the
summer, their homes are
going on the market right
now. Also, homes that
have gone unsold during
the winter, still are on the
market in many areas, so
the supply of homes for
sale now probably is at a
peak. Moreover, buyers
are not competing
against each other as intensely as they were during the peak selling years
of 1978 and 1979, so
careful home buying
decisions can be made.
While the supply of
homes is high, the condition of those homes also is
impressive. Sellers are
fixing up as never before.
Remodeling that normally would have been considered buyers' expenses,
such as new carpeting,
painting, and even such
major construction as
finishing a basement or
installing a fireplace, are
now becoming sellers'
necessities to increase a
home's appeal.
"By putting off a home
purchase to 'some other
time,' a buyer could be
passing up not only the
lowest prices in quite a
while, but the money that
a home can make for the
individual as it appreciates in the years
ahead," says Swain.
"While for now, homes
are appreciating at a
:,lower rate than inflation, demand for housing
through the '80s promises
to be so great in relation
to supply, that housing
economists are concerned about a dangerous
shortage of homes. Since
prices reflect supply and
demand, they assuredly
will go up," Swain adds.
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Home owners should
protect investments
C.O. Bondurant, Director, Murray Calloway
County Board of
Realtors, suggests you
check your insurance to
be sure your home is fully
protected. With rising
home values, your policy
coverage might well be
outdated. Your coverage
should equal the replacement value of your home,
minus the value of the
foundation and lot. Inflation and some home improvements increase a
home's value. If any of
these apply to you, and if
your policy isn't keeping
pace with full replacement costs, it's time to increase your homeowner
insurance. However, a
change in coverage

doesn't necessarily mean
a large increase in your
premium. You can
balance the increase by
taking a higher deductible. Some companies will
give you a break in rates
if you install smoke
detectors or a burglar
alarm. Be sure to keep
records of your
valuables, including
receipts, photographs,
and cancelled checks as
well as a list of your property. Bondurant suggests you keep all of your
important paper in a safe
deposit box. Should your
home go up in smoke,
you'll have more than
ashes on which to start
over!

Vacation checklist
offered by realtors
Real Estate Facts by
Guy Spann, Director of
the Murray Calloway
County Board of
Realtors.
Summer is just around
the corner and for many
of us that means vacation
time. Planning your
vacation means more
than just pulling out road
maps, airline schedules
or campground guides. It
should also include a
"vacation checklist" of
things to do to protect
your home and valuables
while you're away.
Whether your trip is for
a week or a month it is
important to make your
home appear "lived-in."
Any burglar or vandal
knows how to spot a home
where the owner is gone.
Tell-tale signs include
overgrown lawns, piledup newspapers, no lights
at night, a full mailbox of
mail. By following the
checklist provided by
Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors, you'll
be protecting your home
while having fun on your
vacation.
1. Go to your local post
office and request your
mail to be held until you
return from your trip, or
ask a neighbor to pick it
up for you.
2. Call your newspaper
office and order a temporary cancellation of
your subscription. Stop
any other home
deliveries as well.
3. Buy an electric light
timer. These simple-to
operate devices, which
range
in price
from $5 to
.
_

;10, will turn your house
lights on and off while
you're gone. The less expensive models will only
control your lights at one
set time. To avoid any
give-away pattern of
lights going on and off at
the same time everyday,
you might invest a few
extra dollars in the more
expensive variable interval timers. They turn
your lights on and off at
different times on different days.
4. Leave a radio turnedon.
5. Ask a neighbor to cut
your grass on a regular
basis. Also, it is suggested that you leave a
house key with someone
in case of emergencies.
Have someone open and
close shades and drapes,
too.
6. If you have pets,
either board them at a
kennel or pay a neighbor
to watch them.
7. Let the police know if
you are going to be away
for any extended period
of time. In smaller towns
and cities they occassionally will be able to
check on your home while
you are away.
8. Save money and prevent an accident by turning your water heater off,
too. Also double check to
make sure your stove or
range is shut off.
9. Leave an itinerary
with a neighbor or
relative in case you have
to be contacted in an
emergency.
Don't let a fun-filled
(Continued on Page 15)
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Murray Branch 12th & Main

When Buying A Home
See A Realtor!
Q;
A rz
For A First Mortgage
Home Loan See
Home-federal!

-

Remember! For A Fair
And Honest Deal Contact
Your Local Realtor
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"The place where thousand are saving million5"
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Home improvement popular topic but very deceptive
By Prentice Dunn,
Director of the Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
Home improvement —
a.eepic that has grown in
popularity with high mortgage interest rates, can
be deceptive. Inspite of a
widely held belief that
any improvement adds
value to your home,some
bring little or no cash
return on your investment dollar.
The Murray Calloway
County Board of Realtors
advises that counsuiting
with a Realtor is as important before remodeling as it is when putting
your home up for sale. A
Realtor is one of the best
sources of market int or ma t i on on
neighborhood growth pat-

terns, current housing
main floor.
trends and what is re- ' While basement
quired to keep your home
recreation rooms no
salable. Realtors also will
longer are in style in most
advise you if it would be
areas, family rooms
more profitable in the
located off the kitchen
long run to buy a different
are extremely popular
home than to renovate
and worth the expense.
your present one.
Central air conditionSome improvements
ing frequently pays off,
admittedy are sure bets.
but window and wall units
Modernizing an outdated
seldom do.
kitchen, for example,
Outdoor improvements
should pay off in resale
are somewhat risky.
value. Updating an exWhile adding a patio may
isting bathroom is not too
prove helpful in the sale
ixpensive, but adding a
of a home,it is unlikely to
fall bathroom can run inreturn more than half its
to considerable money. If
original cost. A driveway
the home is in the $70,000
is important and well
or higher bracket,
worth maintaining, but
however,and has three or
an elaborate U/Shaped
more bedrooms, it will be
drive will add little resale
difficult to sell without
value. Bedraggled landtwo full baths and at least
scaping hurts the apa powder room on the
pearance of a home and

may possibly hinder an
immediate sale.
However, it is not
economically sound to invest in extensive landscaping when a move is
imminent. Landscaping
like interior decorating is
a matter of personal taste
and what appeals to one
person may not
necessarily appeal to
another.
Inground swimming
pools frequently pay off
in family fun, but seldom
add more than $3,000 to
the value of a home. In
fact, they often act as
deterrents, particularly
to buyers with small
children or those who
want to avoid the
maintenance expense.
Such improvements as

replacing galvanized
water pipes with copper,
or increasing a home's
electrical capacity are
not easily noticed and add
virtually nothing to a
home's resale value.
Aluminum siding, storm
windows and cedar
shingles, although more
visable, also bring little
cash return.
Before remodeling,
make a list of the work
that is imperative and
that which is merely
desirable. Keep in mind
that what appears a
necessary improvement
to you may not be worth
the extra money to a
potential buyer.
Remember, above all,
that the quality of the
nieghborhood is the most

important factor in the
resale price of a home.
If the average price of a
home in your
neighborhood is ;65,000
and your home cost
$60,000, you may recover
most of a $5,000 remodeling project. A $15,000 improvement, however
might price you out of the
market forhomes in that
location.
So before remodeling,
consult with your
Realtors. He or she can
provide up-to-date information and advice
regarding market value
and whether you should
stay and invest in home
improvements, or sell
your home and move to
one possessing the
amenities you desire.

When to buy is a tough decision

Fix-Up
Specials
on
Carpet
Vinyl
Wall Coverings

MCieraeh
l l

PAINTS

OUR HIGHEST
OUAUTY
EXTERIOR
PAINTS

•

MOORGLO"
LATEX HOUSE
TRIM PAINT

MOORGARD'
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

MOORE'S'
OIL BASE
HOUSE PAINT

Long Lasting Colors
In A Soft Gloss Finish.

Low Lustre Finish,
Lasting Durability.

High Gloss,
Protective Finish.

$1 72

r
,

$1 59
!

Real Estate Facts by
Warren Shorpshire Vice
President of the Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
Buy now or wait?
That's a tough decision
for your family to make.
But for the first time in
years, potential home
buyers are getting the
green light.
Factors like low home
prices, large selection,
and a continued pent-up
demand for housing are
putting buyers in the
driver's seat.
"These new reasons,
which may not apply
later in the year,combine
with the traditional home
buying incentives of equity accumulation, tax
benefits, pride of ownership, and the laws of supply and demand which
seem certain to enhance
the homeowner's investment,"says Shropshire.
The median sales price
of an existing home nationally increased only
3.6 percent last year.
'Reflecting discounts
from seller-assisted
financing, the net selling
prices are now lower than
a year ago. These lower
home prices mean
smaller downpayments
for buyers.

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 10-16

Carrico Paint lig
Floor Covering
1210 W. Main_Merrey, Ky. 42071
,
,

As the economy improves later in the year,
demand for housing could
be exceptionally strong,
putting upward pressure
on lime prices. Housing
construction also has not
kept pace with demand.
Apartment vacancies are
at historic lows of less
than 5 percent. The formation of 20 million new
households during this
decade will require a
minimum of 2 million
new housing units be constructed each year to
meet demand. Less than
half that number were
built last year.
Also the number of people in the prime home.
buying age group of 25-44
years will increase to 31
percent of the population
during the decade. This
along with the
demographic needs of
Americans and the pentup demand resulting
from the three-year-long
tkeusing depression,
points to an increased demand for housing and a
supply that may not fill
this need.
"Home prices may
never be lower," says
Shropshire. "And homes
will continue to be an attractive investment
because they provide a

INSURACEO
AGENCY
210 I. Maki

15344119

necessity — a place to
live along with an appealing lifestyle."
Even if conventional interest rates drop, buyers
will flood the home buying market, driving
prices up. Timing a home
purchase this spring is
critical to taking advantage of the low prices
available now.
Buyers traveling down
the home-hunting road
this spring also will find a
large selection of existing
homes. Since "many
families want to move
during the summer, their
homes are going on the
market right now. Also
homes that went unsold
during the winter still are
on the market.
While the supply may
be at a peak for the year,
the condition also is improved. Sellers are fixing
up as never before.
Remodeling that normally would have been considered buyers' expense,
like new carpeting,.painting, even major construction like finishing a
basement or installing a
fireplace now are becoming sellers' necessities to
make homes more
marketable. Some sellers
also are assisting buyers
with mortgages.

"When you consider
lower mortgage interest
rates available through
people-to-people financing, the savvy home
buyer should see today's
buyer's market as an excellent time to beat the
competition at prices and
ternis that couldn't be
better,"says Shropshire.
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On the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
From various sources
come these bits of information of interest to
the home owner:
A building system
developed in France is
getting the attention of
some American housing
developers. It involves
stirring up some ingredients, pouring the mixture into an attractive
mold and baking until
done. After the foundations are installed, fresh
concrete is poured into a
steel mold, which can be
any one of various sizes
and designs. The forms
produce seamless concrete floors or walls of
four units in a single
pour.
Portable heaters are
then hung in each unit,
with canvas flaps to hold
in the heat. The units are
"baked" at temperatures
up to 160 degrees
Fahrenheit. The process
is said to speed up the
drying time as much as 60
percent so that workmen
can finish the walls of the
ground floor while the second floor is being
poured. The system has
been used by the Dubbin
brothers, Daniel and
Henry, in their 84-acre
townhome development
in Palm Beach County in
Florida. The most
popular model at Sherwood Lakes contains four
backto-back units; in effect, a quadraplex. The
French-made steel forms
not only have penetrated
the United States, but are
spreading throughout the
world. The forms or
molds come from SaintAmand les Eaux.
It is ironic that, in an
era when many families
cannot get into the housing market be-cause of
high prices, those who
have houses and are
remodeling them are
choosing to fix their
bathrooms. The National
Association of Home
Builders says bathroom
remodeling has become
the most frequent home
improvement. What
makes that surprising is
that the bathroom is the
most costly room in the
house to improve on a
dollar per-square-foot
basis. Updating can be
expensive, especially
when luxury fixtures and
fittings are selected, as
contractors say most people are doing. Those who
want a whirlpool bath, a
pedestral lavatory, toilet

and bidet can spend as
much as $6,500 for the
material. Add to that the
cost of installation, plumbing, tiling, carpentry,
etc., and you have a tidy
sum, sometimes in the
neighborhood of $40,000 to
$50,000.
Nearly every TV watcher knows you should
leave on lowlevel lighting
for viewing comfort. But
you may not know that
many of today's TV sets
come with what is called
a light -dependent
resistor. That's a sensor
smart enough to raise or
lower the output of the
tube according to the
light-level in the room. As
a result, RCA warns you
should not put a lamp
directly on top of the set
or bathe it in light from
an overhead fixture. Do
either of those things and
the resistor will not do its
job properly.
Now that there has
been some pickup in the
housing market, it will be
interesting to watch the
figures this year on socalled manufactured
homes vs. those of houses
built- en - their sites.
Manufactured homes are
considered those built inside factories and then
transported to the home
sites. In 1982, they accounted for 36.6 percent
of the total of all new
single-family houses sold
in America. Houses built
on their lots showed a
decline of 5.3 percent
from the previous year.
Figures in so far this year
show jumps in sales for
both types of houses, with
the manufactured homes
showing an especially
strong increase.
When we talk about
adequate sloping to drain
away surface water from
the foundation of our
house, we are usually
thinking about preventing water from getting
into the basement or
crawl space. But experts
say it serves another purpose — keeping the foundation drier and thus
warmer so that heat loss
through the wall is reduced.
A helpful booklet for
d,-ityourselfers is Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs,"
which can be obtained by
sending $1.50 to this
newspaper at Box 5,
Teaneck, NJ 07666.)

Props4ty Week

Attic great place for saving energy
Attics are great places! In
some homes, they're great
places for storing everytr ng
from last year's Christmas decorations to grandma's old
rocker. In others, they provide
a secluded work area for the
family hobbyist. For still
others, they are great places to
convert into additional living
space—stretching the home
without straining the budget.
But the attic, above all else.
is a great place for saving
home energy. How?.By adding insulation to the attic floor
Adequate attic insulation
can result in a substantial savings winter and summer, year

after year, according to the
Mineral Insulation Manufacturers Association. And, because the attic is easily accessible. adding mineral fiber in:
sulation —either rock wool or
fiberglass--to the attic floor
is the simplest way to improve
the thermal performance of
your home.
Recommended R-values
Generally speaking. R-38
or R-30 insulation in attics is
recommended for most parts
of the United States with oen
higher R-values economically
justified by fuel savings in
colder sections of the country.

your attic yourself, you'll save
Savings vary. Find out why
in the seller's fact sheet on
R-values available from building material dealers and contractors.
If you decide to insulate
even more money. Any desired
R-value can he achieved with a
combination of batts, blankets
and loose fill mineral fiber insulation.
What to use
If there is no insulation in
the attic, use batty or blanket
with the vapor barrier side
down. For attics that already
have some insulation; new in-

KICK-OFF BREAKFAST — The Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
held its kick-off for Private Property Week Monday morning at Boston Tea Party with a prayer breakfast. Darrell Gibson, WSJP disc jockey, gave an inspirational talk on being positive and optimistic. President Loretta Jobs quoted that
sales for the board for the first quarterhad increased 62 percent over last year's
sales and that steady gains in home sales are forecast for the rest of 1983. At the
breakfast were (from left) Jobs, president; Glenda Smith, director; Vicki
Swain, secretary; Gibson; Warren Shropshire, vice president; Anna Requarth,
chairman of Private Property Week; and Preeticibunn, director.

L

sulat ion can he added on top of
old by using batty or blankets
WI-0104.1ia .apor barrier—unfaced.
ll'untaced insulation is not
:Notable. you can use the type
with a vapor barrier, hut remo‘e the vapor barrier before
installing
It loose-till mineral fiber
insulation is used. pour to the
depth required. Till in all
nooks and crannies. but do not
cows recessed light fixtures.
exhaust fans or attic etiolation
The space between the
chimney and wood framing
should he tilled with noncombustible unlaced mineral
fiber baits or loose-fill insulation.
Additional information on
attic insulation is available in a
booklet. -Save on Home Heating and Cooling Costs: Insulate Your Attic Now." To get a
copy. send 45 cents and a
stamped. self-addressed envelope to MIMA, Dept. SR,
, 382 Springfield Avenue.
Summit, NJ 07901.

Private Property Week
April 10-16

Here's the answer...
(Continued from Page 7)
with just one real estate
agent?
A. — Select an experienced and competant
agent and trust him to get
the job done for you. He
will know your
preferences and financial
qualifications, and you
will not have to repeat
this information again
and again to each new
agent who shows you a
house.

We solute oil our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 10-16

Harmon & Malone
Remodeling Company
S. 4th

753-4124

See Us For Your Home Loan
Home Mortgage Money Is Available
ER
Murray
Branch
Hopkinsville
Federal Savings Bank
7th and Main
753-7921

I

17,JT:

Private Property Week
Aprrl 10 16

We salute the
Murray
Calloway
County
Realtors for
their positive
attitude
toward selling
our community.
Werray
Ledger &
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OFFICES OF THE MURRAY CALLO WAY
COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Century 21
Loretta Jobs,
Realtors

C.O.
Bondurant
Realty

1200 Sycamore
Murray, KY 42071_
753-1492

Coleman Real
Estate and
Property
Management

418/
1 2 Main
Murray, KY 42071
753-9954

404 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-9898

Claude L. Miller
Real Estate
and Appraiser

Galloway
Realty
Route 7
Murray, KY
753-1302

MurrayCalloway
County Realty
304 North 12th
Murray, KY 42071
753-8146

418/
1
2 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-5064

Roberts
Realty
414 South 12th
Murray, KY 42071
753-1651

Spann Realty
Associates
Southside Shopping Ctr.
Murray, KY 42071
753-7724
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Income tax benefits for home ownership on the rise

While taxes on almost
every purchase continue
to rise, income tax deductions for home ownership
have been increasing, according to Loretta Jobs,
President, Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
"A series of tax laws
went into effect last fall to
help home sellers and
potential home buyers as
well," Jobs says. "If

you're a homeowner, you
only have to reach as high
as the roof over your head
for income tax savings.
Others are scrambling
for complicated advice
and investment
strategies."
The income tax laws
allow home sellers to
shelter resalei profits by
buying another home of
equal or greater value.
The time limitations were
expanded last year to two
years to buy or build
another home. This
benefits sellers who feel
they will need more time
(Continued from Page 11) to
find a home and
vacation be ruined by
favorable financing. If
discovering a break-in at
the seller doesn't buy
your home when you get
another home, the inback. Neighbors,
dividual must pay capital
relatives and police are
gains taxes on the home's
your best friends when
profit. But the capital
you're on vacation. Have
gains tax rate was reducthem watch over your
ed last year from 28 to 20
home when you hit the
percent.
vacation °trail, and then
The one-in-a-lifetime
return the favor when
home sale tax exemption
they take their trip.
for a qualified home
"The Strength of a seller, age 55 or older,
was raised to $125,000
Nation Lies in the
from
$100,000 last July.
Homes of Its People.'
"Naturally, this gives
— Abraham Uncoln
senior citizens more protection from inflation
which has pushed the
value of their homes up,
thus giving them a bigger
profit," says Jobs. "Now
is a good time for older
couples who had thought
about making a move, to
sell their homes and buy
a smaller residence or
condominium."
Although homes appreciate in value each
year, for tax purposes,
many property owners,
Private
lly investors,
Property Week especia
want quick depreciation.
April 10-16

The shortest useful life
now allowed for most
depreciable real property
acquired after Jan. 1,
1981 is 15 years. This easing of the capital cost
recovery (from a useful
life of 30-40 years) will
permit a depreciation
rate of about 7 percent of
the property's value per
year and give a faster
return on real estate investment.

With a long-term mortgage, interest is nearly
the total amount of the
monthly payment in the
first few years. Since interest is a deductible expense, the greatest
deduction comes in the
early years of owning a
home. With the deduction, as with the amount
paid in property taxes,
gross taxable income is
reduced.

Monthly housing
payments can be seen in
a different light when the
after-tax costs are weighed. A buyer in a 30 percent tax bracket, earning
more than 820,000 a year,
gets about $180 of a ;600
payment returned to him
each month in tax savings. These savings bring
down the effective mortgage interest rate.
Through tax benefits,

homeowners can pay
more than renters each
month and still come wit
ahead.
"The actual after-tax
cost of interest should be
considered when making
a home buying decision,"
says Jobs. "Other investments don't offer
these tax benefits. By
waiting to buy a home,
the tax savings will be
lost forever. t

Facts...
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FITTS BLOCK AND
READY MIX,INC.
East Male St.

How Much
• Interest
Do You Have
Your
Checking
ikccounf
Until recently, the money in your checking account did
not earn any interest. But now Lincoln Federal has
changed that with "Good Life" Checking Accounts.
When you open a "Good Life" Checking Account your
money will earn 5.25% interest compounded daily for
an annual yield of 5.47%. There is no minimum balance
required, and you can write all the thecks you want
without a service charge. Visit your Lincoln Federal
office and open a "Good Life" Checking Account. Keep
it in the family — The Lincoln Federal Family.

753-3S46

Salute To

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 10-16
STARKS
CONCRETE WORK
Alms, Ky. — 753-2143

LI NCOLN ERIC
FEDERAL SAVINGS

ttalsolmvatinottnatmail.m.

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION t••• WeeIone IMMO
Murray 7594234
Fornefty semoty Fed•rd
Mayfield 247-2616
Lexington 233-2167
CaGrange 582-3301
Owensboro 926-4020 Louisville 582-3301
Radcliff 351-1314
Other areas in lentucky. Toil Free 1-800-292-4561
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OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
1547 CANTERBURY
NEW HOME 580'S

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
1543 OXFORD DRIVE
CANTERBURY

GATESBORO HOME
ECONOMICAL PRICE-$60'S

CONTEMPORARY MASTERPIECE
BEDROOMS

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
CORNER BECKM AND
TABARD IN CANTERBURY $110'S

A LOT FOR A LITTLE
LOW 540'S

RUSTIC CONTEMPORARY ON
WOODED LOTS

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
LOVELY 3 BEDROOM HOME $701

GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
AND NEIGHBORS-S41,500

ZONED FOR PROFESSIONAL
OFFICES-MAIN STREET
LOCATION
\*„. Agar

TWO BEDROOM
CHARMER $22,000

SAY HELLO TO
A GOOD BUY
MID $30.5

1!'

LARGE FAMILY HOMEWOODED SETTING

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
1701 JOHNSON
$65,000

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
520 SOUTH 6tit-530,000

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 2-4 P.M.
514 BROAD $45,000

ATTRACTIVE 3 BEDROOM BRICX
RANCHER LOW $40'S

FRIENDLY LITTLE
HOME $30,000

re

DESIGNERS DREAMGATES11010 LOW SIO'S

ALMOST NEW HOME
$38,900

Geri Andersen
Stiii.toro Erwin 7.53-41:z
Gcorl..-!c
Homer hititct
A-1 1010 1% .1001
4h
/
i411 lZkiN l.t1111

.1%t011.0.01:1
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The Saving Pia
Sale Starts Wed. April 13, Endi April 16

s't
tANTER
•

-

NIERS

2

For

Planters Peanuts
Ideal for snacking.

•Net wt

88cSkein

itt

9

Ou•
1.64 50 Lunch Napkins -

7saie50-30

Llmit 2

Our

‘11vOUr

Mfr

4.77 may Vary
50 Trash Can Liners
Hold 20-30 gal. 1.5 mil.

97C
White Paper Plates
Pkg. of 80,9" plates.

Unlit 1

3

Our
111•
1.47a.
Price
ayeile" A-pi Yarn
4-way Nand Cad
,
Flex'
'-,Conditioner
Folds fOr storag •
1111111rotcAlK -46

•

• Z.,....iistoiesit..114d

411-oz.* C

A 1IIIIIIIIIIIIII

6
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Stunning Full-figure Top Or Pants
Our 10.57-12.96, Lovely striped top or
tailored career pants. Polyester.
Misses' Beautifully Striped Blouse
Our10.96,Flattering blouse of polyester/cotton for dressy or casual wear.
Misses' Attractive Fashion Pants
Our 11.96, Comfortable tailored pants
of easy-wearing polyester poplin.

Your Choice
Our Reg. 5.47-5.97
Adorable Infants' And Toddlers'Summertime Short Sets
At Savings
Cute selection- of summer togs for little girls and boys. Pick
from
colorful tank or short-sleeve tops that come with
matching
shorts. Easy-care polyester/cotton fabric. Great buy at
K mart!

Sizes 2-4

tj-

Our Reg.
5.97
111
Eaoh
Bogs Of Nylon Or Canvas
Attractively Styled bogs with
convenient pockets. Save,

For

Our Reg.

W.2.97

Toddlor Boys'Shirt Or Shorts
Numeral print T-shirt or denim
shorts. Polyester/cotton. Save.
ti

•

•

••

$3

$
To

I Sayings
rom
hing
art!

ir Peg.
Reg.
?7
rts
ye.

Save 20%-29%

Our Reg. 3.96-9.96
Misses' Cool Fashion Tops
Girls' Novelty Knit Tops
Colorful stripes set off poly- Bright-colored polyester/cotester/cotton tops
4.44 ton tops. Girls' 7-14
$3
Taikired Summer Shorts
Summer Shorts For Girls
Of cotton or polyester/cotton Polyester/cotton shorts. . 4.44
blends. Sizes 5/6-17/18
57 Similar Styles,4-6X
4.44

Pr.-Our
Reg. 7.97
Women's Canvas Slides
Pleated canvas slides have
tricot/foam lining. rope trim.

Pr.-Our
Reg.9.97
Children's SmurfTM Joggers
Nylon and suede leather
joggers with padded insole.

Uu

$3 $8Save 19%-33%
Our Reg. 3.97-11.97
To
Men's Knit Golf Shirt
Short-sleeve polyester/cotton
with pocket,side vent
$5
Fashion Shorts For Men
With elastic waist and pockets. Polyester/cotton
$8

Boys' Athletic Shirt Or Shorts
Polyester/cotton shirt, lined
shorts. Fits 8-18
Ea. $4
Jr. Boys' Shirt Or Shorts
Athletic shirt, shorts of polyester/cotton. Fit 4-7. Ea.$3

Pr.-Our
Pr.-Our
R97-12.97
9.97
To R
Athletic Shoes With Trhn Cross-country Joggers
Cross-country vinyl joggers in
Girls' soft vinyl joggers
/
2-6.
men's, women's sizes; boys'21
with padded collar, insole,

7:;
Regular or
Qtrn. Size

--

Our 1.97. Choose 9-oz! bag of
Little Heath Bars or 71/2-oz.."
bag of Heath' Pecan Clusters.

Sale
•
Price
L'egge Panty Hose
Nylon panty hose
with cotton panel.

6-pr.
•
W
Pkg.
Tube Socks For Men
Odon acrylic/nylon.
iloy's 941.Pkg.3.77

Box
Of 30
•
HelenHorperouMaxiPads
Super-thin maxi
save.

•
6-oz: Oil Of Olay®
Silky, beauty lotion
for skir care. Save!

Our Reg.89C. Dole® fruit cocktail, pears halves, peaches
slices or mandarin sections.

2
Sale
Price

Ea.
Our
3.9;
Latch H ok Rug Kit
12x12" inted canyam.
JOU mow

2.

Sale Price. Ragu® Pizza sauce.
Traditional, mushroom, sausage or pepperoni. 14 oz.'

K mart*
Sale Price
Lees Factory
Rebate
Cost

Our Reg 717

-

Sale Price Chef Boy Ar-Dee •
beef ravioli. Beefaroni.' or
spaghetti and meatballs

.44

Steel Mall Box

Painted aluminum
finish Save now

Our Peg. 10.27

Our Reg. 24.88 Save $5

19.9-4
-5.0(
14.91

PRICE AFTER REBATE

844 19.88 14.97
Mounting Post
Steel post fits all
rural mailboxes.

Double Lock Set
' Key lock and dead
bolt with keys.Save.

A

Pro SlylaP 1500
2-speed
r dryer
Plus atitichm.nts.
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Wed.Thru
Sat. Sale

K mart'
Sale Price
Less Factory.1 00
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Rebate
PPIDO1P 11710.1 fr'

28°

Ea

Your Net Cost
After Rebate

s StipulatIOn

54°

Ea

Rebote lir-Wed to rntr 's stioulotIon
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6-oz: Oil Of °lay®
Silky, beauty lotion
for skin care.Save!

.&oz•

litor

Your
Choice
Finesse* Shampoo
7-oz! regular or extrabody shampoo. Save!

Your
a48Choice
Flex Ner Hair Spray
Choice of formulas.
7- oz! aerosol can.

AFTER
REBATE
Style • Hair Spray
Style 1, II, Of ill
hair care spray.

ino

PRICE
AFTER
REBATE
Style Hair Care
Shampoo or conditioner 1641. oz. ea.

Weba Balsam' Duo
tra-bod shampoo
Honer.Sale.

Vartety Of
Colors Patterns

Ea.
•
Our
•"IIP 1 3.97
Latch Ift,ok Rug Kit
12x12" inted canvas, aylic yarn.
insistiw•ok imitoSod

oll
Our
2.74

Ea.-Our
Reg. 1.57
Vinyl-coated Mats
Handy utility mats.
30x24" or 18x48'

•
Contacts Paper
Self-adhesive vinyl. 18"x4-yd. roll.

99$

Limit 1

Reynolde Alumlnur
12"x75' roll of multipurpose foil. Save.

•

K mart
Sale Prk
Loss
'
pet...11e
-Your Net Cs
After Rebate
Robahocl

19.97
-5.00
:15197

PRICE AFTER REBATE

Our Reg. 3.38

Our Reg. 21.97

Save $7

Our Reg. 7.97 Save $2

14
2.67 14.97 5.97
thments.
Pro Style 1500
2-speed air dryer
plus att
r--

entrlo.97
Teflon II
'Fry Pan
10" aluminum pan,
Teflon II'

Microwave Cookware
4-pc. set, for any
oven up to 400°

10" Saute Pan
Polished aluminum,
SilverStonel^ interior.

Our Reg. 2.28

Our Reg.2.44

1.97 1.
Glass Sun Tea Jar
With screw-on top
and pour spout.

A

Your
Choice
Ovenproof Bakeware
Bake, serve, store.
Harvest Amber!

1 • a .•
--- -'.5

•••

v

• 4-.

•

Our 1.97

Our Reg. 5.97

23

4.97

For

Bagged Fiberfill Stuffing
Handy 12-oz.• bag. Non-allergic polyester is washable
Our 5.67, Quilt Batting,$4

6x6' Shower Curtain Liner
Heavyweight vinyl is durable
and easy to clean. Colorful.
Our 4.97, Clear Liner, 3.97

Our 1.97 Ea

45
For

16-inch Braided Chair Pads
Round chair pads of acrylic/
wool/nylon in reversible solid
colors. With handy ties. Save.

Our Reg. 1117

Dishcloths
Bdl. Polyester/cotton
Of 3 Checks. 13x13.

Our Reg. 1.17

Utility Towels
Thirsty cotton. 28x
29". Many uses.

4 3
For

.2plioracasse,tsar

owel
Kitch
Ea.
Cotton terry in
15x25" choice of checks.

7e Ea.

3For

III

QsQ.2L97 Fuil-itte $st',
29.97,Quesn-sirs UP.24.07

Washcloths
Cotton/polyester
terry. 12x12" size.

Our
. 3.97

Vinyl Place Matt
Wipe-clean. Prints
and solid colors.

22x42"
Choice Of Velour Bath Towel
Wrap yourself in thirsty cotton/polyester velour. Eyecatching prints, solids, colors.

Sale Price

Our Reg. 3.97

2.

2.77,x4,

23x46"
Thirsty Terry lath Towel
Rugged 100% cotton terry In
a bouquet of shades. An easy
way to spruce-up a bath.

Vinyl Roll-up Blinds
Deep fruitwood or classic
white. For a light, breezy
look in any room. Save.
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Sale Price

Sale Price

Sale Price

18.97 12.97 39.97 14.97
K mart Deluxe Dry Hairsetter
With 20 tangle-free rollers, clip
and cord storage compartments, 5-minute heat-up time.

lid/
olid
ye.

Lightin Easy* Steam/Dry Iron
With 27 steam vents, cooler-tothe-touch shell, faster heat-up/
cool down, "no-fray" cordset.

PRICE AFTER REBATE

5-gallon lndoor/Ourdoor Vacuum
Vacuums wet or dry surfaces.
With hose, nozzle, 2 extension
wands, 4-wheel dolly. 19" tall.

12-cup Drip Coffee Maker
Brews 2-12 cups. "Coffee Thrift"
system, double-filter system.
Replacement Carafe .. 5.44
Rebate limited to
mlr S strpulation

•

Sale Price

F382

Less Factory
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Rebate

600_01

- 5.00
14.97

•

Mfr.'s
List
Prices
Men's, Women's Timex Watches
Analog style. Women's Cavatina, Easy Reodec,Petite; Men's
Marlin, Quartz, Wrcury. Save.

Ansco

M
M
M ED MI 13
=I
el
—

Our-Reg. 7.66

5 6

Save

111
$2
Cassette Carrying Case
Podded, grained-vinyl case
holds 24 cassette tapes. With
sturdy handle. Shop and save.

Sale Price

Sale Price

Limit 1

Our Reg.9.97 Save $2

9.97 49.88 7.97

Ansco• SO Disc Camera
Built-in sensor flash, f/2.8 lens
with close-up feature, folding
handle and cover: Save nowl

Kodak "Disc"6000 Camera
Built-In flash, motorized film advance, built-in cover/handle.
15-exp. "Disc" film. Save now!

Your
Choice
Solar-powered Calculators
Vertical style or credit-card
size with memory, square root,
8-digit readout, case. Save.
Sofferies not required
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K mart' Sale
Price
Less Factory
Rebate

•

7.97
-2.00

Your Net Cost ... ....
After Rebate O.V /

We Honor

K mart" ADVERTISED
MERtHANDISE POLICY

PRICE AFTER REBATE
H4001 H4651
H5006 H4656

•
Halogen Sealed Beams
Round or rectangular, high or
low sealed beam headlamps.

PRICE AFTER REBATE

Os

rjOrcl

hnrn 'Menlo. Is to have every ether
used 'fern In stock on cyo shelves 14 an
adverts.] don, is not ayarlable for purchase due l any unforeseen reason.
I( mar! .11 Issue a Ram Check on requeSI
lor the rnershandrse lone tern or reason
able lamely quanhly I to be purchaSed al the
se* pry. whenever evadable or will sr
1...aboe oualey dem at a compa•
4,
Y.4.•"•
'able reductor m once

K mart Sale
14.97
Price
Less Factory
-2.00
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Rebate 12.97
Rebates limited to mfr Sstipulattor

H6014
H6052

12.97a

Halogen Dual Beams
Round or rectangular headlamps with high/low beams.

Save
20%

Mfr Mao Van,

Our
Reg.
42.97
175-watt Mercury Vapor Lamp
Automatically turns light on at
dusk, off at dawn. Bulb included.

29.88

5

9
.

Auto
Dept

r eg.
48
7.u
0

2-gallon Gasoline Can
1
2/
Can with handy snap vent, metal handle, leak-resistant spout.

etl•
3.97
11-oz. Chrome Spray Paint
Chrome aluminum spray enamel
for many car or home purposes.

r Reg
2.77
Ea.
•
Choice Of Chrome Polish
Handy black or silver chrome
polish cleaner 8-fl oz. Save

A' AT0VA,

Sale
Price
Sturdy 4-tier Shelving
Handy 30x12x60" metalconstructed shelving.

Our Reg.
13.97 Ea.
Radial Tuned Shocks
Our 'lest' shocks made for
many U.S. automobiles.Save

Save 28%
Our 6.97
•
1/4"40/8"- Drive Socket Set
SAE or metric socket sets for
use in home, wadhop or auto.

Sale
Price
Heavy-duty 6-volt Battery
Reliable battery for an array
of lighting product uses
Sold In Our
Sporting
apart

-

Our Reg.
8.47
Nylon Reinforced Garden Hose
lightweight and durable 50'
x%" hose for outdoor use

24.97
Leather Fielder's Glove
Top-grain leather palm and back
Our 9.97, Pee Wee Glove .. 6.97

•
Sale Price
Box of 12
•
Maxftr and DWI* Golf Balls
Come with yellow or white Surlyn
cover. Wound 2-pc. construction

Our Reg
24.97
33x77" Sleeping Bag
Nylon cover, 3-lb." polyester fill, flannel lining. Save.

Available At Your Neighborhood K mart®
•
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Sale Ends Sat., April 1
H4651
H4656

16014
46052
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Pkg.-Oui 21C

Each

18-lb. Bag Super K-Ore Lawn Fertilizer
Beautiful 12-15" Colorado Spruce Trees
Super 27-3-3 formula helps develop thicker, Distinctive evergreen in approx.2-gal. container,
greener, healthier grass. Covers 5000-sq. ft. adds a touch of elegance to your landscape.
• Net wt

Nice Variety Of Vegetable And Flower Seeds
Choose from an orray of garden seeds that will
provide a wealth of fresh vegetables or flowers.

Reg.
77
is
me

3Ve.

Tay
Ses.

teg.

4.976.97

Our
88
0/?
. i; Reg.
29.77
K-fike'r Plant Food
20" Drop Sproodor
33"Tomato Dago
Water-soluble food for Precision control sys- Sturdy, galvanized wire
healthier plants. 5 lb.• tem. For seed, fertilizer. protects and supports.
Ow

'N•104

Our Reg.
2.37
20-1b.* Potting Soil
Ready-to-use soil for
healthy plant growth.
•No• wt

2.97 97
Our
4.27
5-lb.• Sag Grass toed
For thicker lawns. Covers up to 1000-sq. ft.
Net WI

0Our Reg.
1.53 Ea.
Pockagod Poronnials
Ready-to-plant, hardy. •
Will brighten your yard.
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28-oz.' Liquid Plant Food
hectttlter o•ont grow*
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Super K.43to Pertite
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147
4-qt.
'-size Vermiculite
Ctv)ditions enriches soil
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Super K-Gro Peat Moss
4 k.it • soil zonoitioner
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Fertilizer Spikes
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10" Hanging Baskets
Our 1.77.12" Basket, 117

6.37797

Our Reg

Plastic. Sorrel Planter
Decorative and tunctionct
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WI" Fulhetepth Planter
Ptostc in decor 701ors
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Stylish Modern Pkinters
With sa,..cer

Our Reg
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18x18- Full-depth Planter
Our 22.97, 20x 20'. 18 97
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OUR
LOW
PRICES
Scotts1 Turf Builder For A Healthier Lawn
Nourishes. feeds to help develop a thicker and
healthier lawn; encourages new growth. Save.
Not wl may vory from store to store

OUR
LOW
PRICES
Turf Builder Plus 2* Helps Lawns Flourish
Kills dandelions and other broadleaf weeds,plus
fertilizes for healthier, greener grass. Save now.
Net vet may vary from store to store

-•
-4111k.

.77

PRICE
AFTER
REBATE

Scotts' Sturdy 21" Spreader For Lawns
Spreads fertilizer evenly. Helps prevent over
application. Steel construction. Save now.
Rebate limited to 'flit s
stipulation

ALlotic

40.77
-7.00
33.77
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Pkiattby, Potted COrtifftref.aS E dergreens

Peach).-" vor-e.e;
•
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4.97Each

5.9

Foliage Plants In I" Winging Baskets
Nrce selectten of thriving foiiage

Weatherproof Lawn And Garden Idgang
Plastic edgingr 4'2Q roil to °ordering.

9

7
CPkg -Our Reg 147

- 111-b.• Super K-Giro' Weed And Feed
Formula 25-3-3. covers up to 5000-s.ft
•••••.0

Tree And Shrub Fertilizer Stakes
For trees, shrubs, evergreens,fruit trees.

Our eg

17.97

;7

Our Reg. 23.97
Handy 2-gallon Metal Tank Sprayer
All-purpose sprayer for lawn and garden care.

